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WOILD
DHAKA, Bangladesh -- Five
U.S. • Blackhawk helicopters
today ferried food. and medic'
to cyclone survivors
the
southeastern coast, beginning an
American relief effort involving
thousands of troops.

LEXINGTON — A Lexington
architect released a letter showMg Attorney General Fred Cowan asked him for. a $2,000 campaign contribution days after the
architect was subpoenaed to
appear before a grand jury
investigating political
contributions.

SPORTS
EAST RUTHERFORD, NJ. —
After guiding the New York
Giants to their second Super
Bowl title in five years, Bill
Parcells reportedly will step
down today as coach of the NFL
champions.

BUSINESS
The stock market staged a steep
decline, taking its cue from a
sharply eroded bond market.
The Dow Jones average of 30
industrials shed 37.57 points to
close at 2,886.85. The dollar
was down against major foreign
currencies in a session dominated by technical trading.

FORECAST
Partly cloudy with some latenight fog tonight. Lows in the
m4-,60s. Light south wind. Very
warm and humid Thursday: A
40 percent chance of thunderstorms. Highs in the upper 80s.

LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY LAKE
359.6, +0.2; below 315.1, +1.3
BARKLEY LAKE
359.6, +0.1; below 318.4, +0.4
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received their home-delivered
copy pr the Murray Ledger &
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and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.

The Calloway County Fiscal
Court, along with the Murray City
Council, will play a larger role in
the management of the MurrayCalloway County Senior Citizens,
according to a proposal approved
Tuesday by the court.
By-laws recently adopted by the
Senior Citizens call for the court
and council to appoint four oneyear-term members each to a
Senior Citizens Board, which will
serve in part to determine problems

faced by the aging and work to
solve those problems through
services.
The new board will also include
one member each appointed by the
Murray-Calloway County Chamber
of Commerce, Murray-Calloway
County chapter of the American
Association of Retired Persons and •
the Murray-Calloway County
Ministerial Association.
The board's responsibilities will
also include once-a-month meetings and the employment of an
executive director.
The new board is designed to

Iraqi troops open fire
ZAKHO, Iraq (AP) — Iraqi
troops opened fire as a U.S. Army
scout helicopter flew past them just
outside the allied "security zone,"
officials said today. But it was not
immediately known what they were
shooting at.
U.S. Navy Lt. Cmdr. John Hopkins said the small 011-58 helicopter's two crew members saw three
Iraqi soldiers firing small arms
south of Dohuk at about 10 pmi.
Tuesday.
U.S. Army May. Susan Ives, a
spokeswoman in northern Iraq, said
earlier that the helicopter had been
fired at but had not been hit as it
flew near an Iraqi checkpoint just
outside a Marine position near
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help solve "a lot of problems"
within the organization, according
to Calloway County Judge/
Executive George Weaks. "Something's got to be done."
The judge, however, would not
elaborate as to the nature of the
problems.
Another source, however, said
management has failed to keep its
members informed of financial difficulties and other problems within
the organization.
The Senior -Citizens is supported.
by the Purchase Area Development

50-CENTS

District and through funds from the Community Center's executive
city and coitnty.
director, a position which is curThe Senior Citizens, which rently vacant, could possibly serve
recently moved into its hew loca- as executive director of the Senior
tion at the Weaks Community Cen- Citizens as well, Cherry said.
ter, provides low-cost meals to
In other business, the Fiscal
seniors, counseling services and Court:
other needed assistance.
• appointed Holt Roberts to a
The Murray City Council is like- four-year term on the Board of
ly to approve the new by-laws at Assessment Appeals.
their May 23 meeting, according to •• decided to meet next week with
Murray Mayor Bill Cherry.
local garbage haulers to discuss
The new plan should be in place complaints from the haulers and
before July 1, the beginning of the the possibility of establishing a
fiscal. year..
county-operated garbage hauling
Under the new plan, the Weaks service.

Business After Hours

Dohuk. Hopkins said, however,
that it was not known what the Iraqis were shooting at.
"The pilots reported that their
helicopter did not take any fire, nor
did they return any fire, nor were
they in any danger," he said,
speaking from the lncirlik base in
southern Turkey that is coordinating allied efforts.
In the past, U.S. aircraft have
been fired at by Iraqi troops during
the operation to repatriate hundreds
of thousands of Iraqi Kurdish a
refugeees.
On May 8, a' U.S.- Navy A-6
Intruder fighter-bomber came

Guy Irvan Boggess to be grand
marshal in annual Hardin Day parade
Guy Irvan Boggess, accompanied by his wife of 66 years, the former Palice Henderson, will be the grand marshal of the Hardin Day
Parade on Saturday, May 18.
Boggess, born May 27, 1905, to Albert and Bessie Arnold Boggess, and Mrs. Boggess, born Nov.9,1904, to Tim and Lela Puckett
Henderson, have resided in Hardin for most of their combined 172
years. They were married Jan. 11, 1925.
Mr. Boggess spent 18 years teaching in rural schools throughout
the area. He was then employed by TVA prior to his working with
Tappan Co. in Murray from which he retired in 1970. His experiences as a teacher in one-room schools give rise to fond and vivid
memories. He also taught in the moonlight schools — an early
effort in adult education.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Boggess are graduates of Hardin High School.
He attended Western Kentucky (Normal School) and Murray State
Teachers College; served as "judge" during Hardin's years of incorporation; and served many years as an elder in the Church of Christ.
He and his wife are now senior members of a small independent
group which meets in Hardin.
The parade is scheduled at 11 a.m. Saturday in Hardin. Other
Saturday events include breakfast from 6 to 10 a.m. at Four Seasons
and Country Crossroads restaurants; Marshall County Health Fair
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.; Riley Band from 12 noon
1:30 p.m.:
speeches by candidates from 1:30 to 2:30 p.m.; coun and rock
music by Sage Brush starting at 2:30 p.m.
The flea market and arts and crafts portion of the events ill kick
off the activities Friday with a local talent contest and Little Mr.
and Mrs. Hardin Day contest at 7 p.m. The contest will be open to
those up to 12 years of age. The admission will be $2 for adults and
$1 for children.
Proceeds from the event will go to the Hardin-South Marshall
Fire Department.

Mary Jane Roberson of the Murray-Calloway County Board of Realtors presents Calloway County Judge/
Executive George Weaks with a plaque dedicating the landscaping of the building to Weaks during a
Business After Hours Tuesday afternoon. The event was sponsored by the Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce.
Staff photo by Mark Cooper

Baker, Shamir hold critical meetings
JERUSALEM (AP) — Secretary
of State James A. Baker III, nearing the end of his troubled Mideast
peace mission, held critical backto-back meetings with Israeli Prime
Minister Yitzhak Shamir today.
Israeli radio, without explanation, reported they were putting
"understandings" pertaining to the
proposed regional peace conference
in writing.
The report could signal progress
in Baker's effort to set up a peace
conference. Foreign Minister David
Levy, returning from talks from
European foreign ministers in
Brussels, was expected to join the
afternoon session.
Another Israeli official, without
elaboration, said "something is
cooking."
Between the tw,o rounds, Baker

took a break of nearly three hours
for lunch and rest. He is feeling the
effects of a slight flu that hit him
two days ago in Cairo.
Neither side issued a statement
after the first round. An Israeli
government source, insisting on
anonymity, told The Associated
Press the scheduling of a second
session "means they have something—to. talk -about."
Defense Minister Moshe Arens
participated in the two sessions.
Baker wants Shamir to accept a
role for the United Nations in the
negotiations and to give the conference a more than ceremonial
function.
Specifically, the aim is to have
the sponsors — the United States
and the Soviet Union — reconvene
the conference if Arab-Israeli nego- .

Man on the street

How do youfeel about Wilkinson pulling out of the primary?

George Zivkovich
"I feel like she withdrew from the
race because she felt she wasn't
going to win, and from what I
understand she wanted to help out
her friend, Baesler."

Eva Darnell
"I am tickled to death. I felt like
her issues were one sided. I did not
appreciate any of her.
advertisements."

Marvin Davis
"My wife talked to her at Tater
Day and really liked her. At that
point, we were going to vote for
her. She was disappointed that she
couldn't vote for her."

Rose Anderson
"Well, I didn't plan on voting for
her. The main reason I wasn't
going to vote forter was because I
am a registered Republican."

tiators are deadlocked.
But Baker evidently is having
little luck in seuing up a peace
conference. Syria and Israel are at
odds over whether the United
Nations should participate and
whether the conference could be
reconvened after the ceremonial
opening.
In a jarring note, some 20 trailers_ moved into the West Bank, six
miles southwest of Jerusalem, raising again for the Arabs the spectre
of a permanent Jewish presence in
the territory.
Deputy Foreign Minister fienjamin Netanyahw told Israeli Radio:
"I don't think what we have here
is a planned action by the government. As a matter of fact, I had no

Blown fuse
has Murray
in the dark
Residents and business owners in
the northwestern part of 'Murray
lost their electricity around 7:30
p.m. Tuesday when a fuse blew in
the city park.
"We had a blown fuse out in the
city park that activated one of our
relays in the substation," said Ron
Underwood, superintendent of
Murray Electric. .
Underwood said a relay is a sensor that "shuts down" the power
when it notices a problem. When it
noticed the blown fuse it immediately shut down the power on
northwest side of town.
The fuse was replaced and the
power was restored within approximatley 20 to 30 minutes. he said.
Underwood said the chance of a
blown fuse is always a potential
problem.
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Endangered job progrxn is focus of Patton's campaign
By CYRUS AFZALI
Plumy Ledger & Times Mad Writer
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Pail E.. Patton, one of seven candidates for lieutenant governor,
focused on his new endangered
jobs program during a campaign
stop in Murray Tuesday.
Patton, a native of Lawrence
County, Kentucky, is presently
serving his third term as Pike
County Judge/Executive, which he
has held since 1981. He also served
as Deputy Secretary of the Kentucky Department of Transportation in 1980.

GARLAND'S
PROFESSIONAL
PAINTING
Phone 753-8823
FREE ESTIMATES
•Ovee 15 yrs Experie,Ice
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"The most important jobs are the County, Ky., an apparel factory
ones we already have. The princi- employing sixty-five and a cookie
ple of the program is to attract factory with 250 ernployeei have
industry to areas of high unemploy- recently been added. Under program guidelines, stringent procement," Patton said.
This would be accomplished by dures would be undertaken to
the state applying one-third of the ensure that a company is no longer
tax revenue it would lose if a fac- competitive. If these criteria are
tory were to close to the capital met, it would be eligible for this
cost of a modernization program. program.
Patton said because the purpose
Patton said.
"The problem is the lack of modernization. Many small -companies
are not large enough to attract
legislation. This program could be By MARIANNA
ALEXANDER
accomplished without specific legi- Murray Ledger& Times
Staff Writer
slative action," he said.
• - A program *ailed the Kentucky
Eben Henson, one of 11
Rural Economic Development-dites
for superintendent of canpublic
Authority, established in 1988, has instruCtion visited Murray recently
attracted twenty-nine factories to in an effort to inform Western Kentwenty-two counties and will even- tuckians of his platform.
tually create'5,000 jobs. Patton said
Currently, the office of superin--because his-program introduced by - - -ttridem for punblic instruction is a
Senator Kelsey Friend, brought defunct office, however it is
jobs to the Purchase Area, he has required by the state constitution.
shown his commitment to the
Issues Heiistin wants to address
entire state.
if elected is to-"create a Kentucky
The present program focuses not self-esteem commission. To create
only on new jobs. but also main- a speech, voice, and communication
taining those now existing. In Pike training program for teachers, stu-

dents and 'drop-outs.' To create a
public information 'open line' to
investigate and inform public on
duplication of many govenunent.
programs that could be combined."
"What is wrong with education
is right under our noses, it's in our..
mouth," Henson said
Besides the three "R's" of reading, writing-and vithinaticTlienson
wants to emphasis, what he calls
the three "l's," imagination. impro:
visation and self-image.. The defunct office has been'i
"stripped of all its powers and all
but $3,000 of its salary. The duties
and most of the budget of the

Mayan pyramid and found a skele- from far away."
ton wearing a bejeweled headpiece.
Obsidian is a volcanic glass.
Tracey Ferrell, the -project attml: Knives made frotn -the tit-Menai
nistrator at Vanderbilt, said she were used in bloodletting ceremotalked briefly with Demarest on - nies among the royalty, she said.
Tuesday and was told that the
The pyramid is located in an
researchers-found the skeleton - ancient city known as Dos Pliasamid elaborately decorated pottery that is thought to have been the
and knife blades made of obsidian capital of the Petesbatun region of
glass.
'Guatemala. It is near the present •
"It's definitely a ruler ot some
city cif Peten.
Ferreilsaid___'Obsidian was, . _Ferrell said Demarest 'reported
an elite material 5n the Mayan
that the headdress adorning the
world because it had to be brought skeleton was made of mother of

By PAUL RECER
AP Science Writer

UPS Pick-Up
Ship Weekl
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office were handed_ over to the
commissioner of education last
Year, a post created as part of the
education reforms adopted by the
1990 General Assembly," according to a published report.
The basis of Henson's concerns
stem from a study which revealed
"that a student enters school with a
90 percent self-esteem rating but.
its less than half that by the fifth
grade and goes down 5 percent
after 12 years. That's a major reason for drop-outs," he said, adding
that 45,000 negative things are said
to each student, by parents and
teachers during their academic

UPS

9 a.m.. X p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.- 7 p.m. Sun I. p.m.
641 S.
OR in* Plaza
753.2380

WASHINGTON — Anthropologists digging into an 8th century,
pyramid in Guatemala say they
opened -a tomb of what may be-one
of the last great leaders of the
Mayan civilization.
Officials at Vanderbilt University announced Tuesday that a group
led. by Arthur Demarest, a_professor of aiihroporogy, removed the
tidal loose stones under an ancient

Baker,Shamir hold...

Hi, I'm
Dr. Dennis L.
Heskett, D.C.
PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
Did you know that becoming certified as a chiropractor
requires a minimum of six years,of highly specialized
college training?
Today's Doctor- ofChirOpraCtic Must comPlete4,485 hoiirs
of classroom instruction and pass a rigid chiropractic
boIrd examination before earning a license. In most
states, continuing educational seminars must be completed for annual license renewal.
PERSONAL BACKGROUND In addition, I have completed courses in Nutrition and
Physicalmodulities and Adjunctive Care, and hold a
bachelor degree in Nutrition from Life Chiropractic
University in Georgia;'and hold an Associate of Science'
degree from 'W.C.C.C. in Michigan. Postgraduate studies
included Pediatric Adjusting and Sports Injury. While in
college, I received National -Dean's List Award of Merit,
Achievement of Excellance Award, Who Who Among
College StUdents- A-ward, and in 1989 was named Senior
Intern at Life University and graduated with honors. To
further my continuing education, I have received special
training since ,college in _Pediatric Adjusting from Dr.
Larry Webster, Thompson Adjusting Technique from Dr.
.1 Clay Thompson, Chiropractic Philosophy from Dr. Sid
LifeTniversity. And I have isited
a number of other chiropractic clinics to study their
methods and procedures.
Additionally, I devote three days every month attending a
nation-wide seminar in Atlanta and Chicago to stay
rrent- on-the-iahiropractic--adv.ances........
This is the kind of training.and professionalism I offer
you. If you have hesitated visiting a chiropractor, perhaps
you didn't know that chiropractors go to such great
lengths to continue their education and provide you with
the latest techniques anchthe most _qualified service: So,
you see, what you don't know, cant help you Call me
today and let me .help you.
•
treated
Did you know that the symptoms most commonly
are:
.
by chiropractors
J Headaches
J Painful Joints
J Back Pain
-J Neck Pain
J Arthritis
J Shoulder Pain
_I Stiffness
J Bursitis
J Arm/Leg Pain
J Numbness
J Hip Pain
J Cold Hands/Feet

- tered -frompage 11
idea of this plan." Netanyahu said;
if negotiations • are not held the
trailers will /not be the reason.
' Baker seemed to have Levy's
qualified approval on U.N. involvement-on_a trip_hereitwo_weeks_ago
-btu then Shamir took back the
concession.
Israeli officials, speaking -on
condition of anonymity. said Tuesday night -they. thoutit Shamir
objected to the concession as "premature' and probably would put it
on the table again at today's
meeting.
- But even if he does, the U.N.

FREE

This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. I will include
a chiropractic orthopedic test, chiropractic neurological test, a
blood pressure test, a spinal alignment cheeks an examination
for restricted or excess-motion in the spine,a muscle strengthness test, and a private consultation to discuss the results.
",
-Thogriana•miourifeswirweirrampomiteArypnomailAmorwebaiontrie
memargamt or trmunent I•ltre lit so priverd as•
mamma••berealimmed Ilarpernmg for any yaw
nowt o" anal Irotion •rs Mom drespesing to the adverumment far OW free alma. ilipam.MtiAn
IfeelladMr

759-1116
Dr. Dennis L. Heskett
Heskett Chiropractic Center
N. 12th St., University Square Suite H
Hours: 8 a.m.-6 p.m. Monday-Friday
Saturday 8 a.m.-Noon
For Accidents or Personal Injury
After Hours or Weekends, Call 436-6099

The former speech teacher and
Danville mayor, said he would be
committed to bringing a "pioneering spirit" to education. As a charter member, he helped pioneer the
Kentucky Arts Commission, Tourism Commission, Governors
School of the Arts, outdoor dramas
in parks, research .in "drop-out"
prevention programs under five
governors and is founder of the
Pioneer Playhouse training center
in Danville for actors and actresses.

By The Associated Press
issue and who will represent Palestinian Arabs continue to be sticking
miles southeast of San Jose. "Although it •
points as Baker prepares to wind FRANCE
was felt very intensely, we have no
PARIS — Premier Michel Rocard res
reports of significant damage or victims,"
up the trip here on Thursday after igned today and was replaced by Edith
network seismologist Wilfredo Rojas
Seeing Levy again.
Cresson, a former Cabinet minister who
reported. An earthquake of 7.4 magnibecomes
the
first
woman
to
head
the
Baker
met
Tuesday
night
with
.
tude rocked Costa Rica and neighboring
government The announcement
three Palestinians: Faisal Husseini French
Panama on April 22, killing 60 people
of the change, widely rumored for more
and causing millions of dollars worth of
of East Jerusalem, Hanan Ashrawi than 24 hours, was made by Hubert Vedof Ramallah and Zakaria al-Agha rine, spokesman for President Francois damage
Mitterrand Vedrine said Mitterrand would
of Gaza.
make a broadcast address to the nation
YUGOSLAVIA
All are_ supporters of the Fatah this. evening.
BELGRADE — In a crippling- blow to
faction of- the Palestine Liberation - BURMA
Yugoslavia's fractured political system, a
- 0_rganiration. They issued a state- RANGOON — Universities opened today Serbla7t-led bloc today kept a nonment afterward saying the Palesti- for the first time since' being shut three Communist Croat from assuming the
rotating chairmanship of the country's
nian leadership is determined to years ago during a student-led uprising
collective presidency The Croatian leadfor democracy, but the military warned
push the peace process forward.
er, Stipe Mesic, said Tuesday that if the
that the institutions would be closed if
unrest begins anew. All schools and colleges in Burma were closed during the
1988 uprising, when street protests
swept the country. They began to open
again the following year, but university
gates remained slammed shut. Rangoon's military commander said force
would be used if political parties used the
reopening of campuses to incite students. Troops killed thousands of people
to crush the 1988 uprising

Iraqi troops

•
••

incidents, not Baghdad saying
(Coned from- page 1).
under anti-aircraft fire in northern
Iraq, and Iraqi military officials
She said U.S. forces sent several
subsequently assured Americans A-6 planes over the area "for intithat it wounldn't happen again.
midation" after the shooting
A U.S. Defense Department offi- Tuesday.
cial said then that there had been
Allied ground forces also have NORTHERN IRELAND
four previous incidents in which clashed with Iraqi soldiers allowed LONDON, England — Prime Minister
Major agreed to intervene today in
U.S. planes flying over northern to remain inside the secure zone John
what appeared to be a final attempt to
Iraq encountered anti-aircraft fire. patrolled by American, British, save negotiations on political powersharing in. viotence-wracked Northern IreIves said that "these are isolated French and Dutch troops.
land. Protestant leaders, facing this
On Monday, British marines morning's deadline to accept London's
monitoring one of Iraqi President- plan for-the talks or face a collapse in the
asked for a meeting today
Saddam Hussein's palaces near the negotiations,
with Major, his office said. Northern Irenorthern town of Sirsenk fired back land Secretary Peter Brooke said Tuesafter two of the Iraqi soldiers day that Britain would abandon its peace
allowed- by theallies to guard the initiative unleSs the Protestant- leaders
agreed to end a dispute over where to
complex repeatedly shot at them, meet with Irish government
ministers.
allied officials said.
Brooke was to accompany Major at the
Iraqi officials issued conflicting talks at 10 Downing Street. the prime
minister's office, with James Molyneaux.
statements on the incident, with leader
of the Ulster Unionist Party, and
some denying it happened and the Rev. Ian Paisley,head of the hardline
others apologizing and saying it. Democratic Unionist Party. The Protestant leaders have refused to meet in the
wOuldn't happen again.
Irish capital. Dublin. unless the Irish gov-
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Almo to move
polling place
Almo Grocery Store will not
conduct polling during this year's
election, according to a spokesman
from the county clerks office.
No other polling location has
been designated for that precinct at
this time.
A polling for Almo will be
announced once determined.

ernment promises to renounce its constitutional claim that Northern Ireland is part
of the mainly Roman Catholic Irish
Republic. The dispute has stalled a
peace initiative which Brooke, Britain's
top official on Northern Ireland, spent 15
months setting up in hopes of ending 17
years of direct rule by London and curbing sectarian violence

COSTA RICA
SAN JOSE — An earthquake rattled Costa Rica on Tuesday but caused no harm,
authorities said. The National Seismology Network said the tremor was felt at
1:53 p.m and measured 4.8 on the Richter scale, with the epicenter six miles
underground at Tayutic de Turrialba, 47

Darnell's Academy of Martial Arts

-K-ARATE KID
Summer Program

NDER WOOD
APPLIANCE
Village Shopping
Center
Hwy. 641 N.
759-1505

ritual transfer of power did not take place
as scheduled, his pro-Western republic
would begin moves to secede. Today's
action comes alter 20 'people died in
clashes between security forces of
independence-minded Croatia and ethnic
Serbs seeking to affiliate their enclaves
with neighboring Serbia.

KUWAIT
KUWAIT CITY — People who served in
the government installed by Iraq during
its occupation of Kuwait will be tried as
alleged collaborators, a newspaper
reported today The interior minister,
Sheik Ahmed al-Hurnoud al-Sabah, was
quoted by The New Dawn newspaper as
saying the officials would be brought
before the courts along with others
accused of helping the occupying Iraqi
forces "They -accepted the posts, met.
with Iraqi ministers, and appeared on
Iraqi television.- the minister said _in one
of his first public remarks about the trials
of alleged collaborators He said Iraqi
President Saddam Hussein provided the
officials with salaries and watches until
the U S.-led coalition drove Iraqi forces
out of the emirate in February, the paper
reported. Sheik Ahmed did not say how
many Officials would be put on trial or
what their nationalities are. Many are
believed to be Kuwaitis.

EL SALVADOR
NORTHERN CABANAS PROVINCE —
Combat-zone guerrillas doing the daily
killing and dying in the 11-year-old civil
war are skeptical of reports that peace is
at hand U.N -mediated peace talks
between the rightist government of President Alfredo Crisham and the leftist Farabundo Marti National Liberation Front, or
FMLN, have produced a surge of optimism about a prompt halt to the fighting.
After a fruitful round of negotiations last
month in Mexico, government officials,
opposition politicians and diplomats have
been predicting a mid-year cease-fire
"The FMLN has the will to reach a
cease-fire But here on the front we do
not see that will reciprocated by the
armed forces and the government." said
commander Carlos Recinos. The army
has launched attacks almost continuously since New Year's in several guerrilladominated northern, eastern and central
regions, Recmos said at a guerrilla camp
in the forested hills south of the Honduran border.

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
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HURRY, WHILE
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pearl, shells and jade, and said to
be in excellent condition.
Pottery in the tomb is covered in
hieroglyphics that may give clues
to the relationship of the Mayan
center where the pyramid is
situated and the rest of the Mayan
civilization.
I
Ferrell said the skeleton may be
that of a monarch known to
researchers as Ruler 2.-This -name is used because no other has been
found.

NEWS OF THE WORLD

NOW ONLY

To introduce you to the healing world of chiropractic, please
accept my special offer:
FREE SPINAL EXAMINATION
THIS MONTH ONLY

FREE

careers while only 15,000 positive
things are said to them, the report
said.

Anthropologists open 1,200-year-old tomb of Mayan ruler
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"Very few people can fill this
improve the economy of Kentucky.
I think I can demonstrate the abili- role. I am confident they would
assign me a role in economic devety to help the entire state."
As judge/executive, Patton said lopment," he said.
he has cut Pike County's adminiHe said he feels the recent
strative government costs dramati- endorsement by the Louisville
cally., He said-brdoing things such Courier-Journal will help his camas eliminating the stlite- police paign spread to all areas of the
guarding of the lieutenant gover- state and, if elected, he would be a
nor, he would also cut costs in this lieutenant governor for all of Kenoffice.
tucky.

Henson seeking votes for superintendent of instruction

Rov's Discount Pharmacy
For

of lieutenant governor is to become
prepared to be governor, a person
should be judged by their capacity
to become governor. He said he
anticipates running for governor at
some point.
"I would become more familiar
with the legislature. What a person
does as lieutenant governor is up to
that person and their talents. I have
defined an economic role to
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Something new 8 exciting for your
child this summer Your—child wat
learn extra -ordinary self-defense
techniques, improved motor skills
arid good citizenship Observe your
child develop the 'Yes I Cant alt'
tude
Call now to reserve your place in
class
Adults visit a class of your own age
group
CALL NOW for Information about
our special summer rates.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Here are
Tuesday's winning numbers
selected by the Kentucky Lottery: Pick 3: 6-4-9 (six, four,
nine)

753-3204
Court Square • Murray
Shell
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Report: FDA needs more money,
power to ensure public health
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WASHINGTON (AP) — The become more demoralized, the Services because of a growing pergovernment agency that regulates nation moves close to the very real ception of an FDA in crisis.
virtually all the foods and drugs possibility of a major health disasFDA was severely shaken in
Americans use is stretched too thin ter," he said.
by a generic drug scandal that
1989
Kennedy's Senate Labor and
and shackled by too much red tape
,to
led
payoff scheme convictions
to do its job correctly, a federal Human Resources Committee was for both agency employees and
holding a hearing on the report
advisory panel reported today.
drug company officials.
It said the Food and Drug Admi- today.
The FDA had no immediate
nistration needs more power,
The advisory committee said it
money and status within the federal comment on the report.
began its work "with shared
The report said that while there doubts about the FDA's ability" to
bureaucracy to ensure it can protect
is no evidence the FDA's problems do its job. And it said those doubts
public health.
But the 15-member advisory have threatened public health. were reinforced by witnesses who
panel said it would be unrealistic to "there is genuine concern that if depicted the agency as "overexexpect that FDA would receive a these problems are not squarely tended, underfunded and shackled
massive infusion of new money addressed, the agency will be unab- by bureaucratic constraints."
and stressed the agency's need to le to fulfill its vastly increased and
The panel included medical,
set priorities, streamline operations critically important responsibilities
and legal experts. It
pharmaceutical
the
in
future."
management
and improve
The report is the result of a year- was chaired by Dr. Charles C.
Sen. Edward Kennedy, D-Mass.,
said the report shows "we are liv- long study by the Advisory Com- Edwards, a former FDA commismittee on the Food and Drug sioner who is president of Scripps
ing too close to the edge."
"Each time confidence in the Administration, established by the Clinic and Research Foundation in
agency is eroded and FDA staff Department of Health and Human La Jolla, Calif.
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FOOD STORES

Open Mon.-Thurs. & Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m., Fri. 9 a.m.-8 p.m., Sun. Noon-6 p.m.
12th St. at Storey Ave.
We Accept Food Stamps & WIC Vouchers

`Prairie
(Farms
Prairie Farms
Homo., 2%, Skim

Baby girl found in hospital restroom garbage can
HARTFORD, Ky. (AP) — A
newborn girl found in a garbage
can in a hospital restroom was kept
overnight at the hospital for observation but appeared to be doing
well, authorities said.
An Ohio County Hospital worker
found the 2- to 3-day-old baby iri a
trash can in a women's restroom
about 4:30 .p.m. CDT Tuesday,
state police said.
"It's a shame, but it could've
been worse," said Trooper Jerry
Critchelow, who is investigating
the case. "I'm just glad it's all
right."

Hughes said the hospital worker
He said the infant had no appareported hearing a sound like a kitrent bruises or injuries.
State police said the child has ten in the trash can, which is in a
been placed in the custody of the public restroom just off the hospistate's Department of Social tal lobby.
Services.
The worker summoned a nurse
Brad Hughes, a spokesman for and the child was rushed to the
the state Cabinet for Human- emergency room, he said.
Resources, said the baby would be
The baby initially had a weak
placed in a foster home while
cry, Hughes said. "But as of this
police search for the parents.
A foster home in the Ohio Coun- - morning all medical signs are that
ty area had been found this morn- she's very healthy," he said.
Critchelow said the mother could
ing, Hughes said. The baby was to
be placed there upon being dis- be charged with a felony count of
abandonment of a minor.
charged today, he said.

Sen. Edward Kennedy knew about rape
before he left Palm Beach, his son said
PALM BEACH, Fla. (AP) —
Sen. Edward Kennedy knew before
he left Palm Beach on Easter
weekend that his nephew had been
accused of rape and that police
wanted to talk to him, Kennedy's
son told investigators.
Patrick Kennedy also told police
that his cousin William Kennedy
Smith admitted having sex with the

alleged victim. Smith hg denied
any wrongdoing but has not publicly Indicated whether he had sex
with the woman.
The senatc% has repeatedly
denied that he knew before leaving
Florida on April 1 that Smith, his
30-year-old nephew, was accused
of raping a woman on the lawn of
the Kennedy estate March 30.

But Patrick Kennedy, a Rhode
Island lawmaker, told polite in a
sworn statement released Tuesday
thattis.father knew of the accusation. And the senator himself
admitted in a sworn statement that
he knew of calls from the police
inquiring about a "serious
offense" but did not return those
calls.
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Rape charges against Fulton
County teenager were dismissed
HICKMAN, Ky. — Charges
against a Fulton County teenager
accused of raping a 16-year-old girl
in the Fulton County High School
gymnasium were dismissed by District Judge Jim Paitsel Tuesday but
referred to the grand jury for further investigation.
"It's a bit unusual," said County
Attorney Hal Warren, "but I think
the court and the county attorney's
office were concerned that
although no criminal act appeared
to have occurred, there was certainly activity that needs to be guarded
against.'
Terry Warlick, 18, was, charged
with first-degree rape when a girl
reported she was raped in the
school's gym about 9 a.m.
Thursday.
According to police, she did not

report the alleged attack until
between 2 and 2:30 p.m.
Warren said the charges were
dismissed when the girl acknowleged sexual activity had occurred
but admitted she had not been
raped.
"She confirmed that to a female
assistant, a rape crisis (person) and
to the court," Warren said.
He said the court feels the grand
jury needs to "investigate the general conditions that allow this to
happen," as well as rumors of sexual misconduct during school
hours.
Fulton County Superintendent
Charles Terrett was out of town
Tuesday and could not be reached
for comment.
The next meeting of the Fulton
County grand jury is June 21.

Holland Motor Sales
E. Main & Industrial Rd.
753-4461
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1990 Buick Century
CUSIOM 4 Dr., gray, like new, k
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Great Price
'7,495"
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1989 Mercury Topaz
4 Dr., red, beautiful car, NC,
power windows, locks, AM/FM
stereo.
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1987 Ford Exp
Silver, tilt, cruise, moon roof, NC,
AM/FM cassette, 5 speed.

.3,4951987 Pontiac Firebird
White, power windows, A/C, tilt,
automatic transmission, sharp
car.
1986 Chev. Monte Carlo
Blue, AC, Tat, Cruise, Power
Windows.

'3,995"
1986 Ford Mustang
Beige, A/C, Cruise, Locks, Automatic Transmission.

'2,495"
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1984 Nissan King Cab Pickup
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trutse, camper top, moon
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Homestyle or Buttermilk

Biscuits

91,995"

Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday 10-8
Thursday & Friday 9-8
Saturday 9-6, Sunday 1-5
No Appointment Necessary
Or Call 759-9811
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Shop talk: 'trust-mejournalism'

Letters to the editor

All should have access to
post-secondary education
Dear Editor:
The 102nd Congress has begun considering the reauthorization of the
Higher Education Act. These hearings come at a critical time for our
nation. Growing international competitiveness and rapid technological
change make educating a highly-skilled workforce more important than
ever. Meeting -this challenge will largely determine whether the United
States falters or thrives. in the economic workplace of the 1990s and the
21st century.
The student financial assistance programs that Congress fashions will
play a major role in determining whether our nation meets the economic
challenges of the- future. For millions Of young people, the legislation ili
also decide whether they have the opportunity to pursue their version ofthe American dream.
The National Association of Trade and Technical Schools and the
Association of Independent Colleges and Schools, sponsors of the Kentucky.,Skills 2000: Education Today for Tomorrow's Jobs coalition, have
developed a set of legislative proposals to give all Americans a chance to
-enjoy the education they need to get ahead.
The package will provide access to postsecondary education opportunities. for all students — including the poor and disadvantaged. It restores
the proper balance between grants and loans so the very poorest do not
leave school under a crushing burden of debt. It improves the integrity of
the aid programs. And it enhances the effectiveness of the programs
through simplification and greater' predictability.
Senator Claiborne Pell (D-RI), the chairman of the Subcommittee on,
Education. Arts and Humanities, said in the opening hearing, "Our goal is
a simple one: to make sure that every individual in America who has the
talent, drive and desirelcan achieve the postsecondary education of their
choice, and that a :lack of personal finances need not-stand in their way."
:±goaL let Us hope - thaLtatigte-SS,.arbievet
Frank S. Jordan. state coordinator Kentucky Skills 2000
4146 Outer Loop. Louisville KY 40219

Bob Woodward's new book,
"The Commanders" (Simon &
Schuster) came out the other day,
at about the same time that the
U.S..Supreme Court was polishing
its opinion in • Masson v. New
Yorker magazine. It's a good time
to talk shop.
Woodward's book may remind
many old-timers of a radio comedy
that enjoyed modest popularity 40
or 50 years ago. The skits revolved
around Baron Munchausen, teller
of tall tales. His yarns would go on
and on, with one improbable fabrication piled atop another. At the
end, when his straight man
expressed total incredulity, the
baron had the same crushing riposte: "Vass you dere, Chollie?"
That is the problem here. Woodward's book is an exercise,in "trust
me" journalism. It purports to be
the behind-the-scenes story of how
President Bush and his military
leaders came to their decisions in
Panama, the Philippines, and Iraq.
Let the author explain his techniliue: "Nearly all- of the information comes from interviekvs with
people directly involved in the
decisions. More than 400 people
were interviewed over the course
of 27 months ... The sources are
not.identified in . the text ...•
sk "Direct quotations from meetings
or conversations come from at least

•

CONSERVATIVE
VIEW
13y James J. Kilpatrick
one participant who specifically
recalled or took notes on what was
said. Quotation marks are not used
when the. sources were unsure
about The exact wording."
It is thus fair to infer that when
Woodward does use quotation
marks, we are in fact getting the
exact wording. He sought "to recreate as closely as possible the
way the discussion flowed." The
author says that his-book "falls
somewhere between; newspaper
journalism and history."
Is that where the book falls?
Beats me. None of us can check his
secondary sources. We don't know
who they are. Woodward's readers
must trust Woodward, and those
who recall Woodward's purported
deathbed interview with CIA director William Casey — an interview
that Bill's widow says never happened — may wish to read verbatim conversations with a skeptical
eye.

Examples: Early on, Woodward
undertakes to "re-create" conversations between Defense Secretary
Dick Cheney and Adm. William J.
Crowe, then chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff. Their conversation
concerned a public rebuke Cheney
had administered to Air Force Gen.
Larry Welch. In direct quotes:
just hope that blast didn't
cause you a problem,' Cheney
said...
I just plain disagree with you,
Mr. Secretary,' (Crowe) began.
'It's not right,"
Woodward "re-creates" a talk
between Gen. Colin Powell and
Prince Bandar bin Sultan, the Saudi
Arabian ambassador, on Aug. 3 of
last year. Powell says the United
States is prepared to send a rather
large force.
"How many are you talking
about?' Bandar asked.
"Powell said 100,000 to 200,000.
"Bandar let his breath out audibly. "Well, at least this shows
you're serious.Was 'this EXACTLY what was
said? At one historic point, "Bandar felt his hair stand up." Really?
How high did Bandar's hair stand
up? Vass you dere, Bobby? Woodward taped some of his interviews.
In some instances he had verbatim
transcripts of press briefings. Readers may accept these as reliable.

But the gasps of Prince Bandar, the
sacrilegious profanity of a congressman and the private thoughts
of Gen. Welch — who knows?
This kind of trust-me journalism
lies at the heart of the libel suit
brought by psychoanalyst Jeffrey
Masson agains the New Yorker. In
a two-part article about Masson's
difficulties as projects director :of
the Sigmund Freud archives, reporter Janet Malcolm attributed certain
statements to him in direct quotation marks. Masson felt he had
been defamed.
"I was like an intellectual gigolo," she quoted him as saying. It
appears from the evidence that
Masson very probably said something: like that. But had he said
EXACTLY those words? Apparently not. Does it matter? The high
court here argument in the case in
January. An opinion could come
down any day.
Speaking for myself (and for
many other newspaper people
also), I say it matters greatly. It is
all very well to tidy up a subject's
syntax and to eliminate the ahs, ers
and you-knows, but direct quotation marks are a reporter's ironclad, honor-bound guarantee that
something was actually said. "The
Commanders" is fascinating reading. Let it go at that.
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`Walk_for_Life' raises funds
for local Life House center
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Dear Editor:
Our loc.al community is fortunate to have Life House under the direct
Lion of Phil Kilbv. This organization provides supportfor women of all..
ages who find themselves in difficult pregnancy situations. The counselors,- under Phil's leadership. provide loving support and encouragement
for these women.
--Each- year Life- Houk sponsor's a "Walk for Life." and this year's event
will be Saturday. May 18. This "Walk's provides an opportunity for all of
us to support this organization and thereby help these women in difficult
pregnancies.
I encourage everyone to come to the CLOTIS Center at 9:30 a.m. for the
Walk and/or at noon for the Family. Life Fair. Please call Life House
(753-0700) to find out how you can participate in and help support this
encourifte --you- to- consider-a-generous-donation
•
when a -walker" asks for your pledge.
My fimily and I wholeheartedly support Life House and will be participating in Saturday's activities.
Tom Green, M.D.
1720 Holiday Dnve. Murray
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Today In History
Today is Wednesday. May 15, the 135th day of 1991. There are 230
Jays left in the year.
Today's- Highlight in History:
Fifty years ago, on May 15, 1941, Joe DiMaggio began his record
I don't remember the exact date.
56-game hitting streak by singling off Chicago White Sox - pitcher Ed • But I should have made a note of it
Smith in a game played at Yankee Stadium (The Yankees lost. however.
because it was personally signific13-1).
ant -- the day I underwent a
On this date:
change in my political and social
In 1602, Cape Cod was discovered by the English navigator Barthoviews.
lomew Gosnold.
It began with a -simple phone
In 4886. poet Emily Dickinson died in Amherst, Mass.
conversation, much like dozens I
In 1930, Ellen Church, the first airline stewardess, went on duty aboard
•
get every day.
: a United Airlines flight between San Francisco and Cheyenne, Vv'yom.
: The woman said: "I have a probin - 1940. nylon stockings went on general sale for the first time i the
lem that I wonder if you can help
-United- Stales.
me with." :
In 1948. hours after declaring its independence, the new state of Israel'
I asked her what the problem
was attacked by Transjordan, Egypt, Syria, Iraq and Lebanon.
was.
In 1958, the Soviet Union launched Sputnik III.
Her voice rose in anger as she
In 1972, Democratic presidential candivate George C. Wallace was sho4 • said: "I bought a mink coat about
and left paralyzed while campaigning at a Laurel. Md., shopping center.
2A years ago from (store name) on
In 1973, Nolan Ryan threw the first of his seven no-hitters as the CaliMichigan Avenue. And now the
fornia Angels beat the Kansas City Royals 3-0.
coat is starting to shed. I've comIn 1988, the Soviet Union began the process of: withdrawing its troops
plained to the store. but they aren't
from Afghanistan.
doing anything about it. So I
Thought for Today:
thought you might want to write
"Not to discover weakness is
about this."
The Artifice of strength...I told her that I was sorry, but I
Emily Dickinson. American poet (1830-1886).
wouldn't write about her shedding
fur coat.
"Why not?" she asked.
I explained that it was likely that
many readers have problems more
Readers and residents are welcomed and encouraged at all times to
serious than a shedding mink coat.
write letters to the editor on a variety of topics. Recently, many of
and they might think it a strange
our letters have dealt with the upcoming primary elections. We are
subject for a column.
pleased to offer our pages as a forum for public political expression,
She accepted that. But then she
and all letters on the elections received in our office before Friday,
asked: "What agency should I
May 24, will be printed, provided they meet with our usual guidecall?"
lines concerning letters.
Agency?
Under those guidelines, all letters must be signed by the writer,
"Yes. Who handles problems
and the writer's address and telephone number must be included for
iike this?"
verification (telephone numbers will not be published). The editor
You mean a government agency?
reserves the -right to condense or reject any letter.
"Yes."
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, the Murray
I told her that if a government
Ledger & Times, P.O. Bod 1040, Murray, Kentucky 42071.
agency existed for the purpose of
investigating complaints about

It's timefor others to draw the line, too

'Our policy on political letters

ION 7003

The Murray I.edger dr limes is published every afternoon except Sundays, July 4, Christmas
Day, New Year's Day and Thanksgiving Day by Murray Newspapers Inc , 1001 Whitnell Dr.
Murray, Ky. 42071 Second Class Postage Paid at Murray. Ky 42071
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by ,arr hers $5 00 per rrunith, payable in advance
By mail in Calloway and to Benton, Hardin, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington, Ky , and Paris.
Buchanan and Puryear, In. $57 00 per year By mail to other destinations 564 50 pa year
To reach all departments of the newspaper, phone 753 1916
The Murray Ledger & times is • member of the Associated Press, Kentucky Press
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers A ssoc iauon.
The Associated Pres4 is exclusively entitled to news onginated by The Murray ledger &
Times

Ten years ago
Candy Maddox, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Edgar Maddox, is valedictorian, and Louisa Jones,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Jones, is salutatorian of the 1981
graduating class of Calloway
County High School.
Local seniors at Murray State
University accepted at University
of Louisville Medical School arc
Cathy Christopher, Kathy Rowlettt
and Randy May.
Pfc. Rickey T. Shaw, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Porter Shaw, is serving
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But you almost never hear about
the fundamental reason so many
kids drop out of school or muddle
through without learning anything.
Go to their homes and see how
many books or other forms of reading material you'll find. Ah, but
the TV set will be going full blast.
Ask the parent or parents if they
ever check to see if the kid is doing
homework. Or if they even check
to see that he's home at night.
A teacher in a city school has a
room full of kids about six hours a
day, nine months a year. Minus
weekends, holidays and summer
vacation. And they're supposed to
make up for what the parents fail to
do the other 18 hours a day, plus
weekends, plus holidays, plus summer vacation.
Then there is Armando. He lives
in the Washington neighborhood
where the riots took place last
week. Armando says he is angry at
society. He has not found life in
this country good enough.
Armando, 29, has beep here nine
months. He has a regular job as a
waiter. He has a place to live. He is
not suffering from malnutrition.
Nine months, a regular job, shelter
and a full tummy, and he's already

with United States Army in Wiesbaden, Germany.
Twenty years ago
Murray City Council approved
an ordinance to change zoning of
south side of Main Street from
Seventh to -Eighth Streets from
residential to professional office
district.
Pfc. Ronald David Hill, son of
Mr. and Mrs. J.W. Hill, is serving
with 16th Infantry, Rangers at
Augsbury, Germany.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Duncan
will be married for 50 years on

Mrs. Joe Williford were installed
May 21.
as
officers of Kirksey School Unit
Thirty years ago
of
Parent-Teacher Association.
Murray State College has been
Forty years ago
granted S9,780 by National Science
The Production and Marketing
Foundation to conduct an InService Institute for 48 teachers Officers and Soil Conservation Serduring 1961-62 school year. Dr. vice have moved their officers to
A.M. Wolfson, head of biology the second floor of Swann Grocery
department at MSC, will be building on South Fourth Street.
Mrs. Groover Parker, Mrs. John
director.
Army Sgt. Edward L. Freeze is Shroat and Mrs. Brown Tucker of
serving with 5th Infantry in West local Auxiliary of Veterans of
Foreign Wars were elected as officBerlin, Germany.
Mrs. Ray Broach, Mrs. Douglas ers of First District VFW
Tucker, Mrs. J.B. Burkeen and Auxiliary.

Looking back
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complaining. I wonder if he's
thought about giving Bangladesh a
try?
Or maybe he will stick around
long enough to complain that his
wife's mink coat is shedding and
demand that an agency can resolve
the problem.
Anyway, this is why I'm glad to
see that there has emerged in the
Democratic Party a faction called
the Democratic Leadership
Council.
It's made up on Democrats who
have decided that the party can no,
longer try to, appeal to every special interest group that believes
government must solve their problems; that for every lack of ihdivi
dual responsibility, there is a government program; that for everybody who sticks out their hand and
says "Where's mine?", there's an
automatic handout.
These radical ideas have upset
the Democrats who have been running the party for the last few
decades, giving us the political
conventions that sent forth Dukakis, Mondale, McGovern and other
giants. They say these less weepy
Democrats are abandoning the party's tradition of compassion for the
downtrodden.
I don't agree. I think that what
they're saying is that they want to
show the downtrodden how to get
up so he doesn't get trod on
anymore.
And I wish them success. If they
don't make it, we might wind up
with the Department of Shedding
Mink Coats Investigations.

shedding mink coats, I wasn't
aware of it
"Well, is there an agency that
would know?"
You mean a government agency
that could recommend another government agency that deals with the
problem of a mink coat that sheds?
"Yes."
1 told her I didn't know about
that, either..
"Then what should I do?" she
asked.
You might talk to a lawyer.
"I don't see why I have to pay a
lawyer for something like this.
Isn't there anyone else on your
paper who handles things like
this?"
I'm afraid not.
"Well thanks a lot," she said,
and hung up.
That's when I became convinced
that politicians, especially Democrats, had done too good a job of
persuading many Americans that if
they have a problem, just about any
kind of problem, a social agency
should be there to solve it. And if
no agency existed, a law should be
passed creating one.
Why else would that woman
have assumed that the great social
safety net provides a soft landing
for someone whose mink coach is
shedding?
Every day we hear about schools
and how they are failing to do the
job. The administrators get most of
the heat, and they deserve some of
it. The teachers take their knocks,
and some need it.
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Wednesday, May 15
Wednesday, May 15
Murray Overeaters Anonymous/ Klaymata Fellowship/6:30 p.m.:
beginners at 5:15 p.m./regular Sanctuary Choir/7:45 p.m.
meeting at 5:30 p.m./Ellis Community Center.
Grace Baptist Church- eventsinclude Youth Choir/6:15 p.m.;
Bible classes/7 p.m./University Youth Bible Study and Adult Bible
Church of Christ.
Study/7 p.m.; Weekly Workers'
meeting/8 p.m.

Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Tour Director Toopie Thomas Moore has rescheduled a seven-day Alaskan Cruise/tour to start Sept.
10. This will be on Holland America Westour's ship, "The Noordam."
During the tour, special excursions help one to experience Alaska to the
fulliest by crusing the "Inside Passage," visit Kitchikan, World's largest
collection of Totem poles, Juneau and Glacier Bay National Park. All
meals and entertainment on board ship are included in the price of the
cruise: For a complete itinerary calf Mrs. Moroe at 753-8274. Price will
depend on category of cabin selected. Participants will be picked up at
Paducah, Mayfield, Murray and Cadiz.

NI
11.

Homeschoolers' field-trip Friday
A picnic, bike ride and planetarium show at Land Between the Lakes
have been scheduled for all interested homeschoolers and their parents on
Friday, May 17, at 12 noon at Golden Pond. The planetarium show will be at
3 p.m. at the Visitors Center. The cost of the show is $1 per person. For
more information call 759-1625.

Hilda Bennett, right in top photo, president of Hazel Woman's Club,
accepts congratulations from Irene Morgan, left, vice governor of
First District of KFWC, for the special award won by the Hazel club
at the state convention. In bottom photo are, from left, Tammy Story,
Inez Butterworth and Mrs. Bennett, who represented the Hazel club
at the state convention held at Louisville.

Cub Scout Pack 73 of Southwest Calloway Elementary School has
changed its graduation pack meeting from Thursday, May 16, to Sunday,
May 19, at 2:30 p.m. in the Southwest cafeteria. There will be special graduation ceremonies for all scouts. A reception, hosted by the Fifth Grade
Parents, will follow the meeting. All members of the Pack and their families
are urged to attend and to note the date and time change of the meeting.

First United Methodist Church
events include Covenant Prayer
Group/10 a.m.; Handbell Choir/4
p.m.; Evangelism Work Area/7
p.m.; Chancel Choir/7:30 p.m.
First Baptist Church events
include Bible- Study/9:45 a.m.;
Exercise Class/11:30 a.m.: 3rd
Grade Social (Park)/4:30 p.m.; Fellowship Supper/5:30 p.m.; Fellowship Supper/5:30 p.m.; Library
open/6:15 p.m.; Business meeting,

Memorial Baptist Church events
include Supper/6 p.m.; Louis
HaThada speaking/7 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir/8 p.m.
•
Elm Grove Baptist Church events
include Fidelis Class/I:30 p.m.;
Mid-Week Bible Study, business
meeting, youth organizations/7
A.m.
Events at West Kentucky Lives.
tock Show and Exposition Center
include open riding/5-8 p.m.; pole
riding/8-10 p.m.
(Cont'd on page 9.4)

The Western Kentucky Regional Mental Health-Mental Retardation Board
of Directors' meeting scheduled for Thursday, May 16, has been rescheduled for Thursday, May 23. The meeting will be in the WKRMH-MR Board,
Inc. regional office in Paducah at 7:30 p.m. For information call 1-442-7121.

A Homecoming service wifl be at Martin's Chapel United Methodist
Church on Sunday, May 19, at 11 a.m. Brunch and a fellowship period will
be from 10:15 toll a.m. Persons unable to attend may send their donations
for the upkeep of the cemetery to Ralph Robertson, Rt. 4, Box 845, Murray,
Ky. 42071.

Hazel Woman's Club will meet Thursday, May 16, at 7 p.m. at the Hazel
Community Center. A white elephant sale will be held with Elaine Paschall
to give the devotion and Nancy Overby and Patty Knott as hostesses. The
club will host its 20th annual Senior Citizens luncheon on Saturday, May 18,
at 12 noon at the Hazel Community Center. Door prizes will be given away,
compliments of several of the area businesses. This is in recognition of May
as Senior Citizens' month. All senior citizens of the Hazel community are
invited to attend, a club member said.

Members of the 1975 graduating class at Calloway County High School
have started a special fund to help one of their classmates, Mrs. LaRhea
Miller Stewart, wife of Ricky Stewart, with expenses for her cancer treatment. Mr. and Mrs. Stewart and their three children reside on Rt. 6, Murray.
Persons may leave their contributions to the fund at the South Side Branch
of Bank of Murray. For more information call Vicky Butterworth White at
435-4201.

k around

Men's Stag Night at Oaks Country Club will be Thursday, May 16, at 5:30
p.m. at the club. In charge of arrangements will be Lennis ,Beane, Prentice
Darnell, Al Davis and Mike Schroader. All men of the club are invited to
participate in this monthly activity.
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Quilts of Western Kentucky are now on display at Wrather West Kentucky
Museum, Murray State University. The collection, sponsored by Quilt Lovers
of Murray, was collected for display by Lou Ann Philpot for the museum.
Museum hours are 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday. through Friday, and 10 a.m.
to 2 p.m., Saturday. Admission is free, but donations will be accepted. The
public is invited to see this special exhibit to be on display through Tuesday,
July 30.

The Senior Citizens' Greenhouse, located behind St. John's Episcopal
Church at Main and Broach Streets, will be open for sales from 9 a.m. to 12
noon on Fridays and Saturdays. Mr. and Mrs. Rod Sanders, directors of the
greenhouse, said tomatoe, pepper and flower bedding plants will be available for sale. This is another project, handled by volunteers, for the benefit
of Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens' Program.
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A CPR (cardio-pulmonsiry resuscitation) Recertification Class will be
Saturday, May 18, at 1 p.m. in the educational area of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Ann Ingle R.N. will be the teacher. All persons interested in
this recertification CPR class, sponsored by Calloway County Chapter of
American Red Cross, are asked to call Peggy Billington, executive director,
from 9 a.m. to 12 noon and 1 to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday, at the Red
Cross office, 753-1421.

The Rogers family will have a special reunion on Saturday, June 1, from
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the covered pavilion at Murray-Calloway County Park.
This is for relatives and friends of all Rogers descendants from the west
side of the county. A potluck meal will be served at 12 noon. For more information call Marie Jewel, 753-8804, Dorothy and Isaac Grogan, 753-2473, or
Caroll M. Rogers, 435-4277.
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The family of Henry and Lela Willoughby will have a potluck reunion on
Sunday, May 26, from 12 noon to 5 p.m. at the pavillion in the Old City Park
section on Payne Street between North Eighth and North 10th Streets.
Children of Henry and Lela Willoughby include Rafe Willoughby, Almon Willoughby, Howard Willoughby and Clyde Willoughby, all deceased, and Ervie
Willoughby, Roy Arlon Willoughby, Ruby Harris, Eudell Scarbrough and
Pauline Crouse. Other children who died at a young age were Vivian Willoughby, Gardie Willoughby and Thurman Willoughby. All family and friends
are invited to the reunion. It is requested that persons bring to the reunion
old family photos and a favorite old recipe, handwritten and signed, for a
collection of recipes of family and friends. For further information, call Linda
Chadwick, 753-1050, evenings.

Local persons recently dismissed from Paducah hospitals include the following: Myrtle Colson, Murray, from Lourdes; Pat Covington, Violet Woods,
John Bryan and Jackie Fain, all of Murray, and Ricky Waldrop, Almo, from
Western Baptist.

Hazel Woman's flub wins
awards at state convention
Hazel Woman's Club was the
recipient of several awards at the
96th annual convention of Kentucky Federation of Women's
Clubs held at Galt House East,
Louisville.
Hilda Bennett, club president,
Tammy Story, recording secretary,
and Inez Butterworth, recording
secretary, represented the Hazel
club. They were among iver 360
women from 180 clubs from across
the state. The federation is made up
of nine districts with Hazel in the
first district, made up of 16 general
clubs including 984 members.
The Hazel club was.,a,warded the
coveted 100 percent HonOr Certificate at the final banquet which was
accepted by Mrs. Bennett from the
first district governor, Ruth Davis
of the 20th Century Woman's Club
at Smithland.
To receive this award, the club
had to meet all the requirements on
the state score card for the reporting period, Jan. 1 to Dec. 31, 1990.
In the Arts and Crafts Award,
basket -weaving division, a third
place award went to Clarkie Butterworth, Hazel club first vice president, for her hand woven tobacco
barn smoked basket. She had -won
first place in the district contest
and was representing the district
and her club in the state contest.
The club also received awards

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
VH-1 says it will air country singer
Garth Brooks' music video "The
Thunder Rolls," which has been
banned on two other cable channels
for its scenes of domestic violence.
"We found it was an acceptable
video within our standards," VH-I
spokesman Barry Kluger said Monday. In the video, Brooks portrays
an adulterous husband who beats
his wife. She shoots him when he
pursues his daughter.

Selected Groups of

Sportswear

1/3 to 1/2 OFF

from the Hugh O'Brian Kentucky
Youth Leadership Foundation and
the GFWC and KFWC magazine
departments.
Mrs. Ralph E. Johnson, state
president from Bowling Green,
presided over the convention.

Accessories
Handbags, Belts, Jewelry

24-1Iour Program Information
(502) 753-3314

"EVERYDAY BEST PRICE!"
"EVERYDAY BEST VALUE!"

Get a kids-size meal and
A Fun Prize!
Hamburgers are fully dressed
mayonnaise, ketchup, pickles, onion
tomato, lettuce and mustard
.
•I11.1 roirmattl Newf. codomg Cheese 1 Te. po,

OFFER GOOD ON
SATURDAY & SUNDAYS
ONLY'

Elizabeth Whitmer
bride,elect of
James Bedway
has made her
gift selections from

Pier l's
Bridal Registry

'Is a rep.stered trademark or Wendy' Corp, Lover Kamp Corp,
McDonald' Corp, Hardee, Corp

WHY PAY MORE?
When what you really want is
America's best tasting hamburger?
Fresh never frozen...hot and juicy right off the grill!
Its the best hamburger value in the business!
GOOD AT PARTICIPATING WENDY'S ONLY

KIDS MEAL DEAL INCLUDES: Jr.4:-.

Hamburger, Small Fries, 6 Oz.
Soft Drink & 6 Oz. Jr. Frosty
TAX EXTRA, OFFER GOOD AT
..PARTICIPATING WENDY'S ONLY

.
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Gingered Ham Steak
fully cooked center-cut ham
e, about 1 inch thick
c. Ginger Ale
2 c. orange juice
4 L. brown sugar
Ts yegetable
' '2 teas. wine vinegar
. teas. dry mustard
• slice fresh ginger
teas. ground cloves.
Sash fat edge of ham. Combine
mainirig ingredients and pour
er ham in a shallow glass bowl.
:frigerate _overnight, spooning.
:rinade over ham several times.
1 turning ham. Grill ham over
.‘dium hot coals, 15 minutes per
'c. Makes 2-4 servings.
Skewered Shrimp
and Vegetables
16 fresh large shrimp, peeled and
..veined
2 large sweet red peppers. cut in
-ge cubes
6 small sweet onions. cut in
.r.rge cubes
12 large fresh mushrooms
Soy sauce
Sauce:
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1/3 c. fresh lime .!uiLe
1/3 c. honey
1/3 c. Durkee's dressing or Dijon
• .istard
1/4 c. butter. melted
Toasted sesame seeds.
Brush shrimp and vegetables
•
soy Axe. Thread on 4 skew alternating shrimp and veget2kies. Mix together the so-USC
ngredients. Baste the skewered
,nrimp and vegetables with the ,
sauce and grill over .hot coals.
-atTproximately 2-3 minutes on each
side.,- basting continuously.
Remove, sprinkle with toasted
,ccame seeds, and serve with a dish
.(,1 the remaining sauce, for dipping.
Serties 4.
Barbecued Sirloin
2-3 lb. fresh sirloin steak
Marinade:
2 c. apple cider vinegar
1 c. spicy-hot barbecue sauce (commercial)
2 Tbls. lemon juice
I Tbls. dry mustard
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By PAUL NOWELL
Associated Press Writer

CHARLOTTE, N.C. (AP) —
The men served lunch, while former first lady Rosalynn Carter and
300 other women built a house for
a low-income family Tuesday.
With former President Carter
traveling in Africa, Mrs. Carter was
busy at a "women only" Habitat
for Humanity construction site in
Charlotte.
"I told him he couldn't helD

PETS OF THE'WEEK — These four animals are asailable for adoption at Animal Shelter, East Sycamore Street off South
Fourth Street,
operated by The Humane Society of Calloway County. They are, from left, "Oreo," a male Cocker mix; "Precious," a male
neutered
declawed
housecat only;"Mekos," a female Husky; and "Dinah," a female spayed Sheltie mix. Animals who do not find homes must be
destroyed. Hours
of the shelter, open to the public, are 12:30 to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday, and I to 4 p.m., Saturday. The Humane Society
is a member of
United Way of Murray and Calloway County. For information call 759-4141.

ces Anywhere
We Accept
Limit Rights
U.S. Gov't
Reserved
Food Stamps

6., MAY 15TH THRU TUES., MAY 21ST
7 a.m. to 11 p.m. Daily
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FAMILY PACK
SLICED SLAB

BACON

NELESS

Sheets now come
in fashionable
colors, patterns
$199

OULDER ROAST
LB.
NELESS BONUS PACK
UCK STEAK
LB. $189
INELESS BONUS PACK
MR STEAK
LB. $21)9

BONELESS

2/99'

STEW MEAT
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EGG ROLLS
EL-MONTE1 EY

BURRITOS
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LOUIS RICH
TURKEY BACON
12 OZ. $199
ON-COB COUNTRY
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FRIED STEAK
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CHOCKWAGON PATTIES
BRYAN
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WILSON X-LEAN

COOKED HAM
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HOMESTYLE WHITE

BREAD
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FRUIT DANISH...u. 3r
LATTICE 26 OZ.

CHERRY PIE

$279

NATURES BEST

TURKEY BREAST.

LB.

ARMOUR AMERICAN
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LB. RP

CHEESE
DELI MADE

BANANA PUDDING

anyway," she quipped during a
morning break from her framing
duties.
The only man allowed on the
premises is the county's building
inspector. And to keep with the
spirit, he'll wear a wig, said Susan
Hancock, executive director of
Charlotte's Humanity For Humanity chapter.
Charlotte's Habitat is the first of
550 national chapters to raise a
house built and managed by
women.
Mrs. Carter's T-shirt — worn
with blue jeans, sneakers, a purple
scarf and a carpenter's apron —
sported the project's theme —
"Look, Look,. See lane Build."
At 7:30 a.m., Mrs. Carter was
helping frame out the sides of the
one-story house in a low-incom'e
neighborhood a few blocks from
the business district.
"You could have a bank executive on one side of you and someone who's not even making it on
the other," crew leader Ruth Martin said. "Here, you're all alike.
By the end of the day, we all smell
about the same."
Mrs. Carter said she acquired all
her handy skills after the Carters
became involved in Habitat for
Humanity, a non-profit Christian
housing organization based in
Americus, Ga., 10 miles from
Plains.
When Carter volunteered to pitch
in on. a project in New York nine
years ago, Mrs. Carter said she
went along to help with the food
and the cleanup.
"You know, women's work,"
she said with a smite
Before long she was hammering
nails and installing windows. It's
become a lifelong commitment.
"Habitat knows it can't rid the
world of poverty housing," she
said. "What we can do is put the
need for adequate housing on the
conscience of people."
The organization, which builds
housing for poor people, has chapters in 600 U.S. cities and towns
and more than 30 countries.
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$I
LB.
MI

3/$100

FRESH BUNCH

GREEN ONIONS

KIWI FRUIT

NEW BAKING SIZE

SUNSWEET PITTED

POTATOES

PRUNES

PURPLE-TOP

TURNIPS

24 OZ. CAN

$999
all

By DECORATING
A Meredith Magazine
For AP Newsfeatures
It's no secret that fashionable
sheets are now flooding the market,
reports Better Homes and Gardens
Decorating magazine. Finding the
right sheets, though, means more
than picking a pretty pattern. Performance should also be a high
priority.
The quality and comfort of traditional woven sheets are determined
by the thread count (the number of
threads used in each square inch of
cloth) and fiber content.
When evaluating sheets, simply
follow this rule of thumb: The lower the thread count and the higher the polyester count, the coarser the
sheet; the higher the thread count
and cotton content, the softer the
sheet.
Percale sheets have thread
counts of 180 or higher and are
usually made of combed cotton; the
most luxurious sheets have .thread,
counts of 250 or more. Muslin
sheets, on the other hand, have
thread counts under 180 and are
often made with carded cotton.
These sheets are often used in bedding for kids.
The most commonly used fiber
blends are 50 percent cotton-50
percent polyester. Because cotton
is more absorbent than polyester, a
higher cotton content is more cotnfbrtable for sleeping.
Before shopping for new sheets,
become familiar with the following
terms:
Blend: A combination of two or
more types of staple fibers in one
yarn or cloth.
Carded cotton: Cotton that has
undergone a process of opening
and cleaning that prepares it for
weaving.
Combed cotton: Cotton in which
all short fibers and impurities have
been removed, leaving long fibers.
Combed cotton is finer, smoother,
stronger and more compact than
carded cotton.
Egyptian cotton: A fine, lustrous,
long-staple cotton grown in Egypt
that's more expensive than more
commonly available cottons.
Muslin: Cloth used for sheeting
with a thread count of less than
)80. Muslin is more loosely woven
and feels coarser than percale.
Percale: A fine, lustrous, smooth
cloth with a thread count of 180 or
higher.
Pima cotton: An extra-longstaple domestic cotton grown in the
Southwest United States.
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Davis s eaks for UDC

Mill fled

Story and Eckels wedding
Saturday at Hazel church

/or

The wedding of Ms. Vanessa Story, daughter of Tommy Dan Story and
the late Mrs. Janie Story. and Daniel Eckels, son of Mrs. Mary Bonner of
Murray and Edgar Eckels of Morganfield, will be Saturday. May 18, at
6:30 p.m. at Hazel Baptist Church.
The Rev. Sammy Cunningham will officiate. Music will be presented
by Mrs. Oneida White and Steve Smith.
•
Mrs. Dannelle Rogers will be matron of honor. Flower girl will be
• Danielle Story. - • - -• - - - •• •
Craig-Green Will. be 'best man. -Rug -bearer Will be Isaiah Story.
Ushers will be Greg Story and Gary Story.
Directing the wedding will be Carmaleta Eldridge.
A reception will follow in the Fellowship pall of the church.
No invitations are being sent. All friends and" reratives are invited to
attend the wedding and the reception.

_4

-

Hospital report released
Four newborn admissions, dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
on Monday. May 13, have been
released as follows:

1 d Das is. left, spoke about "The South Found It Most Interesting" at
the krpril meeting of J.N,, 11 illiams Chapter of the United Daughters
of_the Confederacy held at the home of Mrs. Max Smotherman. right.
Mrs. Fd Davis. president, presided. dessert course was ser%ed to
!line members and one guest. The chapter is meeting today 1%1ednesda0 at the home of Mrs. Davis Nith Mrs. Kim 11cFarlen as hostess.

Nowborn admissions
Eldridge baby gin, mother, LaDonrra
Duncan, Ftt. 1, Box 668. Dexter.
Darnell baby boy, parents. Danielle
and Ken. Rt. 1, Box 108,-1, Mayfield:
Myers baby boy, pdrents. Rhonda
and Jeffrey. Rt. 1, Box 431, Symsonia.
Dismissals
Burls Coleman, Rt 2, Box 13, Murray, Michael Cornett, Rt. 8, 84x 19,
Murray: Mrs. Pattie Mae Jones, Rt. 7,

J.T. LEE, Jeweler
to quid

Wiere

759-1141

Dixieland Center

Iome Gr011p

let? IS

Box 112A. Mayfield;
Mark Aldridge, At 1, Box 119,
Almo; Earl Tharpe, 220 Warren, Paris,
Tenn.; Daniel White, Rt. 2, Box 119A,
Hazel.
Mrs. Carol Sue Smith and baby boy,
Box 1247, Murray; Mrs. -Janet Greer
and baby boy, Box 385, Paris, Tenn.:
Mrs Sharon Shofar and baby boy,
At. 1, Box 1008, Fox Ridge Road,
Benton; Mrs. Tammy Henson and
baby girl, Rt. 1, Box 257, Hardin;
William Smith, 1621 Loch Lomond,
Murray, Mrs. Jennifer Oakley and baby
girl, Rt 1, Box 418, Murray
Expiration
Mrs. Geneva Belcher, Murray.

Patterson

Opening in May!

Premiere

The Rev. and Mrs. Joe Pat Thornton will observe their 35th wedding
anniversary on Sunday, May 26. They are pictured here on their wedding day on May 26, 1956, when they were married by the late Rev.
W. Edd GROW at North Pleasant Grove Cumberland Presbyterian
Church Manse. Their witnesses were Miss Katie Rose Linn and the
late Mrs. Maple Glover, and their attendants were Nancy McClure
Winchester and Brian Anderson. Mrs. Thornton, the former Linda
Sue Marshall, is the daughter of Mrs. Lucille JOTICS Marshall and the
late A.J. Marshall. Rev. Thornton is the son of he late James D. and
Lucille Falwell Thornton. Their three children are Cynthia Joe Hester
and husband, Eugene, Regina Sue Stout and husband, Jack, and Thomas Keith Thornton and wife, Ronda. Their three grandchildren are
Keila Sue Edwards, Stephen Eugene Hester and Stephanie Lynn Hester. Their the stepgrandsons are Date Powell, Michael Powell, Tony
Stout, Bill Stout and Shawn Stout. No formal celebration is planned
because of the ill health of Rev, Thornton.

health and Fitness Club
CALL 759-9999
Located in University Square

N. 1211t

St.

Celebrate
v.* the ..t,
14A
Sayings>,

Linda Patterson, Calloway.County Middle School teacher, top photo,
talked about "Waste Management" at the - April meeting of Home
Department of Murray Woman's Club. She has thg recycling program at CCMS. Dolly Lorenz gave the devotion. liMottom photo are,
from left, Marie Hicks and Betty Boston, hostesses. New officers
elected were Clara Humphrey, chairman, Bobbie Waters, vice chairman, Anna- Stahler, secretary, and Dorothy- Jennings, treasurer.
Members will meet Thursday, May 16, at 12 noon for lunch at Majestic Royale, Holiday Inn, and then go to West View at 2 p.m. to present
a musical program.

•

Were ce-,etra*

21 years of creative,.fresh.4-,,
far y'or home . . with the
full decorating seryice.
:ohoons, co-ordinatbn to room sizes,
guarantee your satisfaction.

a.

deccra! no , deas

-

ty assures the ook you want at
ngs on selected products. And. as
co:su1aton s complimentary!
were on our way(

753-0390
ev
w G

Decorating Den

a

DRAPERY • FLRNITLRE • CARPET • WALLCOVERING

intoFABRIc
Spring
Summer S
RIBBON

Spectracide

•Widest protection: roses,
tomatoes, flowers, vegetables,
shrubs & houseplants
•Low odor
•Safe for use up to harvest time
•All natural product

LINEN LOOKS

Satin Grosgrain
all

'464410
;
4l'AT
,
,A1

st/2

ribt• sib

-

1/2 OFF
Price

4
1"
Alp;

60" wide Rayon and Polyester

.66c

pkg

Reg -3 98

tt

'

Spectracide
LAWN WEED KILLER
•Kills on contact (roots and all)
•For all lawns (southern or
northern grasses)
•Kills most problem broadleaf
weeds including- dandelions,
clover, plantains, chickweed &
poison ivy

F
r

DI(MEP

•-=
2
---

$487

Pint

753-5323

MIT SD
11415 OFFER 0000 VIMILE °UNIT

S LAST

Spectracide•
LAWN & GARDEN
INSECT CONTROL
•Widest range of control (ants,
aphids, chinch bugs,fleas,
beetles, grubs, mites, sod
webworms & 97 more)
•Protects more areas (lawns,
vegetables, fruits & nuts, roses.
flowers, trees, shrubs)
WAL-MART`
Everyday .Low Price

()
)

WAL-MART'
Everyday Low Price

MURRAY SEWING CENTER
Mon.-Sat. 9-6; Sun. 1-5

$547
4 Lb. Bag

COTTON/ POLY KNITS $2.98 yd

Bel-Air Shopping Center

VVAL-MART
Everyday Low Price

--

$394

7-z

GLUE
STICKS
10c Lg
.5c sm

DOUBLE KNIT $1/.22 yd

••••4 •••••••••-•

15 oz.

, • 4,Ak4\
•

Sew In - 4 yds
Iron In - 3 yds

SINIB ulna* Wig
pik NM.
Ilmir

WAL-MART'
Everyday Low Pnce

940,1•'., 0, vt,

SERGER
THREAD
3/ For $5.00

Spectracide
FIRE ANT KILLER
•Specially designed for lawns
and recreational areas
•Works in 24 hours(no need to
wait for weeks)
•Ready-to-use
•Each pound treats 8 mounds

ROSE & GARDEN
INSECT SPRAY

z

SALE

Registration for Summer Story Hours and Summer Spanish Language
Program at Calloway County Yublic Library will be open from May 20 to
May 31, according to Sandy Linn, Youth Services Director at the library.
Story Hour is a book-enrichment program designed for children, 3-to 7.
Activities include: storytelling, fingerplays and games. These plus others
are incorporated to provide a fun-filled hour available on Tuesdays or
Wednesdays from 10:30 to 11:30 a.m.
Parents and Twos, a special shortened version of Story Hour, is available for children at the age of two. The parent assists the child with listening and sitting skills. This program is offered on Tuesdays or Wednesdays from 9:30 to 10 a.m.
Summer Story Hours will begin on Tuesday, June 16.
The Summer Spanish Language Program will be held on Mondays.
Thursdays and Fridays from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m. during the Month of June.
Participants are offered a variety of activities relating to Spanish language, art, cuisine, music and social life.
Those children just out of third and fourth grades are eligible, and are
accepted on a first-come, first-served basis. When the class limit is reached, a waiting list will be established in case of last minute vacancies.
There is no charge.
Friends of the Library furnish all materials and foods needed in the
program.
"This is a wonderful opportunity for children to learn how people of
another nationality life and learn. We feel very fortunate to have Claire
Resig as the coodinator and instructor," said Sandy Linn.
Classes will begin June 3 and end June 29.
For more information or to register a child, call the library at 753-2288.

VIIAL-1111ART®

PRICES GOOD THRU MAY 24

COUPON SAVINGS!

Story-Hours, Spanish Programs
scheduled for symmer at library

$677

Pint

US Highway 641 North
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une 15 Edwards and Dowdy weding planned
The engagement and approaching marriage of Miss Tina Marie
Chandler and Anthony Glen Young
have been announced.
Miss Chandler is the daughter of
Becky and Jimmy Bramlett of
Hazel.
)
She is the granddaughter of
Essie Driver and the late Hugh
Driver of Powder Springs, Ga., and
of Porter Bramlett and the late
Marie .Etrandett of Hazel.
Mr. Young is the son of Shelia
and Jerry White of Hazel and Glen
Young of Mechanicsville, Va.
He is the grandsm of Mrs. Fannie Buchanan and the late Melvin
Young of Murray and of Pauline
and Frank Siress of Hardin.
The bride-elect is a 1987 graduate of Calloway County High
School and a 1990 graduate of
Ezell Beauty School. She is presently employed by Meldiso Corp.
(K-Mart) and at Hair Works of
Murray.
The groom-elect is a 1986 graduake of Calloway County High
School. He is employed as Service
Manager for Cain's Inc. of Murray.
The wedding will be Saturday,
June 15, at 4 p.m. at Hazel Baptist
Church, Hazel.
A reception will follow in the
Fellowship Hall of the church.
Only out-of-town invitations will
be sent. All relatives and friends
are invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.
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The engagement and approaching marriage of Miss Robyn Leigh
Edwards and Gregory Alan Dowdy
of Nashville, Tenn., have been
announced.
Miss Edwards is the daughter of.
Robert and Peggy Edwards of Harrisburg, Ill.
Mr. Dowdy is the son of George
and Martha Dowdy of Murray.
The bride-elect is prese_ntly
employed as a registered nurse at
Baptist Memorial Hospital:
Nashville.
The groom-elect is employed as
instructor at I.T.T. Technical Institute, Nashville.
- The wedding vows will be solemnized on Saturday, June 1, at 11
a.m. at Woodmont Hills Church of
Christ, 2206 21st Ave., South,
Nashville.
A reception will follow at the
church.
All relatives and friends are
invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.

Robyn Leigh Edwards and
Gregory iVan Dowdy to marry
Tina Marie Chandler and
Anthony Glen Young to marry

CALENDAR
(Cont'd from page SA)
Wednesday, May 15
Session, meeting/7:30 p.m./First
Presbyterian Church.
Puppets of Memorial Baptist
Church/7 p.m./Union Ridge
United Methodist Church.
Cesarean Birth ClassP-9,..
p.m./education unit of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Thursday, May 16
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./education unit of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital/
Lakeland Wesley Village, Benton/
9-11:30 a.m.; Harrington's One
Stop Grocery, Aurora/12:30-2:30
p.m.
Senior citizens' activities/10
a.m.-2 p.m./Hazel Center.
Senior citizens' activities/9 a.m.-4
p.m./Weaks Community Center.

Murray Independent Support Staff officers were recently elected to
office. The group consists of support staff members of the district
such as secretaries, aides, food service personnel, etc. This group was
formed in September of 1990 and meets the first Tuesday of each
month to discuss common goals of the district. Officers are, from left,
Janet Fitch, treasurer; Hester Gray, vice president; Janice McClard,
1991-92 president; Marlene Roberts, 1990-91 president; Janice Howe,
president-elect; and Denise Beane, secretary.

Graduation donation made

Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn.,/7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau
Building. Info/Kennith Broach,
753-3580. -

Herndon piano
students will give
recitals on Sunday
Piano students of Joyce Herndon
will present piano recitals on Sunday. May 19., at 2 p.m. and 4 p.m.
in Farrell Recital Hall, Doyle Fine
Arts Center, Murray State
University.
The first recital will be presented
by the following:
Jason Chapman, Kevin Cunningham, Alecia Robertson, Amanda
Ga/limore, Gracian Alexander,
Emily Cutini, Ashley Anderson,
Heather Van Volkinburg, Tim
Stark, Danette Woods, Jana Herndon, Ryan, Cunningham: Shanna
Norsworthy, Andrea Scott, Julie
Smotherman, Raina Anderson,
Elise Anderson, Kasey Wilson,
Dusty Wilson and La Quency
Ballard.
Performing in the later recital
will be the following:
Megan Haverstock, Emily Allen,
Amy Travis, Janna Furches, Katie
Alcott, Sara Grace Strickland, Elizabeth Allen, Tyler Williams,
Autumn Alcott, Trey Green, Leigh
Haverstock, Jeremy Hunt, Shea
Stonecipher, Kelley Travis, Jamey
Gibson, Susie Richter, Neely
Green, Paige Alcoa and Sarah
Richter.
Ushers will be Keni Anderson
and Kacee Stonecipher.
The public is invited to attend
the recitals, according to Mrs.
Herndon, teacher.

Open meeting of Narcotics
Anonymous/7 p.m./Parish Center,
St. Leo Catholic Church_
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NOW *EVERY DAY*
SEAFOOD BUFFET

*Monday Thursday
serLed 5 p m 8 p m

serued 5 p.rn..9 p on
livvy. 641 N. • 753-4141

Buy one roll of selected
in-stock wallpaper —

...anti we try hard to give them the very best
insurance protection and service we can
provide - the kind they expect and deserve If
you'd like to be one of our V.1.P.'s jive us a
call.

Dan McNutt, AAI
RepnwoWng
$tate Late
kosuraftes
Companies

State Auto Insurance
.•

.

Cal • •

Or

PURDOM, THURMAN
& McNUTT
407

ma.le St.

753-445

Beautiful Buys!

AA and Al-Anon closed
meetings/8 p.m./Senior Citizens'
Center, Benton. Info/759-4059 or
753-7663.

The Freshest, Newest Fashions
At The Lowest Prices An where!

...._,,

Murray Kiwanis Club/6
p.m./Sirloin Stockade.

7.
,

4
).
_.,%.

_

1

I .

,

.

Murray Rotary Club/12 noon/
Seven Seas Restaurant.

H. Eddie Roberts Jr. Post
6291/VFW/7 p.m./Willis Center.

n li
—,

Karen Helm, center, coordinator for Project Graduation for the
Senior Class of Calloway County High School, accepts a donations
from Murray Chapter No. 1465 W.O.T.M. At left is Edna Bogard,
senior regent, and at right is Wanda Vaughn,junior graduate regent,
of the W.O.T.M. chapter.

Young N Hearts/1 0:1 5
a.m./Glendale Road Church of
Christ.

THE NLRRAT COUNTRY CLUB
CORDIALLY

INVITES YOU TO PARTICIPATE

PRESTON "TO' HOLLAND MEMORIAL GOLF TOURNAMENT
TO BENEFIT

THE AMERICAN

LBL events/Iron Industry/10:30
a.m.
and
1:30
p.m
/Homeplace-1850.

HEART' ASSOCIATION

Two-Man Scramble Tournament
Friday, June 7, 1991
/.00 PM, Shotgun etart
$15 per person (Includes ci
(520 tan deductible)

National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

/
GIFT CERTIFICATES WILL BE AWARDED FOR

Twin Lakers Antique Car Club/7
p.m./Country Kitchen, Draffenville.

-D

A

..:

4

,

Murray Business and Professional Women/6:30 p.m./Louie's Steak
House.
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TOURNAMENT CO-CNAiRMEN

TOM TOMPKINS AND HELEN WEBB

SIGN UP AT HURRAY COUNTRY CLUB
OR MAIL

ENT-LUIS

IWO LATER TRAP MAT

11,

/

/

Camp Shirts

1,931) TO,

MU-BRAY COUNTRY CLUB
(Negri Aesociation Tournsent)
College Farm Mosta
Murray, KY 42071

Exercise Class/I0 a.m./First
United Methodist Church.

Knit Sundresses

2.99 Reg. To 21.99
Tank styles, solids & stripes.

NAME
PARTNER:

St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Legion of Mary/9:45 a.m.

*ii*
—_g 004Rcanvas

ADDRESS,
ADDRESS'
PRONE .

Murray High School graduation/8
p.m./Lovett Anditorium, Murray
State University.

\

.... I.

AMOUNT INCLOSED,.
thecte paieele to,

American Saari AeaticrirTion)

Tennis __hoes

99

.
—

I

7.88 Reg. 1
Shorts
9•88 Re.. 16.99
Reg. 6.99

Assorted colors .1 St les.

_
/
Cotton Sundresses

1.99
Reg. To 34.99
9
100% Cotton Sundresses in
embroderied styles & more!

sit.* Sekti4 I*:
Central Shopping Center - Murray
Mon.-Sat. 10-8, Sun 1.-5
753-7991
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Mrs. Trudie Lee Jenkins
DHAKA, Bangladesh (AP) —
Mrs. Trudic Lee Jenkins, 95,
Five U.S. Blackhawk helicopters Farmington, died Tuesday at 2:25
today ferried food and medicine to p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital,
cyclone survivors along the south- Paducah.
eastern coast, beginning an AmeriThe widow of Jones E. Jenkins,
can relief effort involving thou- she was a member of Harmony Prisands of troops:
mitive Baptist Church, Graves
About 7.000 U.S. military per- County, and a retired employee of
sonnel, some of them Persian Gulf Robertson's Department Store,
War'.veterans - diverted from - South Bend, hid.
voyages home, were to reach BanBorn Nov. 6, 1895, in Graves
gladesh today in an eight-ship County, she was the daughter of
the late John Let Fuqua and Mary
planes Lillian Rascoe Fuqua.
cargo
U.S.
C-I30
1984
Two
ROB
PERRIN
JR.,
a
LT.
F.
JONERIK
AIRMAN
Mrs. Jenkins' is survived by one
graduate of Murray High School, made three trips each from Dhaka
ANDERSSON .has graduated from
stocks of daughter, -Saiftmie Lee Jenkins,
ferrying
Chittagong
to
Aeronautical
earned
his
degree
in
Lackat
training
Air Force basic
Engineering from Embry-Riddle relief goods that had piled up in the
land Air Force Base; Texas.
Aetronautical University. Prescott, capital for lack of transport, a U.S.
During his six weeks of trainirig,
Embassy spokesman said.
Ariz.
misForce
Air
studied
the airman
More food and supplies were to
He
_was
‘:_omrnissioned in the
Private burial rites for John Wilsion. organization and-ctistoms and
arrive
today from India aboard a liam Bryan will be scheduled at a
April
States
Air
Force
in
United
human
M
received special training
plane sent by Mother Teresa, the later date.
1989. Perrin as designated navirelations. In addition, he earned
Roman Catholic nun in
80-year-old
Navigacompletion
of
upon
gator
Miller Funeral Home is in charge
credits toward an associate degree
Nobel Peace of arrangements, but there will be
who
won
a
Calcutta
tor
Training.
June
1990.
of
College
Community
through the
Pemn s currently serving as Prize for her work with the world's no funeral services or visitation
the Air Force.
navigator
with the 1706th Refuel- poor. An Indian medical group said scheduled.
of
graduate
Andersson, a 1989
ing Squadron. Cairo West. Egypt. earlier that she would accompany a
The family requests that expressMarshall County High School, is
volunteer medical team to Banglad- ions of sympathy take the form of
Lt. Perrin is the son of Bob and
G.
the son of Fritz and Judy
esh. but she said in Calcutta that donations to Need Line of Murray
Norma ['cum of Murray.
Andersson, Rt. 5, Benton
she was not making the trip.
and Calloway County.
Mother Teresa came to survey
Mr. Bryan, 60, of 1001 Johnny
•15% Cash Discount
damage a few days after the most Robertson Rd., Murray, died TuesrRet
powerful cyclone on record in Ban- day at 12:04 a.m. at Murrayon all prescriptions
gladesh hit the-southeastem part of Calloway County Hospital.
*Computerized Records
the country April 30, killing at
*Medical Claims Serrice''\ 11411(elryleast 139,000 people by official
•PCS • Medimet
cOunt.
A 15-truck convoy was to leave
•BC-BS • Paid 'State Aid
Graveside rites for James Cooper
from India with 150 tons of Wilson will be Friday at 11 a.m. at
today
*Health & Beauty Items
rice, the first-Consignment of 5.000 Bethel Cemetery. The Rev. Eulas
tons promised by Prime Minister Greer will officiate.
* , Chandra Shekhar on a visit to DhaMiller Funeral Home of Murray
Bob Dunn
109 S. 4th St.753-1462 ka on Sunday,
is in charge of arrangements.
R.Ph.
The infant son died Monday at
10:20 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He was born at
8:20 a.m. Monday.
he best possible price
for the best possible
hearing aid
Prices as of9 a.m.
,
7
------.-- .------,-.-- -7
Services for Carl Lockhart will
f
r04,41 .4444
be today at 4 p.m. in the chapel of
/
Licensed Audiologtst
. + 2.01 ) J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The
Industrial As erage
&
Rev. Calvin Clark will officiate.
Pro'IRIS t lose. .......434
..6812:18
, 16
61 2,..:8
225
:14 ?
Physician on premises
65' 2 •'4
( Mr Products
Mrs. Oneida White will be
759.4815
4413 441 1%
tt NviIztt.I.-t lass 5 ,
organist.
300 South 8th Street • Suite 304
Pallbearers will be Gary HaverBuldi-g
Bank 14 Murray
stock,
David Kennedy, Jack Kent Bell south
nedy, Lloyd Hinton, Jerry Duncan
,NI ...- Is
(Itriggs & Stratton
and Bill Wilson.
:„..x_
hr.!,(
sleorrp
12' '' •' s
Burial will follow in Murray
46-lis - 1,'s
Dean Fuods
City Cemetery.
Dollar (;en. Store ....137413 14'isA
Friends may call at the funeral
' 56,4 « li's
home.
..3rsuric
IF::
The family requests that express.1 ,eneral Motors
36s/.. us
ions
of sympathy take the form of
(,00drich .............................38 - 14

Farmington; one son, Jimmie Jenkins, South Bend; one sister, Mrs.
Lillian Thomasson, Mayfield; three
grandchildren.,
Services will be Thursday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Harry
Yates will officiate.
Pallbearers will be John Fuqua,
Steven fugue, David Lee Thomas
son, Timothy Fuqua, Richard Fuqua and Bill D. Fuqua. Burial will
follow in Farmington Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today
(Wednesday).

John Willjam Bryan
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LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A
Fayette County grand jury is continuing to look for ties between contributions made to the Martha
Wilkinson gubernatorial campaign
and the awarding of state contracts.
The grand jury evidently is concentrating nn people connected to a ,
team of architects and engineers
who contributed $60,000 to Wilkinson4 campaign for governor. She
dropped out of the Democratic
primary race last Friday.
Three people who testified Tuesday are associated with 'DQW &
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eaching science in a -hands-on" fashion isn't
easy, but the results are worth it. Helping young
minds grow through exploring science is one of the
most rewarchng parts of my lob. /
When we teach Science, we're investing in
Kentucky's future. . .
Kim Hopkins - selemenlary teacher
Paducah. Kentucky

THE KENTUCK* SCIENCE AND TYCHNOIAK.V (.0i'NUL,INC.
"Creating Opportunities Through Science and lecbssoiogy"

PUBLIC SERVICE

donations to Lynn Grove United
Methodist Church, Rt. 7, Murray.
Mr. Lockhart, 91, Rt. 7, Murray,
Lynn Grove Road, died today at
4:30 a.m. at his home. His wife,
Mrs. Clover Stark Lockhart, preceded him in death.
A retired farmer, he was a member of Lynn Grove United Methodist Church.
Survivors are two daughters,
Mrs. Sue Kennedy and Mrs. Evelyn
Jones and husband, Dr. Conrad
Jones, Murray; seven grandchildren; eight great-grandchildren.

Jury looking into connection between
state contracts, Wilkinson campaign

C.,- 5
C7
,r -'
414 Main St.
----Murray, Ky
118 N. 7th St. s
Mayfield, Ky. '

Survi4eors are his parents, James
Kent and Tina Cooper Wilson, Rt.
Alm% grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. Dolphus Wilson, Rt. 1, Almo,
and Mr. and Mrs. Wildy Cooper,
Ri 1, Hazel; aunts and uncles,
Euple Thompson, Diane Wilson,
Wanda Saylors, Carolyn Woods,
Donna Wilson, Lou Ann Birdsong
and Kenny and Janna Chadwick.

22'is + 1,4

I mot:hear
Weightloss

He is survived by his wife, Mrs:
Mayme Jones Bryan; two daughters, Mrs. Robin Rogers and husband, Bruce, and Ms. Mindy Parker, Murray; one son, Bradley
Bryan, Lexington; a daughter-inlaw, Mrs. Patricia Diken; six
grandchildren, Amy Bryan, John
Bryan, Michael Parker, Ashley
Cunningham, Chris Rogers and
Bryan Rogers; his mother, Mrs.
Maudie Collins Bryan, Benton; two
sisters, Mrs. Wanda Castleberry,
Calvert City, and Mrs. Janet Saxon,
Paducah.

The most common problem
with new dentures is gagging.
The presence of this foreign
body (the denture4auses, an
increased flow of Oliva which
may cause a perebn to gag. A
lozengssucked continuously for
the first few days will increase
the rate of swallowing and thus
get rid of the extra saliva.
Within a few days,the body will
gradually adjust to the new
dentures.
g)(e upper denture is held in
pia& by adhesion and cohesion
(suction). The back of the palate
must be covered(sealed)for the
denture to fit properly. Unforiunately,some *tents have difficulty adjusting to the back end
of the denture. They gag, feel

tederal.State Market News Service May IS, 1001
Kentucky Purchase Area Ikea Market Report Includes 4
Buying Stations Receipts: Att. 433, Est. 195 barrows &
Gins steady Soles 1.00.130 10V•ef
S. 1.2 2311-25411k,..........................3533.44in
S50.50-53.00
LS 2.3 234-244 lbs.553.00-5330
IS 3-4 240.270 lbs
S52.06-53.00
Suns
LS Il 270.350 lbs
340 00 41.00
LS I) 300.440
I s I 3 400-525 lbs
l.S 1 3 525 and up .
543.50-45.50
LS 2-3 300.500
5319.00-40.00
Suers 535.011-39.041

Associates, Kaiser-Taulbee ASSOCiates and other firms that together
won a state contract to design a
550-bed prison in Muhlenberg
County.
The contract, worth up to $1.3
million, was the largest
architectural-and-engineering contract awarded by the state Finance
Cabinet last year.
Campaign-finance reports show
that $60,000 given by people associated with DQW and KaiserTaulbee was deposited on Aug. 9
— just 10 days after the state
accepted proposals from competing
groups.
Clare M. Frost, DQW's office
manager who testified last week,
returned to the witness stand Tuesday. She gave $2,500 to the Wilkinson campaign. Last week, she
testified for about an hour, Tuesday, she testified for about 40
minutes.
Another witness was Frost's husband, Elmer Ray Frost, who contributed $1,500 to the Wilkinson
campaign. Frost does not work for
any of the companies involved in
the prison contract. He testified for
about 10 minutes.
The Frosts declined to comment
later.
Eric P. Shaffer, who was hired to
do "production drawings" for the
prison, testified for about 50
-minutes and had no comment afterward. Shaffer, who contributed
$3,000 to Wilkinson, had already
appeared before the grand jury
once.

The funeral for Mrs. Geneva
Allen Belcher will be Thursday at
2 p.m. in the East Chapel of Alexander Funeral Home, Evansville.
The Rev. Galen Price will officiate.
Burial will follow in Oak Hill
Cemetery there.,
Friends may call -at the Alexander Funeral Home after Ii a.m.
Thursday.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home had
charge of local arrangements.
Mrs. Belcher, 81, Murray, died
Monday at 5:15 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Survivors are two sons, Joe Belcher and wife, Carleen, Murray,
and James Thomas (Jim) Belcher
and wife, Betty, Santa Barbara,
Calif.; two sisters, Mrs. Lela
Mosher and husband, Bert, Palm
Beach, Fla., and Mrs. Mildred Cornett, Drakesboro; a sister-sin-law,
Mrs. Aline Allen, Evansville, Ind.:
six grandchildren,-Jill Harris, Brad
Belcher, Tim Belcher, Tom Belcher, Amy Baroni and Glenna
Baroni; 14 great-grandchildren; one
great-great-grandchild.

_ Final rites foi John Paul Quertermous were Tuesday. April 30,'at
11 a.m. at Santa Fe National
Cemetery, New Mexico. Full military rites were conducted.
Mr. Qucrtermous, 80, died April
26 at his home in Alburquerque, _
N.M., where he had resided for 30
years.
Born in Lola, Ky., he was the.
son of the late John Rutherford
Quertermous and .Lula Mae Sullivant Quertermous. He also was preceded in death by one sister, Mrs.._
Louise Q. McCracken, Owensborn —
and two brothers, John Daniel
Quertermous, Owensboro, and Dr.
John C. Quertermous, Murray.
The deceased retired from the
United States Army in August 1965
after 22 years of service. He was a
veteran of World War II and
Korean Conflict. He was awarded
the Bronze Star and the Army
Commendation Medal as well as
various other medals and ribbons.
Mr. Quertermous was a member
of Masonic Lodge and Ballut
Abyad Shrine Temple.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Sonya G. Quertermous, to whom
he had been married for 39 years,
one sister, Mrs. Helen Quertermous
Bennett, Murray; one brother, John
Luke Quertermous, Princeton; two
sisters-in-law, Mrs. Ella Mae Newton Quertermous, Murray, and Mrs.
Mary G. Hobson and her husband,
Bill Hobson, Columbia, S.C.; sev- .
eral nieces and nephews.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to Shrine Crippled Children's Hospital, P.O. Drawer 8410,
Albuquerque, N.Y. 87198, or to the
.charity of your choice.

The funeral for Mrs. Lodell Bedwell is today at I p.m. in the
chapel of Collier Funeral Home,
Benton. The Rev. David Whitehead
and Dr. William Dodson are
officiating.
Burial will follow in West Fork
Cemetery in Calloway County.
Mrs. Bedwyll, 83, Benton, died
Monday at 2 p.m. at Marshall
County Hospital, Benton. She was
the widow of Toscoe Bedwell.
Survivors are six daughters, Mrs.
Ann Mobley, Mrs. Lottie Lassiter
and Mrs. Nancy Ross, all of Benton, Mrs. Linda Hawks, St. Louis,
Mo., Mrs. Myra Morris, Calvert
City, and Mrs. Dorothy Spicer,
Kevir, two sons, William Talbert
Bedwell, Hardin, and Jerry Lee
Bedwell, Benton; 25 grandchildren;
34 great-grandchildren.

uncomfortable and often plead
with the dentist to shorten the
denture. There is little the dentist can do. If he were to shorten
the denture, the seal would be
lost and the denture would no
longer fit. Lozenges are useful,
but it is up to the denturewearer to adjust to the new
environment. It might help to
know that the full upper denture is almost always successful. But you must give your body
a few days to get used to it.

Prepared as a public service
to promote better dental health.
From the office of Joe Mason,
D.M.D., 204 S. 6th St., Phone:
753-2642.

1991 Chevrolet
Caprice Classic
Station Wagon
Loaded, loaded & loaded!

641 South

'Based

on 48 month closed end lease
plus tax, tide, license
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Students at library

Rejuvenated Kentucky GOP produces a political
free-for-all in hotly contested governor's race
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Southwest a oway Elementary School second graders listen attentively to Sandy Linn, progratt director of Calloway County Public
Library, as she entertains them at their "Coming of Age" party. In
the background, Joyce McKeel, chairman of Alpha Department of
Murray Woman's Club, prepares to serve refreshments to the group.
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Candidates promise much
but winner has few duties
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Some candidates for lieutenant
governor are 'running television
commercials addressing problems
they can't fix alone — economic
development, child-support enforcement and saving state money.
The only guaranteed job a
lieutenant!governor has is to preside over the Senate, powerless to
vote except to break a tie. The
lieutenant governor also takes over
whenever the governor leaves the
state.
What the commercials don't say
is that the lieutenant governor's job
can be a springboard into the governor's office. Several candidates
already have said that, if elected,
they will go after the No. I spot.
"The governor is not going to
turn over economic development to
his lieutenant governor," said
Democratic candidate Bobby
Richardson of Glasgow, a former
House speaker.
"And a lieutenant governor has
as much to do with child support as
I have, to do with United Nations
policy."
Richardson, who once tried to
abolish the lieutenant governor's
office, does not try to suggest in
his spots that the lieutenant governor will play a - major role in the
next administration.
He simply promises to save
$250,000 by cutting the office staff
and returning state troopers
assigned to the lieutenant governor's office to the road.
Another Democratic candidate,
Attorney General Fred Cowan, has
a commercial stressing his record
on children's issues. In one, a narrator says Cowan "rewrote Kentucky law to crack down on deadbeat parents, and today collections
are up by $30 million."
According to Cowan's campaign,
the commercial is referring to 1988
legislation that made it, easier to get
felony Convictions for flagrant violations. in child-support cases and
allowed for the automatic garnisheeing of wages for some
parents who failed to pay child
support. Cowan, a former House

member, was the new attorney general in 1988.
State Rep. Louis Johnson, chairman of the House Judiciary Committee, said Cowan has, "had a
major role" in the child-support igsue but said there were other reasons for the increase in collections,
such as beefing up the social insurance staff and more federal
funding.
Pike County Judge-Executive
Paul Patton, another Democrat, has
commercials touting an idea he
proposed in 1987 as a candidate for
lieutenant governor — creation of
the Kentucky Rural Economic
Development Authority, which
issues economic-development
bonds for projects in areas with
high unemployment.
The commercial says Patton
"wrote legislation creating .5,000
jobs so our children can stay here
in Kentucky."
Patton was not in the legislature
to write the bill himself, but he
says he came up with the idea-and
persuaded Sen. Kelsey Friend, DPikeville, to sponsor the legislation
in 1988.
Economic Development Cabinet
officials say that some of the
authority's 29 projects are still
under construction and that once
completed, 4,145 jobs will have
been created.
Steve Jones, executive director
of the authority, estimated about
2,000 people are now working as a
result of the projects.
The only other Democratic candidate who has television commercials is Steve Collins, son of former Gov. Martha Layne Collins.
Collins, whit is making his first
run for office, has four
commercials.
Collins says in the commercials
that he understands "the problems
facing you and your family. Like
educating your children. Worrying
about the rising crime rate and trying to pay these taxes and still
make ends meet."
Like the other commercials, the
spot doesn't say what the lieutenant
governor has to do with those
issues.

Man receives first portable heart pump
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HOUSTON (AP) — A 52-yearold man awaiting a heart transplant
was being kept alive today with a
first-of-its-kind portable heart
pump, a implantable device connected to a battery pack That can be
slung over the shoulder.
The patient, whose identity was
withheld at his family's request,
was in critical condition at St.
Luke's Episcopal Hospital, said
Marc Mattsson, spokesman for the
Texas Heart Institute, which is
based at St. Luke's.
The operation, the first of its
kind, was performed Thursday. The
device was functioning without
technical problems, said Victor
Poirier, president of Thermo Cardiosystems, Inc. in Waltham,
Mass., which makes the pump.
The Texas Heart Institute won
approval from the Food and Drug

Adminisotion in January for a
program to test the HeartMate
device, which is designed to keep
patients alive and mobile while
they await donated hearts.

Rep: Larry Hopkins, raise five
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky Republicans believe thair times as much as Forgy's
best shot at capturing the. governor- $300,00Q, said Hopkins "has more
ship in a generation may emerge strings on (him) than Howdy
Doody." Forgy won't accept conthis month from a GOP primary
tributions above $300.
marked by mudslinging and
cracker-barrel insults.
Forgy also said Hopkins has lost
Republican hopes are high
touch with the state during his
because there is no Democrat runyears in Washington. "You don't
ning for re-election and because the
know any more about fiscal policy
hotly contested Democratic prim- in this state than a goat does
ary was thrown into disarray last Sunday school," Forgy toldabout
the
week by the withdrawal of Gov. congressman.
Wallace Wilkinson's wife, Martha.
Hopkins has played up the fact
Given those stakes, the GOP's
Forgy seemed to have a lock on the
May 28 primary has taken on the
look of a Kentucky Democratic GOP nomination four years ago
race: 'a backbiting, name-calling, until he dropped out of the race.
mudslinging affair producing the
Wilkinson went on to roll up the
kind of rich campaign rhetoric that most lopsided gubernatorial victory
seems to emanate froni below the in state history.
"I have won 11 (elections). My
Mason-Dixon line.
Lexington lawyer Larry Forgy, opponent has never won," Hopkins
who has seen his opponent, U.S. said. "My opponent has never fin-

Gates likely to win CIA position
WASHINGTON (AP) — Robert questions about Gates' role in the
Gates, President Bush's nominee to Iran-Contra affair are sure to come
head the CIA, appears likely to win .up.
easy confirmation — an indication
that the Iran-Contra arms and
money affair has run out as a political issue.
At leask-one liberal senator
called Gates', whose nomination for
the intelligence post in 1987 was
withdrawn, "a controversial
choice" and promised • extended
confirmation hearings. But few
others seemed to have the stomach
to dredge up the past.
"He's pretty well liked up here"
on Capitol Hill, said Sen. Dennis
DeConcini, D-Ariz. "He's friendly.
He makes a good impression."
There will be thorough Senate
hearings on Gates' nomination to
head the nation's lead spy agency,
said Intelligence Committee Chairman David Boren, D-Okla. And

ished and I have never quit"
But Hopkins has come under fire
for his resume, which listed attendance at Southern Methodist and
Purdue universities and service in
the Marines during the Korean
War.
The only classes he took at
Purdue and SMU were insurance
and investment courses that were _
not part of the universities' programs. He enlisted in the Marines in
1954, 11 months after the war
ended. He cited federal legislation
extending Korean War veterans'
benefits to those who were in the
service in 1954 as supporting his
contention he is a war veteran.
Forgy was budget director under_
Kentucky's last Republican governor, Louie Nunn, who served from
1967 to 1971.
The four Democrats in the primary are the mayor of Lexington; the
lieutenant governor, who was a
West Virginia Republican leader
before he moved to Kentucky 18
years ago and became a Democrat;
a former state official who had his
name changed to let people know
he is a doctor, and an advocate of
legalized marijuana who claims to

FDA requires removal
of vegetable oil labels
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Food and Drug Administration is
ordering three manufacturers of
vegetable oil to remove a claim
from their labels that the agency
says is misleading even though it's
true.
The picture of a heart and the
statement "no cholesterol" on
Crisco Corn Oil, by Procter &
Gamble, will no longer be allowed,
the FDA said Tuesday.
It issued the same orders to CPC
International-Best Foods, makers of
100 Percent Pure Mazola Corn Oil,
and Great Foods of America Inc.,
the manufacturer of HeartBeat
Canola Oil.
The companies promised to
cooperate with the regulatory
agency.

Winnie Mandela's
trial controversial
JOHANNESBURG, South AfriMany people believe
ca (AP)
Winnie Mandela's trial on kidnap
and assault charges, was politically
inspired, and say its outcome
shows there is no justice for blacks.
To them, her guilt or innocence
is irrelevant.
The government was in no hurry
to jail the wife of black nationalist
leader Nelson Mandela after her
conviction and sentencing Tuesday
to six years in prison on kidnap
and accessory-to-assault charges.
Mrs. Mandela was freed on $70
bail while her attorney appeals the
case, a process that normally takes
months.
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be the most conservative candidate
running.
"I'm going to get government
out of your bedroom and out of
your bloodstream," said Gatewood
Galbraith, whose major issue is
legalizing pot.
Lt. Gov. Brereton Jones appears
to be the front-running Democrat,
but Lexington Mayor Scotty Baesler said MTS. Wilkinson's withdrawal makes it anybody's race.
Jones, who feuded frequently
with Wilkinson during his four
years as No. 2, has vowed to run an
administration free of scandal. Federal and state grand juries haveinvestigated the awarding of several contracts under Wilkinson.
Baesler, a three-term mayor of
the state's second-largest city, is
the only candidate of either party
to support a ban on assault weapons of the type used by a
deranged man to kill eight people
at a Louisville printing shop three
years ago.
Former Transportation Secretary
Dr. Floyd Poore has promised to
cut taxes.;and control health care
costs. He* had his name legally
changed to add "Dr."
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Time Warner chief
tops Forbes' pay list
Associated Press

`,•"••••----4.-1-.... •
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NEW YORK — The nation's
top 25 corporate chieftains made
nearly billion combined in the
years, a Fortes Magalast
zine survey shows.
Tune Warner Co. chief execufive Steve Ross alone received
$137 million of the total $923 milsalary, bonus and stock
lion
gains from 1986 to -1990, Forbes
says.
Charles Lazarus of Toys "R"
Us Inc. was second, earning $91.1
million, followed by Michael
Eisner of Walt Disney Co., $71.1
million, Paul Fireman of Reebok
International Inc., $69.4 million,
and Lee Iacocca of Chrysler
Corp., $49.2 million.
The list, which appears in
Forbes' May 27 issue, includes
the following executives and
their compensation:
Davis, Paramount
Martin
Communications Corp., $37.7
million; Dean Buntrock, Waste
Management Inc., $33 million;
John Sculley, Apple Computer,
$32 3 million; Saul Steinberg,
Reliance Group Holdings Inc.,
$32.2 . million, Richard Manoo-gun, Masco Industries. $27.8
million; John Welch. General
Electric Co., $27.4 million; Roberto Goizueta. Coca-Cola Co.,

IACOCOL:
Earned $49.2
million.

WELCH: GE
chief made
$27.4 million.

$26.8 million; August Busch. Anheuser Busch Cos., S25.7. million;
James Moffett, FreeportMcMoRan Inc., $24.5 million;
James Robinson, American Express Co.. $23.9 million; William
Spritz, Ralston PunriaiCo $23.6
million; P. Roy Vagelos. Merck &
Co., $23.3 million; James Wood,
Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co.
$22.9 million; Rand Askarog, ITT
Corp., $21.7- million. William
Edgerly. -State Street:•Bank and
Trust Co., $21.1 million; Alan
Greenberg. Bear Stearns Cos.,
$21 million; Joseph Williams,
Warner-Lambert, $20.7 million;
.Philip. Moms
Hamish
Cos., $20.3 million; Ronald Richey, Torchmark Corp., $194
million; and Israel Cohen, Giant
Food.,Inc., $19 million.

Academic team honored

Search continues
for construction
site which could
contain 40 bodies

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Archeologists are continuing their
search of a construction site to see
if it contains more human remains,
possibly as many as 40.
- The-state Transportation Depart.
merit baited work-on the 'new see--bon of Hurstbourne Parkway in
eastern Jefferson County after the
discovery of one - man's interred
body and bones from four or five
other. bodies:
The offices of the Jefferson
County attorney and coroner also
dre investigating whether construction company workers continued
excavating five area after -human
remains were discovered.
Dr. James Booth (right) recenMurray State University provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
State law requires anyone dis•.
State Academic Team for
Murray
the
of
t14 presented most valuable team member awards to members
covering human remains to immeing player and captain
outstand
,
Wickliffe
of
Sullivan
Aaron
to
right)
(left
1490-91. Receiving awards were
diately contact the county coroner.
Kelley of West PaduBrad
and
I;
An unidentified heavy of Div ision I; Jason D. Taylor of Franklin, outstanding player Division Academic Team finished its seaMSU
'The
team.
the
of
equipment operator for toe S.H.
cah. outstanding player Division II and president
and a 4-4 record in College Bowl
Holloway Construction Co, told a
son with a 21-1 record in Kentucky Collegiate Quick Recall League play
television station last week that he
competition.
was instructed by a supervisor to
continue digging after unearthing
the bones.
Attempts to reach the construction worker -- or construction firm
within 18 inches of the surface for
The EPA draft, made available
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
owner Shannon ; Holloway — were
at least seven days of the growing
.an
.by
_Press
rl
.The Asulciaie
-- "Environgientat Protection Agency
•
• cliatcgitit
The draft would be stricter,
season.
Tuesday,
on
official
ation
administr
Such an offense would be a mis- wants to change the government's
that land be inundated or
requiring
on
the previous definiti
demeanor punishable by up to one official definition of "wetlands" in says
the surface for at least
tO
saturated
counthe
ted"
exaggera
"grossly
year in jail for individuals, and a way that critics say would impro14
ve days of the growing
a
consecuti
with
part
in
wetlands,
real
try's
of
nfines of up to -S1,000 for perly drop federal protectio
season.
wet
how
for
ent
loose requirem
millions of acres.
companies.
Preparation of the new definition
such land must be to qualify.
has been rocky. One EPA ecologist
The proposed revision is under
resigned, alleging political pressure
White House review, and is
to redefine wetlands, and another
_ expected to be issued for public
scientist involved in preparing
EPA
Weeks:
lev
i
a
commat within
When the previous definition an earlier draft asked that his name
-took effect-in March 1990, landow- be dropped from the credits.
The Fish and Wildlife Service,
ners and developers were upset to
find they needed government per- which helps administer the wetmits to build on land they did not lands program, objected to EPA's
draft, complaining in a letter that it
consider - wet.
"Some owners of apparently "clearly does not identify all wetarid land have been confused if not lands that the service recognizes as
wetlands."
outraged," EPA Administrator
Linda Winter, director of wetWilliam K. Rfilly said in an
lands programs for the Izaak Walinterview.
ton League, a conservation group,
Reilly said the uproar "created
a scientifically sound definisaid
for
admian untenable problem"
nistering a program intended to tion "is being thrown out ang
protect precious swamps, bogs and • ignored for political reasons."
,
err'
The result is likely to be that
marshes that are vital for flood "whole groups of wetlands will be
control and wildfowl habitat.
deleted," she said. "We need to
A key change in the proposed
definition involves the question: say enough is enough. We can't
afford to lose any more of these
how wet is a wetland?
wetlands."
Currently, water must came

Revised definition would drop protection for 'dry wetlands'

Now for a Limited Time to the Public...Get Quality Crafted
Hotel-Motel Simmons Beautyrest & Maxipedic. Bedding!
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Discover Extra Comfort & Quality
in our Simmons Hotel-Motel Bedding!
T• remendous Value!
Hi• ghly gurable!
M• ode to Speecations like those sold to
the Hotel-MotelIndustry!

Hotel-Motel
MAXIPEDIC•
TWIN EA. PC.

$139*
$299
DO talk to Junior Garland about
battery sale ever going on now!

• When Sold in Sets

Hotel-Motel
BEAUTYREST

• When Sold In Sets

The prices are coming down...
The starting power is going up!
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Women changing sex behavior over AIDS fear
- , report says
WASHINGTON (AP) — Fear of
getting AIDS is prompting nearly
one unmarried American woman in
three to change her sexual behavior, a government report
estimates.
Studies have found that most
people know how the AIDS virus is
spread, but a survey by the National Center for Health Statistics was
the first government effort to determine adjustments women made

from that knowledge.
"People's habits are not easy to
change and, as with changes in
cigarette smoking,change in sexual behavior follows knoOledge with
frustrating slowness, but at least it
does octur," said Dr. James
Mason, assistant secretary for
health in the Department of Health
and Human Services.
The report, based on a 1988
survey and released Tuesday, said

Task force recommendations
could ease domestic violence
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
*Protections already afforded in
task force has made 10 recommenKentucky.law should be fully utildations for courts and police to
ized. Protective orders should be
take to control domestic violence. enforced promptly and consistently.
But the actions must be taken
*Police must have access at any
quickly and uniformly, members of
time of day or night to information
the Attorney General's Task Force
about court orders and warrants
on Domestic Violence Crime -said
related to domestic violence crime.
Tuesday.
It should be available through the
"These recommendations are the
state's crime-information computer
first step. Implementation is the
network.
next step," Kenton County Com- '
Every law-enforcement agency
monwealth's Attorney Don Buring
should have training for handling
said.
domestic-violence cases.
AttornCy General Fred Cowan 'Prosecutors should always try for
said the recommendations could he convictions in domestic-violence
implemented immediately and
cases.
without changes in law. They also *Judges and mental-health profesemphasize treatment and victims' sionals should monitor cases to
feelings and have the potential for
ensure court orders for counseling
swift improvement, he said.
are being obeyed. Comprehensive
Domestic violence — the chronmental-health evaluations should
ic abuse, even killing, of one
be ordered when abusers show
spouse or mate by the other — has
signs of depression or threaten to
grown as a public issue in Kenharm themselves or others.
tucky. A federal researcher 'People involved in - domesticreported in April that most murderviolence cases, including police,
suicides in Kentucky since 1985 court and mental-health personnel,
were extreme cases of domestic
need to be reminded that Kentucky
violence.
law requires all cases of known or
Police and social workers
suspected spouse or partner abuse
received more than 11,000 to be reported to the state Departdomestic-violence reports in 1990. ment for Social Services.
Critics say police, prosecutors, '
All medical and health-care instijudges and others too often failed
tutions should have written staff
to take strong action, especially in
policies for identifying and
cases involving married couples.
intervening in domestic-violence
"We must replace the existing cases.
attitudes of apathy, disdain and *Evidence or information of spouse
inaction," Cowan said in a news abuse should be weighed by judges
conference.
when deciding child custody and
Here were rdconunendations:
visitation. Supervised visitation
*Police and courts should ensure should be arranged when needed.
around-the-clock access to warrants *Interagency councils should be
and emergency protective orders established to ensure domesticand have a policy of immediate violence crimes get proper
action when orders are violated.
responses.
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NOTHING STAYS THE SAME

WHY SHOULD YOU

The chances of getting a high-pay, hi-tech job,depend more than ever on
TRAINING. It's not a question of whether you are a single parent,
homemaker, unemployed, under-employed or changing careers - it's a
mauer of TRAINING. The opportunity to be successful is available.
Kentucky has public vocational-technical TRAINING in over 50 occupational areas. It's not free,but it's affordable. Financial aid is available,too!
From medical technology to word processing, computer programing to
aircraft mechanics, we can give
you the skills you want and need
to change your future.
Cabinet for Workforce
Development

This is a test.

ON

OFF

2 3 4

Please use the remote control
at the right and punch in
the number of the next page
of this newspaper. For easier use.
please punch the 'SWITCH" button.

5 6

ri

(nun*

A
TIME

Sony,but it didn't work.
Newspaper advertising isn't like radio and TV.
73 percent of the primary TV sets
In Kentucky households have
remote control. It makes switching
stations easy. With the push
of one button your advertising message disappears.

e Line

ual partners in their lives, half said
they had changed their sexual practices. Thirty-four percent of women
with five to nine lifetime partners
reported behavior changes, as did
26 percent with two to four
partners.
The most common behavior
change was reducing the number of
men they were having sex with to
one man. Sixteen percent of all the
women surveyed and 29 percent of
those with 10 or more partners
reported this change.
Nearly 12 percent said they
stopped having sexual intercourse
with men they did not know well,9

percent cut down on the frequency
of intercourse and nearly 6 percent
said they stopped having sexual
intercourse at all, the report said.
Fewer than 2 percent of the
women surveyed reported making
other changes, such as not having
sex with men who are bisexual or
intravenous drug users.
About 10 percent of the women
surveyed did not think AIDS could
not be spread by needle sharing.
But 94 percent knew that
homosexual intercourse could
tranqiiit the virus, and 93 percent
knew that heterosexual intercourse
could. .
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• and other daily specials at
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Seafood Express
Sun. -Sat.
Olympic Plaza
11 a.m.-9 p.m."OWN 753-6149,
11,6N

1.5 Liter MPI
4 Speed Transmission
Air Conditioning
AM/FM Radio
Tinted Glass
Reclining Bucket Seats
36 MPG

List Price 1873257G0--

#100028

$6599500
3 to Choose From
at This Price

1991 Plymouth Acclaim
#100332
2.5 Liter
Automatic
Air Conditioning
Tilt Steering
Cruise Control
Rear Defroster
50/50 Split Seat
Floor Mats
Drivers Air Bag

$10598968
4
1
-

1991 Dodge Shadow
#100211
2.2 Liter
List
Fuel Injection
1st
Time Buyers Rebate
5 Speed
Transmission
Reclining Buckets
Power Steering
Power Brakes
Drivers Air Bag

1$111-64,13a

List I137132944.

—

1991 Dodge Caravan S.E.

500.00

$1,66&o

1991 Dodge Dynasty

#100229

#100207

3.0 Liter V-6
List ICT137044144Automatic
Air
$1
Conditioning
7 Passenger
Rear Defroster
_
Tilt/Cruise
Power Door iidjilatll
74
i
.
0
Locks
Floor Mats
Sunscreen
Glass
Luggage Rack

3.3 Liter V-6
4 Speed
Automatic
Air Conditioning
Tilt/Cruise
Message
Center
Power Door
Locks
Floor Mats
Rear
Defroster
Drivers Air
Bag

List Tre7.7.44.orL

#100196

#100050

Too Much to
List!

List 327,130-7,-00-

$22,820 °

4.0 Liter 6 Cyl.
Automatic
Air Conditioning
Rear Defroster
Cony. Spare
Styled Wheels
Rear
.Wiper/Washer
Roof Rack
Tilt Steering

List 31-9721441Q....

16561348

Newspaper advertising doesn't work that way. When your customer is ready, your
advertising message is there. So while newspaper reades might go to the refrigerator,
your message is there when they return. And it stays there, working for you.

"Whatever It Takes, We Want to be Your Car and Truck Company"

Call 753-1916

Uodgerfurhs

Mirrray Ledger & Times
444414.20 of
0
,
C.R•SLIA UOT OAS

3-4424

Dodge

Lis

2400 East Wood Street
642-5661.r-

Paris, TN
1-800-748-8816

Legal Mumbo Jumbo: Prices are plus tax, title, license and doc tee. All rebates applied down.

1

•

PE PERS %.,.2113,

Newspaper advertising -it doesn't stop
with the flick of a button.
lanurtry. 1991, Shopper Athtuder in Kentucky The Nyman Group Lemtnitnn
Sponsored by the Kentucky Nem Macaroon

L.";47.11.

'44 •

•
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1991 Jeep Cherokee 4WD

Completely Loaded

4

$13,9305°

1991 Chrysler Imperial

See the commercial. Watch the commercial disappear.
In a recent statewide survey of 2,000 Kentucky households,•55 percent said they "do something else" when a commercial comes on TV.They switch stations. Or go to the
refrigerator. Or let out the dog. Or put the laundry in the dryer.

down...
oing up!

7
i

1991 Plymouth Colt

8

9 0
about
now!

An estimated 1 million to 1.5
million Americans are believed to
be infected with the virus. As of
the end of March, 171,876 people
in the United States had been diagnosed with AIDS and 108,731 had
died since June 1981.
The government survey focused
only on' women because the questions easily tit in with another
survey on childbearing and family
planning, said Liz Greeley, a
spokeswoman for the statistics center. The center may do one on men
in the future, she said.
One study on teen-age boys and
young men indicates they also, are
heeding the warnings about AIDS
and unprotected sex.
Researchers at The Urban Institute and Wheaton College found
condom use among sexually active
males in their late teens more than
doubled bebween 1979 and 1988,
increasing tb 58 percent the proportion who said they had used a condom the last time they had
intercourse.
The survey of women showed
that among those who were never
married, divorced or widowed, age
15-44 and who had 10 or More sex-

5,97315

FOR A CHANGE, CALL 1-800-223-5632

59'5
39"
2995

31 percent of unmarried women
who had ever had sexual intercourse had made at least one behavior change to reduce their risk of
becoming infected with the AIDS
virus.
Dr. William Roper, director of
the federal Centers for Disease
Control in Atlanta, said he was
encouraged by the report but that
more AIDS education is needed.
AIDS is most often spread
among adults by needle sharing
when one of the drug users is
infected with-the virus and by sexual intercourse, both homosexual
and heterosexual.
The survey pointed up a weak
spot in the education and prevention effort — that nearly one-third
of the women surveyed did not
know that AIDS can be spread by
people who are infected with the
virus but dd not have the disease
itself. This represents more than 8
million unmarried women, the
report said.
That is important because far
more people are infected with HIV,
the human immunodeficiency virus
that causes AIDS, than have the
disease.
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Democratic candidates
speak on panel discussion

-

.•
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By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Welter

-

•

The questions included queries
about education, health care. campaign finance and environmtntal
dangers. There were also more
obscure questions about nuclear
power plants in Kentucky and state
support for libraries.
The candidates responded with
what have become canned answers
on virtually all of the issues.
• Dr. Floyd Poore proposed a
sweeping ethics code that would
require state administrators, legislators and "every elected public
official in the state" to publicly
disclose their income-tax returns
and net-worth statements.
Baesler raised two new points.
He promised to restrict his campaign spending to S2 million in the
November general election if the
Republican nominee would agree.
Jones had previously committed
to.limiting individual contributions
to $100 in the fall, with the Republican's- agreement But Jones .is
collecting 54.000 contributions this
spring. •
All of the Democratic candidates
said they oppose public financing
of election campaigns, except for
Galbraith.
Baesler raised the idea of ballot
initiatives in Kentucky.
Such a program would allow petitions to place two -subjects-on the
general election ballots for popular
referendum.
Baesler also said he would
restrict the number of initiatives to
two each election and require a
large number of signatures in order
to place a matter on the ballot.
Galbraith endorsed Baesler's initiative idea.
Only Jones said he supported a
convention to rewrite the Kentucky
Constitution.
One minor controversy arose as
candidates said they would agree to
a debate in the fall with their GOP
opponent.
Baesler said he had asked all the
Democratic contenders back in
February if they would agree to a
series of debates before the
primary.
All of the candidates, including
Martha Wilkinson who has since
dropped out, responded to that letter except Jones, Baesler said.
Jones said during the forum
Tuesday he had never received the
letter, but Baesler was skeptical.
4"l'm not buying it at all, Baesler said. "His campaign saw it."
Jones said after the forum that he
told- hri--ftaff to accept Baesler's
invitation.
"As you know this is not alegitimate issue," Jones said.
Jones said he has attended most

TOURISM
WORKS
FOR AMERICA

'CO
Read.
Then recycle.

of the forums and debates along
with Baesler and the other
candidates.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. — The four
men left running for governor have
attended dozens of forums, joint
appearances and debates. But the
primary issue arising at the most
recent event was the subject of
debates and joint appearances.
The format of the session sponsored Tuesday by the League of
Women Voters involved a moderatof asking the same question of all .
the candidates. There was no
opportunity for rebuttal or follow-up questions.
The candidates said afterward it
was the most - restrictive format
they have faced.
Lexington Mayor Scotty Baesler
said during the hoer-long appearance that there have been no real
debates among the candidates with
frank exchanges, rebuttals and
intensive examinations of issues
and personalities.
"I've always had a problem.
when you weren't allowed to ask
other questions a question." Baesler said later. "I think .you're
shutting out the public when you
don't have any opportunity to ask
questions."
Lt. Gov. Brereton Jones said he
was reluctant to criticize the
organizers.
"I think it would be more helpful if we could have a debate ...
that would allow the candidates to
respond to each other once or twice
and actually follow up on particular
issues.," Jones said.
Gatewood Galbraith, who has
_attended virtually all of .the _joint
appearances, said Tuesday's was
the least enlightening.
"I think they ought to let us go
at each other -a little ..more," Galbraith said.
The event was broadcast. later
Tuesday 'night by WKPC-TV in
Louisville, a public television station. Kentucky Educational Televiaftemoon
sion is to broadcast it on Sunday

Prices Good
May 15 thru
May 21

WE'RE PROUD TO USE
RECYCLED NEWSPRINT
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Hours:
144.8 a.m..1 p.m.
Fri. & Safi a.m.4 p.m.

Friac.c.a Polakirlk.EL

1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

Deli Hot Line
753-7811

904d — 9fulot 1440/ 7aat
To Limit Quantities
We Accept Food Stamps - We Reserve The Right

ders
We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoul

1

Whole Boneless

U.S. Choice Boneless

Pork Loin Leg Quarters
19

Chuck Roast
Boneless

Beef Short
Ribs
$ 99

Extra Lean Family Pack

Frying Chicken

$ 1 59

us Choice
Boneless

2

Lb.
Sliced Free

Chuck
Steak

I Lb

US Choice
Boneless

Ground Chuck
1 69
oaussen

39C

Pickles

Shoulder
Steak

LL
$ 1• 79

$ 1 89

Fresh Pond-Raised

Hyde Park- Vacuum Pack

Boneless Boston Buff

Extra Lean

Bacon

Pork ROast

Pork Steak

3
Pizza
Sauce

39
Lb

9

1 39

Lb

II

Whole & 1/2
32 oz

Paper
Towels

atfish Fillet

Chex

Snack
Mix

BBQ
Sauce

Lb
1 49

69
$3
Lb
.

1.

9 oz

59`

79`

59

$

Angel Soft

Bathroom Tissue
4 Roll Pkg.

Paramount Hamburger

Rosedale Yellow Cling

ces
Dill SliGet
1

Peaches
1/2 or Sliced 29 oz.

32 oz. - Buy 1

FREE
Minute

64 oz.

Puritan
Oil
PII!sbury Buttermilk, C Style, Flake

Biscuits

89°

Save

Maid

Lemonade

4 Pk

Prairie Farm

99'

$219
89'
$ 1 99

Whole Milk

I

gal

Potato Chips

6 oz

RC, Diet RC, Diet Rite,
12 pk. cans $279
Sundrop

Showboat

Shedds Country Crock Spread

Golden Wheat

s
Salad&Cube
Sanborn
Chase
Coffee

FREE
$ o9

Spaghetti

7 oz.

i/YT
Buy 1 Get 1

Paramount (Save S2 15)

Sweet Slices

11.5 oz.

$ 69
40 oz.

16

oz FREE
$ o9

Coke, Diet Coke, Caffeine Free
Coke, Sprite, Mr. Pibb 2 Liters

i'lapchice

Owens Best
Honey Baked

Owens test
Oven Baked

Ham

Turkey Breast
$389

Baby Swiss

Lb

Cheese
$359

L

Lb.

5 Lb. U.S. #1
Red

1 Lb. Bag

Potatoes

Slaw Mix

Georgia

Peaches

99c 99C \59

C
Lb

•

Oven's Best

BBQ Beef
59

$3

774 oz.

Creameffe

Buy 1 Get 1
16 oz

2/69'

15 oz

Mac. & Cheese

3 lb.

Paramount (Save 1 99)

99' Fruit Drink

Pork & Beans

$ 1 49

Margarine

eli

$3

$299

S,12 Pk.

Dole Pure & Light

Charles Chips

89

Coke, Diet Coke,,Caffeine
Free Coke, Sprite, Mr. Pibb

Lb.

Owen's Best
Storemade

Owen's Best

BBQ Chicken

$239
Lb

Photo Cheese
$269
Lb

Fresh Crisp

Dole
Golden Ripe

Broccoli

Bananas

Pencil Green

Onions
4/$ 100

99ft 39

Lb.
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Sally Crass(right),home economics teacher at Murray High School,gives twoof her students a personal tour ofan
antiques exhibit at the Wrath_er West Kentucky Museum at Murray State University. Shown with her are Brent
Wink
Thompson and Elizabeth Thurman,members of her special interest creative foodielass.The exhibit which Win
on display on the main level of the museum through July,includes a variety of silver,crystal and china pieces on
fromlan

MSU recently hosts conference
SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

Murray State University recently
boited.the—West. Kentucky Conference on _Communication Disorders.
Myra Huffman' of Louisville and •
Carolyn.Hass of Hopkirisville were
guest speakers at the conference
which attracted professionals from
the surrounding area, in addition to
students and faculty from Murray
/State. The c- onference was sponsored
by the Murray State Department of
Special Education; the Division of
Communication Disorders and the
National Student Speech-LanguageHearing Association.
Speakers presented information on
feeding therapy for infants and child-

ren. In addition, an overview of
swirllowing disorders was presented,
including aniiiii*iiiiPhy.giology of
- related structures, bedside.swallowing evalui!tions, videoflouroscopy
and management offeeding and sw al
•
lowing disorders.
Ituffnian IS-in private-practice
in Louisville. contracting with public
schools for early childhood special
education services;She also provides
services-- through a home -health
agency.
•

1-800-432-9346
Fog
worm r cAtiacr

HUNAN RESOURCES

By Brown Tucker
The'establishment of Murray State
University was the greatest event to
occur in the history of our community
and no doubt will remain so for
generations to- come.
At present, a committee is soliciting funds to add additional improvements to the plans already approved
appropriated monies for the construction of a REGIONAL SPECIAL
_. EVENTS CENTER. Our community.
- deserves the best.
As a barefoot boy offourteen years,
_ _with my father, Othel Tucker, we
walked a muddy road on a showery
- -evening to attend a fund raising
meeting in the old two-story brick
high school building at Kirksey.
SOme twenty-five people were in
attendance as Dr. Railey Wells and
tither educators extolled the virtues
and benefits to Murray and Calloway
County by having an institution of
higher learning in our front yard.
Enthusiasm ran high. One wellknown citizen stood up and stated that
this was a great opportunity for all ot
us and our area to have a college at
Murray that would aiso serve the
area. He pledged a
goodly sum.
Dad said little as we treked homeward,but he must have-thought alot of
what was said at the meeting. I
attended one other such meeting, but
a0 remember,Dad did not attend. By
the time I left home, a few years had
rolled by and Murray State was in
existence and classes were ,being
tallit. Interested in aviation, I became a member of the Air Corp U.S.
Army. -

Years past,and I became aware that borrowed the money from his brother.
retirement was a possibility. Two
Dad assets were two mules, a fortychildren were already in school and I acre farm and twelve mouths to feed:
wanted them to attend college. An He surely had faith,even a vision,that
opportunity I never had. I knew somehow, sometime, his family
-Murray--State-was available - and- - - wouldtendit-lyy The establishment of - fordable,so after traveling and living a college ai_Murray.
in forty-nine states and fifteen foreign
Our forefathers, had the faith to
nations, it was only natural for me to establish Murray State and we need to
return to the place of my birth after heed their calling today and open our
checkbooks to make the REGIONAL
retirement.
SPECIAL EYENTS CENTER _a
My children finished high school .model for the_region. We need to give
and began- to attend Murray State. our future students even more opporAccording to our tabulatiprt, my tunities,
children and grandchildren and thei5.
Friends, ponder, realy ponder, in
spouses ban obtained twenty-four your own- mind what it means to-oor degrees from Murray State including children. Let us give them. again. the
bacclaureates, masters, specialists best. Honor those in your family who
and Rank 1. Other family members have benefited from the presence of
also attended classes at Murray State. Murray State by placing a nameplate
I was not aware thatby father had on a chair seat in the new center.
ill ()the' Tucker be honored with
donated S50.00 to the initial fund that •
-reached $117,000 until a list of contri- a memorial nameplate in the new
butcirs was compiled by Dr. A. J. center? It is already paid for.
Call the Development Office at
Horton and published in the local.
paper. I did not understand how he 762-3001 and arrangements will be
could afford it and sought information made for a courteous representative to
from my sister ,who confirms the contact yoti to explain the program.
donation and said further that he had Thanks for listening folks.

Carpet & Furniture
Specialists
COMMERCIAL/RESIDENTIAL
ServiceMASTER of the Lakes
759-1707

Ms, Hass, is employed by the
Speech. Hearing and Counseling
Clinic of Hopkinsville.

100 Years Is A Long Time
for a small bu
Lucus Shoe Repair has succeeded in
surviving a full century by following four
simple principles:
1. Expert Workmanship
2. Quality Materials
3. Reasonable Prices
4. Friendly and Courteous Service
We were here to repair your grandparents shoes and
we are still here to serve you.
Open Every Day M-F, 8:30-5 p.m.; Sat., 8:30 a.m.-Noon

liliCUS SHOE REPAIR
100 N. 5th St. — Across From The First Christian Church

We Reserve The
Right To Limit
Quantities

759-1144

623 South 4th

Food Stamps and WIC. - Open Monday Thru Saturday 8

Cottonelle

Shedd Country Crock Classic

Bathroom_TissueL

Sunshine Chunks or Kraclin Chunk

Margarine

Reg. or With Bleach

12 oz.
Pkg.

29.9

Field Bologna 1 Lb. $1.39

Coke, Diet Coke, $
Sprite... 12 Pk. 12 Oz.
San i-Cat

Dove Pre-priced $1.29

Cat Litter
S1 39

Dishwashing Liquid

•

425 Lb.

90

Lipton Tea, Welch rape, 6
Mr. Pibb, A&W Root Beer, 0
:_12 pk. 12 oz
M. M. Orant

Fresh Green

Cabbage
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By DAVID RAMEY
Murray Lodges SI Times Spans

EdOor

The Murray State Thoroughbreds closed a season of truimphs with a
double dip of _heart break.
The Thoroughbreds were eliminated in the 1991 Ohio Valley Conference baseball tournament Tuesday. dropping a 4-3 10-inning decision to
Middle Tennessee, and following that with a 6-3 ross to Eastern
Kcntucky.
The Blue Raiders and the Colonels will square off today at noon for the
OVC championship and the right to advance to the NCAA Tournament. If
,necessary, a .seven-tli game will be played at 3:30 pont
After having plenty of Opponunitie.s in break loose in. the first game-,
and seeing the Blue Raiders win in 10-innings, the 'Breds were obviously
drained both physically and mentally while battling' the Colonels, who
-many feel are the best team in the league.
"It's very hard to get the adrenaline after losing a game like that." Murry coach Johnny Reagan said. "We got" off to a good start, hut it had
be.m a long day. I feel we lost a lot of our zip."
In the first game. Murray stranded 10 runners, including five in the
sosenth and eighth innings. and Middle. who had won a coin flip for the
home at-bats, plated a run in the bottom of the 10th for the win.
When -Murray -did-- seore-,- -they- 4tile4-1--to-oliik-e-- the --most -4-4he4r
opportunities.
In the top of the second, singles by Jon Grzanich. Jeff Brown and
Shane Witzel loaded the bases and the 'Breds scored the first run of the
'game on a walk to Brian Taylor. But Middle's Greg Raffo got Jamie Rader to pop out to short and Brea lssacs to hit into a 4-6-3 double play to

end the threat.
Middle answered with two runs of Murray's Kent Wallace, as Cale
Lawson and Chris Price walked and scored on RBI singles by Mike
Severence and Ken Hamilton.
Jason Haller led off the sixth with. a double for the 'Weds and Grzanich, who swung a hot bat the whole tournament, drew a walk. Brown
tried to bunt. but popped up and Waxers single scored Hatter to tie the
.game at 2-2. But Taylor hit into a 1-6-3 double play to end the inning.
Raffo hit Murray's Rader to open the seventh, and lay Lindsey came on
in relief for the Blue Raiders. Issacs grimed him with a single and Lindsey walked Schoen to load the bases with nobody out. Danny Alfeldt hit a
sacrifice fly to left, but Hauer popped to third, Grzanich was intentionally
walked, and Brown struck out to end the threat.
Middle tied the game with Corey Watkins doubling and scoring on a
double by Greg Myers in the seventh. Murray had a chance to score again
the eight. with one out and runners at first and second, but lssacs flied to
right and Schoen hit a force play to end the inning.
Wallace, who pitched with valor but faded late, walked Myers to open
the 10th. Middle's Dwight Robinson, an all-OVC performer and one of
the most feared hitters in the league, sacrificed Myers to second and Law:
son scored him with a clean single to right. .
"We had plenty of opportunities and couldn't capitalize." Reagan said.
"You have -10 hand-it-all to the pitchers, they did a.great job. Wallace did
a great job. Their defense had to execute the double play and they did a
good job of it. We just couldn't get the big hit."
In the second game. Alfeldt singled and scored when Grzanich hit his
third homer in two days into the screen in left to open the, contest with
(Cont'd on page 3B)

State's Jason Hatter
run during MSU's 4-3
Middle Tennessee

Lady Lakers fall in first round
A seventh-inning rally for the
Calloway Codiity Lady Lakers fell
short, and Calloway ended their
season in the opening round of the
First Region softball tournament.
Calloway, the 'Fourth District
champions, could ,overcome a fiverun first from the Heath Lady
Pirates, as Heath posted a 9-5 victory to move into semifinal action
in the tournament — where they
will face Mayfield.
"That first inning just killed us,"
Lady Laker coach Tommy Greer
said. "We just couldn't seem to get
the ball in the glove for the third
out."
Heath scored five in the first.
inning, taking advantage of two
Lady- Laker ,• errors,- and-• added another run in the second to move
out to a 6-0 lead. Heath plated
three more in the fifth, and took a
9-0 edge before Calloway scored in

alloway County's Misty Darnell delivers to the plate during Calloway's 9-5 loss to the Heath Lady Pirates in the first round of the regnal softball tournament in Mayfield Tuesday.

INTRODUCING
OUR NEW
ECONOMICALLY
PRICED
WHITE LETTER
PERFORMANCE
TIRE. THE
FALLS
AVENGER RADIAL GT

'Up to 5 Ots. 10W30 BP
•New Filter
•Lube Chassis
.27 Point Inspection

the home half of the fifth on an
RBI single by Molly Wisehart.
In the home half of the seventh,
Krista Stalls led off with a single,
Shelly Rudolph reached on an error
and Wischart singled to load the
bases. Marti McClard stroked an
RBI single, and three Lady Laker
scored on a fielder's choice by
Ruth Ferguson.
• • • •
TENNIS
The Calloway County Lakers got
in their final tune-up Matches
before this week's regional
tournament.
Marshall County posted a 7-2
win in the dual match, with Peter
O'Rourke winning at No. 6'singles
for the Lake's, and Michael Arnett
and Josh Roberts combining for an
8-4 win at No. 3 doubles for
_Callaway_
Calloway had -three more win
ncrs in exhibition play, with Josh
. Roberts, Rob Bitiford and Jamie
Vance all posting wins.

Three-fourths of the NBA's conference finalists
were determined Tuesday night as Chicago, Portland
and the Los Angeles Lakers all advanced with 4-1
series victories.
Michael Jordan put up big-man 'statistics with 38
points and a career-high 19 rebounds as the Chicago
Bulls knocked Philadelphia out of the second round in
five games for the second straight season with a
100-95 victory.
In later games. the Trail Blazers ousted Utah with a
103-96 win and the Lakers got seven points in overtime from James Worthy, including the tiebreaking
jumper with 38 seconds left in a 4-1 19 decision
-6'
over Golden State.
Jordan, a 6-foot-6 guard who had no double-figure
rebound games in Chicago's first seven playoff out.ings, scored the Bulls' last 12 points and 25 in the
second half as they broke away from' a 92-92 tic to
win the best-of-7 series 4-1.
Jordan said he took advantage-of Sixers guard
Hersey Hawkins' sore leg to take charge offensively
and on the boards.

The regional tennis tournament
begins today at 4 p.m. at Murray
State's Purcell Courts. The girls'
start their tournament today, while
the boys' follow tomorrow.
Local top seeds include Murray
High's Beth Wilson at No. 2 in the
girls' singles, while Susan Lax of
Calloway County is the No. 5.
seed. In doubles, Murray's Kim
Sexton and Molly Sims are seeded
No. 4.
On the boys' side. Russ Adkins
of Murray is the No. 4 seed in singles, while the Tiger doubles tandem of Josh Johnson and Aaron
Whitaker is seeded No. 2.
• • • •
BASEBALL
The Fourth District baseball
tournament will start today at Holland Stadium, with the Murray
High Tigers facing Marshall County at 4 p.m., followed by Calloway
County and Mayfield in doubleheader action.

"It got down to where every basket counted from.
here on in, whoever takes it and goes to the basket,"
Jordan said. "At that point, execution was everything.
Hersey was limping and I took advantage of thai Phil
(coach Jackson) saw that and started calling my plays
and I capitalized on IL"
Chicago, which beat the New York Knicks and AllStar center Patrick Ewing in the first round, will meet
the winner of the Boston-Detroit series in the Eastern
Conference finals. The Bulls have lost to the Pistons
in that round the last two seasons.
The 76ers, trailing by as many as 13 points in the
second half and 10 going into the final period, staged
a last-gasp rally. Led by Clarles Barkley and Armon
Gilliam, they used a 14-5 fn to close to 86-85, and
then tied it 92-92 on a pair of free throws by Gilliam.
Jordan broke the tie with a pair of free throws, then
stole the ball and hit a left-handed layup for a 96-92
advantage with 2:17 remaining. He scored the last two
points from the free-throw line with 12 seconds left,
keeping the Bulls safely in front.
Barkley led the 76ers with 30 points arid Gilliam
scored 21. Scottie Pippen scored 28 points, 24 of them
in the first half.

Parcells to step down as Giants coach
EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J.
(AP) — After guiding the New
York Giants to their second Super
Bowl title' in five years, Bill Parcells reportedly will step down
today as coach of the NFL
champions.
"He's gone," Newsday reported
a source as saying in today's
edition.
The Boston Globe and the New
York Daily News, citing sources
close to the club, said Parcells has
informed general manager George
Young that he will not honor the
final year of his contract. The
Globe said the Giant's would make

an announcement today, although
the team had not scheduled a news
conference by late Tuesday night.
"If I knew something, I
wouldn't say because I'd be
divulging, a confidence, and if I
didn't- know anything, I still
wouldn't say because it's not my
place," the New York Times
quoted Giants offensive coordinator Ray Handley as saying.
According to several newspapers, Handley, elevated last winter
from running backs coach, is considered the front-runner to replace
Parcells as head coach.:
"I can't help you on this,"

This Week's Special:
Large Bar-B-0
Sandwich & Fries

Space Tire, Inc
Main St. — Murray
759-1331

Special Good
May 18

'279

Handley told The Associated Press
Tuesday night.
When asked about reports that he
would succeed Parcells, he said:
"I've been reading that for a couple of months now."
Attempts by the AP Tuesday ,
night to reach Parcells and Young
were unsuccessful. A representive
in ihe office of Parcells' agent,
Robert Fraley, would not confirm
the report.
There have been recurrent
rumors that Parcells, 49, would
step down as Giants coach. He has
reportedly said in the past that he
would quit if his team won a second Super Bowl.
In a Newsday interview published May 5, Parcells said: "I'm
not trying to create an air of suspicion or doubt. It's just that you're
really uncertain which way to go.

EDITOR'S NOTE: Dermot Purgavie is a columnist for Britain's
Daily Mail. He is based in New
York and wrote his "Letter From
America" for Monday editions. On
Wednesday, Queen Elizabeth II
plans to attend a baseball game at
Baltimore's Memorial Stadium
between the Orioles and Oakland
Athletics.
• • • •
NEW YORK — Memo to the
Queen: Among Washington's
many afflictions — riots, murder
and his 2nd her thyroid
disorders at the White House —
it doesn't have a baseball team.
The last one left town 20 years
ago. So, on your state visit to
Washington this week, you are
going to have to be taken elsewhere to be initiated into the
mysteries of America's game.
It's a shame you couldn't
have hooked up with the Kansas City Royals, one of the few
surviving expressions of colonial
sentiment, but a tight ,schedule
leaves only room for a dash to
Baltimore to watch the Orioles
take on the Oakland Athletics.
You are the first major-league
queen ever to visit baseball and,
to demonstrate the sport's class
structure, they have picked a
fixture that matches the
country's most prodigal club —
Oakland's stars ea,rn $2,550,000 °
a year — with almost its thriftiest. You will see the rich,
bromed studs from California
against the deprived (relatively),
dour workmen of the gritty
Northeast. Think of them as
Ascot and Redcar. You get
what you pay for.
Oakland has been in the last
three World Series. Baltimore
hasn't. This is more than just
millionaires in Edwardian costume trying to hit a ball with a
stick. Baseball, they'll tell you,
is deeply rooted in America's
soul and is mystically connected
to life's Great Truths. And
since Americans, you'll recall,
have no monarchy, the game
has been providing continuity to
national life for the last 123
.years.
Like cricket, much of baseball
is hidden from the untrained
eye, but it is the conventional
wisdom that good pitching will
beat good hitting, except, of
course, when the reverse is true.
Hitting a baseball thrown at
over 100 mph with a round ash
club is upheld as the most difficult thing in the whole of
sport, and the game's most
accomplished players do it successfully in only three of every
ten attempts. But listen for the
defining sound of baseball, product of the perfect connection
between bat and ball, a sweet,
resonating, high-frequency
"crack" that is one octave
above middle C.
Your millionaire player does
not like to be humiliated, and
if an opponent smacks the ball
off the premises and bps the
bad taste to celebrate with a •
sort of elaborate jubilation seen
at British football matches, the
baseball creed sanctions the
pitcher to throw the ball at the
hitter's head the next time
around. This is when the -brawl
starts. It goes on for some time
and the umpires chuck several
players- of the the game. Then
the managers come out and kick
dirt over the umpires' trousers,
This routine has taken the
place of vaudeville in Americdan life. Polo may have accustomed you to seeing the wealthy sweat. Baseball will accustom
you to seeing the wealthy spit.
They chew tobacco and spit this
nasty black juice all over the
place. It is very unattractive and
can put you right off your
food, and eating hot dogs, I'm
afraid, is an essential part of
the baseball experience.
If it helps, your parents ate
(Coned on page 38)

friday Night Buffet
Bar-B-0 Ribs, Pond Raised Catfish
Fillets, Fried Chicken, Country HIM
Food Bar, Salad Bar
Dessert Bar, Includes Drink $
695

Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food
Paducah • Mayfield • S. Fulton • Jackson, Tn.
"We Bring Prices Down To Earth"

i

TJ's Bar B-Q & Burgers

k Chestnut co

7,1 00 /`,

IN

Serving Murray and Calloway
County over 25 years
514 So. 12th • 71111-11•11111
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In Little League Tuesday night, Storey's
and Dennison-Hunt opened the season
with wins. Storey's downed Walter's
Pharmacy, 10-7 with John David Poynor
picking up the pitching win Trent Wilson
had two hits, while Tim Starks, Shane
Fox and Shawn Gordon all had singles
For Walter's, Justin Morton doubled and
Matt Lovett had two hits. In the second
game, Dennison-Hunt squeaked by Fraternal Order of Police, 8-7. Brad Clendenon was the winning pitcher and singled
and doubled Mark Johnson had two hits,
while Brian Dennison, David Cavitt, Sean
Stonecipher and Roger Houk had a hit
each. Derrick Bramley banged out three
hits for FOP, with Jason Gilliam and
Shane Wilkerson each hitting singles.

McKnight Saw Mill defeated Allison
Photography/Lynn Grove Feed and
Seed, 18-16 in Kentucky League action
at the Kirksey Ball Park. Jessie Smell
and Kyle Tracy did the pitching work to
McKnight, while Derrick Crouch and Derrick Leslie each hornered while Nathan
Harness tripled for McKnight. Clint Todd
tripled for Allison Photography/Lynn
Grove Feed and Seed.

Hawaiian Tropic and Hudson Co. posted
victories in Pony League play Tuesday
,night. H-T defeated Mayfield No. 2, 7-5,
with Sean Waller and Jason West doing
the pitching ad Raymond Duvall banging
out three hits. Waller also:doubled. Ross
InsurandS defeated Ross Insurance, with
Brent Anderson hitting a triple and John
Key doubling and singling. Greg Miller
and Tim McDaniel each had two hits and
combined for the pitching duties. J„P.
Herndon tripled, doubled and singled for
Ross, while Ted Booth socked a double.

SOCCER
NAPLES, Italy (AP) — An Italian prosecutor asked a judge to indict Diego
Maradona on charges of possessing and
giving away cocaine, the Italian news
agency ANSA reported. The request
resulted from an investigation of a suspected ring of drug traffickers and prostitutes. Italian police have said Maradona's
name was mentioned in several taped
telephone conversations between suspects, including one in which Maradona
asked a woman who reputedly ran a call
girl ring for some "women" for the evening. Maradona has been free on $20,000
bond in Argentina, where he was
arrested April 26. An Argentine news
agency reported Monday that a white
powder found during his arrest in Buenos
Aires was 91 percent cocaine. Maradona,
who played for Napoli and was captain of
Argentina's national team, was suspended April 6 by the Italian League for
15 months. The league announced on

March 29 that Mazadona's -urine tested
game
positive for cocaine following
against Ban on March 17.

st LOUIS (AP) — Sooner or later, Billy Hatcher says, the Cincinnati
Reds will get rid of all those unsightly batting averages.
"You hope it's sooner than later," said Hatcher, who went 3-for-4 with
ROME (AP) — Unseeded Eric Jelen
upset second-seeded Andre Aeassi 6-3,
an RBI in Tuesday's 3-1 victory over the St. Louis Cardinals, raising his
7-6 (9-7) and third-seeded Pete Sampras
average 29 points to .200. "But no panic button. We're not down on
defeated Vladimir Gabrichidze 7-6 (7-2),
ourselves and wheat we start playing well, watch out National League
4-6, 6-2 in the first round of the Italian
Open. Top-seeded Boris Becker withWest."
drew with back pains before playing a
The defending World Champions hardly looked the part entering the
match.
second game of a three-game series.
BERLIN (AP) — Julie Halard detected
10th-seeded Nathelie Tauziat 6-0, 6-1
Shortstop Barry Larkin (injured elbow), catcher Joe Oliver (broken finand IS-year-old Mk* Huber, seeded
ger)
and second baseman Bill Doran (strained lower back) were out with
14th. but Petra Langrova 8-2, 6-0 in the
injuries and the lineup included four starters hitting .206 or below and
first round of the Lufthansa- Cup.
STANFORD, Calif. (AP) — Toptwo rookies with a total of one major-league at-bat between them.
seeded Sandra Birch, the 1089 champAside from Hal Morris, who went 2-for-4 with an RBI and raised his
Debbie
GraStanford
teammate
ion. and
NL-leading
average to .389, most of the Reds are slumping. Mariano
champion,
and
1990
No.
2
seed
ham, the
advanced to the quarterfinals of the
Duncan entered the game hitting .206, Chris Sabo .204 and Glenn Braggs
NCM women's tournament. Birch beat .135 and as a team the Reds trailed the major leagues witha
.222 average
Jillian Alexander of Florida 7-5, 6-4 and
and were next-to-last in runs.
Tonya Fuller of San Diego 6-0, 6-1. Gra"I hope this doesn't persist too much longer," Reds manager Lou
ham defeated Cara Abe of California 6-1,
6-2 and Susan Sabo of Duke 6-1, 6-1.
Piniella said.
In the meantime, the pitching staff continues to carry the load. Norm
Chariton (2-3) gave up a run in 7 1-3 innings and Rob Dibble got the last
EAST LANSING, Mich. (AP) — Michifive outs for his ninth save in nine chances.
gan State University wrestling coach
Cardinals manager Joe Torre is happy his team isn't seeing the Reds at
Phillip Parker was ordered to stand trial
their best.
on a charge of raping a 20-year-old
woman. District court Judge Jules Hans"They've got as good pitching as you can find," Torre said. "And
lovsky said there was probable cause
they're going to hit. You know they're not going to hit .220 or .230 or
that a sdxual assault had occurred and
probable-cause that Parker,.41,, had done . whatever. They're going to kill somebody.
it. Hanslovsky bound Parker over for trial
Charlton, who won for the first time in five starts, is accustomed to
in Ingham County Circuit Court and scheworking with little support. In his first six starts, the Reds scored 10 runs.
duled a May 22 hearing. Parker faces a
"Three runs is a lot of runs for me," said Charlton, who gave up five
charge of third-deoree criminal sexual
hits, struck out three and walked three. "I don't think I was trying to fool
conduct. If convicted, he laces a maximum of 15 years In prison.
anybody, I just challenged the hitters."
Charlton also was good at getting out of trouble, stranding a runner on
third base in the second, Third and fourth innings.
NEW YORK (AP) — Two-time NBA
Dibble -gave up a- one-out RBI single to Pedro Guerrero on his first
defensive player of the year Dennis Rodpitch in the eighth, but then Struek but Todd Zeile and got Bernard Gilkey:
man of the Detroit Pistons heads the
to fly out with runners on second and third:Dibble has saved seven of the
league's ell-defensive team. David
Robinson df San Antonio, Buck Williams
Reds' last eight victories.
-
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Turt•day's Gams*
Ni. Toni 7 Caklornia 1
Boston 4, Chicago 1
Seattle 2. Clovitlind 1
Toronto 4. Kansas City 1
lAnnesota 5, Mitivaukds
Baltimore 6, Oakland 1
Tomas 5, Detroit 3
Illf•dne•day's Games
Calltomia (Langston 3-1) at Ni. Yon( (Cary 1-3)
6 30 p m
Oakland (Width 3-2) at Baltimore (Ballard 2-4).
635 pm
Chicago (Fernando: 2-31.1 Boston (1.4 Young 2-1)
6 15 p m
UMW (Datucia 3-2) at Cksvoland (King 3-3) 635
pm,
Kansas City (Saderhagon 3-3) at Toebnio (Boucher
0-2). 635 pm
lAkraultes Itioelo 3-4) at Minnesota aspen. 2-2)
735 pm
Weal (lanai 1-4) at Texas(B 568 1-3) 7357In

Stare Farm Insurance Companies
Home Offices Bloomington Illinois
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East Onention
W L
Pci.
GB
20 11
NIstYoSi
18 13
581
2
St LOinS
17 15
531
3Y.
CNCIQO
16 17
486 5
16 17
485 5
hionirsal
15 17
West Warman
is IS 13
Los Anig.Iss
17 14
1-6 15
416 1
16 17
485 2
12 18
San Francisco
10 22
Tuesdays Games
Crscago S. Attarrta a Pittsburgh 6, Houston
Conannat 3, Si LOkAs
Naw York 6, San Naps I
Los Angeles '6, Montreal 2
Prwlatia 9. San franosco 0
Wednesday-a Cisme*
Commix (Browning 4-2t at St touts (Tewksbury
2-)). 1235 pm
Atlanta (Labrandl 3.3) at Crucago ISkitOrtle 2-4,
1 20 p m
Philadelphia (Gnmaley 1-3)
.
at San Francisco
(Black 3-3). 2 35 pm
New York (Goodan 3-3) at San Diego (Whitson
2-3), 305 pm
Pmsburgh (Smiley Si) at Houston (,./Jordis 3-1).
735 pm
Montreal (Barnes 0-1) at Loa Angoillit 10pda 2-3).
35 pm
Thursday's Games
Pittsburgh at Manton. 7.35 pm
Montreal al San Franosco 905 pm
Only games scheduled

Larry Krouse Insurance
759-9888

105 N. 12th (Next to McDonald's)

of Portland, 'Michael Jordan of .Chicago
and Alvin -Robertson of Milwaukee complete the first team. Detroit's Joe Dumars
and Houston's Hakeem Olajuwon, both
first-team picks last year, made the second team with Scottie Pippen of Chicago,
Dan Majerle of Phoenix and John Stockton of Utah.

DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. (AP) — The
LPGA announced an anti-discrimination
policy similar to one adopted by the PGA
Tour last summer and said that beginning
in 1992 tournaments will no longer be
.held at clubs that exclude minorities.
LPGA commissioner Charles Mechem
had pledged before he took office Jan. 1
that adoption of such a policy would be
among his priorities.

'Breds end season...
(Cont'd from page 2B)

Eastern. But EKU erased the 2-0 Murray lead with three runs in the home
half of the third, on singles by Joe Vogelgesang, Brad McDaniels, Robbie
McCune, Brett Griffin and Greg Gilberi
Murray -starter Rick Grogan, who battled an elbow problem all week,
said he wasn't bothered by the elbow.
"I felt all right," Grogan said. "I just tried to put the ball over the plate,
and they put the ball into play. Last night, I certainly didn't think we
would be out of it, but that first game took a lot out of us."
David Ott hit a monster homer into the leftfield screen in the fifth, and
Eastern answered a Grzanich RBI double with another run in the sixth
which was enough for EKU pitcher Vogelgesang, who struck out 11 Thoroughbreds on the . day.
"You can't take anything away from -Eastern," Reagan said. "I like their
ballclub. They've got a great team."
But throughout the season, it was easy to see that Reagan's 34th team
was one of his favorites, and despite the two losses that finished the Murray at 24-18, he was proud a team that was picked to finish last in the
league, and won the regular season title.
"They've made the most of their opportunities," Reagan said. "We
didn't have any .400 hitters or home run hitters. I felt like we got everything out of this team. They played so hard and they played with a lot of
heart. I've never had a team that played with more heart than this one."
"Nobody expected us to be here," Grzanich said. "Winning the conference was great. We just battled and battled all year long. Man for man,
we were just a group of battlers."
"I never thought we would be here," Grogan, a sixth-year senior, said.
"We never really quit fighting. I just didn't want to see it end like this."

(Cent'd from page 2B)

them when President Franklin
Roosevelt served them up at a
picnic, and I was once in the
Arctic with the Prince of Wales
when duty obliged him to consume the raw and still-warm
liver of a recently-deceased seal.
Put on lots of mustard and
think of England.
Like cricket, baseball has lots
of arcane terms. A full count is
not one of those overserved
French aristocrats. George Bush
will explain them all, at the
White House dinner on Tuesday.

All presidents try to identify
themselv6s with baseball and
Bush was a handy first baseman
who captained Yale. Ask him to
show you his glove, a welloiled Rawlings Trapper that he
keeps in a drawer of his Oval
Office desk.
Enjoy the game. Oh, and feel
free to boo. A New York court
has ruled that abusing the
unpire is a venerated American
tradition, a
constitutionally-protected freedom
and an essential part of
baseball.

•NEW Litters
•NEW Valve Stem Seals
•NEW Pistons & Pings
•NEW Gaskets
•NEW Cam Bearings

'NEW Timing Chain
Components
•NEW Freeze Plugs
•NEW Main Bearings
•NEW Rod Bearings

Factory Tested, Remanufactured

ENGINES
LONG BLOCK
305, 350 V-8/2-4 Bolt Main
Chevrolet
302 V-8,

For most Ford
and Buick 231 V-6. Price with acceptable exchange.

OVER 500 ENGINES AVAILABLE•DOMESTIC•IMPORT•LONG BLOCK•SHORT BLOCK
Our Best Price
EVERYDAY

• C.,,r1,10,rte
Recen,er Dryers

titshrne Warranty
Remonuloctured

41k1
Stare stock only

Mobil Super or
Exxon Supertlo
Motor Oils
All weights in stock
Limit 3 cases

Havoline
Formula 3
All weights in stock
LIMO 3 cases

Distributors
EVERYDAY

Duralast Gas 1094
EA.
Car Shocks
EVERYDAY

Duralast Gas 1994
EA.
Truck Shocks
Duralast
Gas Struts
& Cartridges

2
EvEarD9A4

For most vehicles
Store stock Only

Air Conditioning
Compressors
tore stock only With exchange

or most early a999
el GM's
A-6 with clutch.
some late model GMs
-4 with clutch

29,4
12
j9
7
99

Wells Distributor Caps
For mosevehicles
Includes eiectroniC

99" Ignition
Control Modules
For mds1 vehicles
Store stock Only

TO
8.494

TO
63 92

95

AC, Deutsch
Precision or
Motorcraft
Oil Filters
All Others$ Off
Purchase 01 2.
•t

All Oil Filters
Up TO $2 97

2
FOR

7
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l
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THE AGENT WHO INSURES YOUR
CAR AND HOME CAN ALSO PROTECT
YOUR FAMILY'S
FUTURE.

*.

V

II8 ir,sa„

.Viltr.X4
*AP

earls,04;r„..11044
veer

New
Fuel Pumps

Duralast
Air Adjustable EVERYDAY
Shock Kit

For most vehicles
Store Stock on)

HOSe k
included

4994

Mighty Lifts
Store stock Only

MURRAY—OPEN 8AM-9PM MON.-SAT., 1-6 SUN.
753-8971
S. 12th St. in Southside Center
For life insurance that can provide financial
security for those you love, call

State Farm Life Insurance Company
Home Office: Bloomington,Illinois

Ar.:04....,..,.,,,,,,
,
.4 AN„ —
it.,,,,, ,„. • u.

Ad Doc.% good thiu may 19 1991 We reserve tn. otpnt to lerntt quOntthell at now price air& pnc• thereafter
o•chers No Dealers run disiods 04 sarronhes at store f 199 Autolorie
Ad
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Trunk Lifts
EVERYDAY

New
EVERYDAY
Blower Motors n88
For most vehicles
Store stock only

ree,,4eirrieft

Transmission

EVERYDAY

TO
107 94

MAYFIELD OPEN 8AM-9PM MON.-SAT., 9-6 SUN.
In the Mayfield Shopping Plaza
247-4174 ..
"--
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"IF You're So Smart,
Why Aren't You
in Business?"
by Dr. Joe Fuhrmann
The most exciting aspect of numismatics for me has been going into the
• coin business. Today I want to urge
you in the most serious way possible
to try your luck with the business
world.

make beautiful things? If so. there's a

definite possibility you can make
money from your skill.
"Oh!" I hear some say, "I'd like to
do that but I don't have the money to
open up a store. And Um afraid of
going into debt and losing my shirt!"
I understand those fears. But several low-cost, low -risk strategies can
put you in business. Flea markets and
show S, for example, give fledgling
merchants opportunities to show their_.
lures. Also considet-bwas and d&_
play Cases- in antigUC stores. Rentals

range from $50 to $10 per month + a
10-20% commission on what's sold.
The best thing about this arrangement,
in my opinion, is that it's not labor

Fo
State

eoin

first

intensive: someone else tends your
business. Don't be put off by the term
"antique store." "Antique" is actually
an umbrella term for "all kinds of neat

Engl
Brie
Mc'
May
ani
Tam
fres

stuff.'
Other types of stores also give
opportunity to the budding entrepreneur::Many shops in yourtown will let
you set up a card table with a woodglass display case for a low rental +
commission on items sold. If you
make jewelry or collect baseball cards
- to name only two possibilities - this
is an efficient, low -risk way to go into

on
Jer
ciali
vac'
Sta

business.
Going into business yeilds many
benefits. Besides producing an extra

incornafter a couple of ydars.,asmalI
husinOs has immediate tax advan-'
tages.Jax laws can be used to make
husinelses which take in a lot of cash
show paper losses. These "paper
loss:64"i are applied against state and
Federal taxeo withheld from your

Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health
Compare Our Price & Coverage
Main

753-0489

regula salar to increase your retunds. If you don't know what I'm
talking abobt - find out today. This is
"very" important. and both legal and

BEST BUY

SEAM

SAVE ON
*
ALL-SEASON
LIFETIME FREE
AlPtRANTY
RADIALS REPLACE
Mate Vii dieieo
due to
should tire loll workmonshtp
o.
material

SUPERGUARD RESPONSE

Ever otter oir 50 000-rnde rood
test surpassed new tire standards
/or strength arid endurance'
• Strong ararn(d over steel folded
belt system pros,(cies 301, more
shoulder strength than
convenhonol des,gns
aL.•
•50 000 m,le ''reod

$3288
42 88
4788
52 88
55 88
57 88
5838
59 88
61 88
62 88
6388

'
'4
P195 '''4
P295
4

warranty

P215
P225
P215

DIEHARD $49.9
t
•
• J.tc

c0C ork.ng or-c;
rites reser.re radar

SEARS 45 battery
$32.97'

•••• 45 rrant4- warranty

rora
,

tough tire ,,sed by Lrrirry
Pruett winner of 1991 MINT 40C
Belted for ,ropoo res.sronce
Good fuel economy autet ride
Self cleon,ng Y shaped tread
Some

lugs for better traction
3.5 000-m(le treod

wear-out warranty

more
sac,LT,95 -51414
LT2I5 -SP'S
LT235 751,
115
L121 585P16
30X9 50P 1 5
31)(10 SOWS
32X11 501,
1,5
33)(12 SOP'S

$53 88
62 86
67 88
88 88
70 88
79 88
88 88
97 88

3€.

ethical. I wish I had gone into business
years ago, if only for the tax benefits.
In tact, there are other _reasons.
Everyone should go into business at
least once simply to understand what a
business is. I used to think stores just
sprung up like mushrooms after a rain.
__The coin business has showed me the
planning. risk-taking: ingenuity and

sheer intelligenCe which go into shops
I once took for granted. The experience may make you more conservative; you will certainly become more
_praci el.1 and 16s interested inthe.ory.
Tremendous pride also goes with a
-business. Often-when-I look at one of
my display cases, a thrill comes over

Homes were torn wide open during storms near the coast of Bangladesh.

Green grass and hyacinths — uncertain
life begins to return to Bangladesh
(Editor's note: The writer toured
Bangladeshi villages devastated by
a cylone that killed, more than

139.000 people. This is his report.)
By DILIP GANGULY
Associated Press Writer

ANOWARA, 'Bangladesh --Half-naked children, some limping
from injuries suffered when the
cyclone struck, wave violet and
blue water hyacinths to welcome
visitors to what's- left of their

village.
• Their parents, meanwhile, work
to build new mud-and-bamboo
me and I think."my goodness, Preally
homes to replace those swept away
have "created" this, haven't 1? It
in the April 30 storm and tidal
reflects me and is a part of me!' I can
wave that killed more than 139,000
imagine what it must be like to own people. They must hurry to finish
your own store. By the way, if you are
before summer monsoons.
a success with the strategies I'm
Two weeks after the cyclone hit,
recommending, your sales operations there are signs of life amid the
will evolve into a store, perhaps more
ruins.
quickly and easily than you expect.
Patches of green grass spring up
I hope I have convinced you to . from earth hit by tidal waves as
think seriously about your talents and high as 22 feet. Lone banana plants
resources, and to take a fling at that survived winds of up to 140
entrepreneurship. If so, I have several mph sprout new leaves.
suggestions. There are "Small BusiAnd hundreds .of thousands of
ness Development Centers" through- survivors are burying their dead.
out your state, and they will help you 7 rebuilding huts, eking out a living.
Most residents of Anowara, a
at no charge - plan and maintain your
business. A center is attached to collection of coastal villages 10
Murray State; its counselling services
are excellent. 7N'ou need to keep detailed business
records. Save all receipts and maintain a careful account of the driving
DEAR ABBY: I am a 28-year-old,
you do in connection with your
business. IRS gives a generous deciu- reasonably attractive woman.I dress
cation for mileage; this is part of what stylishly and wear subtle makeup. I
very nearsighted and wear
produces what I called "paper losses" am
glasses because I can't tolerate hard
in businesses which actually take in or soft contact lenses.(Believe me, I
handsome sums of money.
have tried.,
For your business to grow, you
Abby, it infuriates me when men
must reinvest every penny earned by (whether they are dates or not), cayour business for the first year or sual acquaintances or co-workers
more. Absolutely avoid debt. Talk to think I should feel. complimented
when
say, "You'd be much
others in your business, be constantly, Prettierthey
without your glasses."
learning more about your hobby,craft
I am sometimes tempted to say,
or service. Be honest, cheerful and "And you'd be even more handsome
cooperative, treat your customers.as with a little more hair on your,head
— or less padding around your
you would be treated in the same
Or,"You'd be a much nicer
situation. You need a tasteful business middle."
person if you had better manners!"
card and a business license from your
Abby, please tell these oafs to
state's revenue cabinet. (In Kentucky look in a mirror before they start
its a one-time, SIO charge.) This giving women fashion advice.
helps you get discounts from other Thanks.
FOUR EYES AND
dealers and exempts you from sales
WELL-ADJUSTED
tax additional benefits- to being an
entrepreneur. From the outset you
DEAR WELL-ADJUSTED:
need a low-cost but systematic adver- Resist that old Saw, "The best
tising campaign. Fliers on bulletin defense is a good offense."
hoards are good, as are regular classiHeed the wise words of author LettyCottin Pogrebin:"Men
fied' ads in the paper.
I'm serious about this, and I hope who never make passes at
women with glasses are asses."
.i)u will be, too.
-

Also consider the advantage
for those who wear glasses: In a
romantic situation, when the
glasses are removed, it's a clear
signal that someone is going to
get kissed!

. Galley
Specialties
'5.99
'4.75
9 pc 6.98

Seaside Platter
Fish -n- Chips
Fried Shrimp
Catfish Dinner
Longshore Platter
Oyster Dinner
\ Seafood Platter

DEAR ABBY: Until late last fall,
I was a registered voter ir.Clackamas
County, Oregon After you urged

miles east of the port city-of Chittagong, aren't - waiting for government relief that has been late to
come to many areas and has not
reached others.
They know the bureaucracy of
this 20-year-old nation moves
- slowly.
Women try to dry rotting rice by
spreading grains beside a potholed
road. When cars and wind scatter
the grains, they sweep them back
.with palm-leaf brooms.
With crops ruined by the
cyclone's winds and salt water
blown in from the Bay of Bengal,
even a single grain of half-rotten
r
rice is dear.
An estimated 8.9 million people
have been affected by the cyclone
and its aftermath. The burden is
immense for the nation, one of the
world's poorest, and the psychological trauma also weighs heavily
on the survivors.
Mohammad Zamaluddin, 30,
believes that he, not the cyclone.
killed his 1 -year-old daughter. He
said he held her so tightly, trying
to save her from being blown
away, that she suffocated.
"If I had been careful, Sakina
may have survived," said Zamaluddin, a village grocer.

Zamaluddin was able to bury his
baby, but hundreds of other bodies
have rotted in the open. At first
there wasn't enough dry land for
graves, later people lacked shovels
or simply .couldn't cope with the
enormity of the task. •
In some places, dogs feed on the
human bodies as vultures circle
overhead. Big, rotting fish, beached
by the cyclone, add to the stench.
Gravediggers, paid about S14 a
month by the government, are the
only people still trying to bury the
remains. Student volunteers arc trying to help them, their faces pale at
the horror confronting them.
"I have buried 50 bodies in the
past four••days," said Mahbub Ali.
a 60-year-old gravedigger.
One father sat next to the
decomposing body of his small
son, waiting to bury him. Men and
women sat patiently at a distance to
offer Muslim last rites just before
the gravediggers began to fill the
mass graves with mud.
They put a small token piece of
cloth on the bodies. Burial shrouds
are not available. The poorest, who
do not even have a spare shred of
cloth, merely place banana leaves
in the graves.
Cloth is so scarce that many

women cannot leave makeshift
shelters because they lack clothing.
Across- the coast, rebuilding huts
is a- priority before the heavy monsoon rains. Lasting from June to
people to vote, I decided to re-regis- August, the monsoons bring an
ter after changing my address ty the average 8.3 feet of rain in total.
local jail where I am being held triggering
floods that claim several
pending trial,since address charges
need to be recorded per Oregon law. hundred lives each year.
"We can't wait any: more for
The response I received was a
note attached to a photocopy that tents to come," said 17-year-old
stated,"I am unable to process your Mohammad Salim. He struggled to
registration until you -have com- secure bamboo strips with steel
pleted your sentence." It was at- wires to make the roof, the most
tached to a copy of a citation of Or- vulnerable section of a hut in the
egon law that, in effect,stated that a
coastal areas.
person with afelony conviction loses
the eight to vote during the term of • Salim's 10-year-old brother Solaiman held a sheaf of hay that will
imprisonment.
As -Illinois Voter" stated(in your fill the cracks between the bamboo.
column,"Ifeach community made it
The cluster of villages that is•
easier to vote, more people would Anowara is home to 350,000 peovote."
ple who live mostly by farming and
It took -letters to the Elections fishing in the Bay of
Bengal..
Division, assistant county attorney
Villagers
tell
proudly
visitors of
and Clackamas County Clerk,as well
as secretary of state and then-Gov.- the area's greatest accomplishment:
Elect Barbara Roberts — but I con- Decades ago someone from Anotinue to be a registered voter-as of wara went to Dhaka to study at the
Dec. 17,1991,as the laws Ofthestate— university, and became a judge.
and the nation provide.
By local account at least 22,000
Civil rights for all! What do you people from Anowara died in the
say, Abby? — NO.90-2310
cyclone. The government says only
5,000
people died.
DEAR "90": Convicted felons
"Our figure is correct. Even this
are denied the right to vote, hut
one is presumed innocent until is a conservative estimate," said
proven guilty.
Akhtaruz Zaman Chowdhury, a
member of Parliament from the
area.
"Even today people are dying,"
Chowdhury said. "Now they are
By popular request, Abby shares more
of her favorite prizewinning, easy-to- dying of hunger and diseases."
prepare recipes. To order. send a long,
Officials say thousands of survibusiness-size, self•addressed envelope. vors are suffering from diarrhea
plus check or money order for $3.95 44.50
in Canada) to: More Favorite Recipes by that could promote an epidemic of
Deer Abby, P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, cholera, which is spread by contact
91054 Postage is included. i
with human waste.

1991 American Eagles minted and dated
the year of someone's graduation are the
perfect gifts to ensure that special event
is remembered forever. Each comes with
deluxe gift packaging and is encapsulated
to preserve its pristine condition for years
to come

Come and check out our other daily specials!

We've got something for everyone!
'Appetizers •Salads •Sandwiches •Cajun Cuisine

We're More Than Just Seafood!
Sunday - Saturday 11 a.m.-9 p.m.

„all/

1111111``

Olympic

4&C\\M A,M7

In addition, Olympic Coins and Congressional Commemorative Coins are available at discounted prices.

THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

MSU equestrian members to visit Ireland
Four representatives of the Murray ssouri State University in Springfield • which is one of Irelands leading
equestrian training centers.
State University equestrian team are will also be involved.
The visitors to Ireland will also
Murray State, Morehead State and
going to Ireland May 24 -June 2to get
first - hand exposure to experts in Southwest Missouri are amoung 16 have an opportunity for cross-country
schools form four states -- Kentucky, riding on the Connemara Trail on the
English - style riding.
Making the trip are head coach Tennessee, Illinois and Missouri -- country's southwest peninsula. Willie
Brien Terry, hunt seat coach Tammy which compete in Region Six of the Leahy, one of Ireland's foremost
McKinney and two students -- Helen Intercollegiate_ Horse Show Associa- authorities on riding, will lead that
Mayer of Tolland, Conn., a senior tion (IHSA).
ride.
Terry's original intention for the
animal health technology major. and
eollgians who ride in ISHA events
Tammy Nuthals ofGreen Bay, Wis.,a compete in two classifications, stock overseas trip was to encourage interfreshman- -agriculture _major__
_ iseat-(western-seddle)-and hunt(Engl- national competition, but he found
They wiIFnipOtabouti0- ish saddle).
thatt rolicao equestrian-teams-donor
have western riding teams.
on the trip coordinated by a New
Terry said the main idea of the trip
"Then I thought we could go and
Jersey equine organization that sp.:cializes in international horseback to Ireland is to teach them western teach we$tem riding in exchange fnr
vacations. Riders from Morehead riding in exchange for English lessons English lessons from some of IreState University and Southwest Mis- at Calliaghstown Riding School, land's top riders," he explained. "We

plan to combine pleasure riding with
the opportunity for valuable learning
experience."
Miss McKinney, a senior public
relations major from Owensboro,said
she is especially looking forward to
learning more about dressage, an
English style of riding in which a
horse executes precision movements
in response tb barely perceptible
signals from_a rider
-tressage-wilt:
ayitiecome a better 'fider,"slie noted. "t
believe I can learn techniques form
being exposed to it that will be of
considerable benefit to our equestrian
team."

Indiana couple called 'heroes' by KSP
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trong. 54, said.
"It's something you wish you
could forget," said Mrs. Armstrong, 52. "But every time you see
one of those yellow school buses, it
comes.... back on you."
The victims — 24 children and
three adults, — were aboard a
1977-model bus owned by a church
in Radcliff. They were'returning
home from an outing at King's
Island amusement park north of
Cincinnati
The bus was stru4 by a pickup
being driven on the4rong side of
Interstate 71 by Larry Mahoney of
Worthville.
Armstrong testified against
Mahoney, who was convicted of 27

FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — Jack
and Joan Armstrong pulled youngsters off a burning bus, but don't
feel heroic.
"If it had been my child, that's
something I would have wanted
somebody to do," Mrs. Armstrong
said Monday.
"I think a here is somebody that
does something (and) he enjoys
himself," her husband said. 'I
didn't enjoy it." ;
But the Patriot, Ind., couple were
cited by Kentucky State Police for
helping !knit the death toll from
the crash of a pickup truck and
converted school bus near Carrollton three years ago today.
Twenty-seven people died, but
40 escaped in the nation's worst
drunken-driving incidenL He and
his wife were the first to reach the
bus and pulled "maybe 25 or 30"
youngsters out the' rear exit, Arms-

counts of manslaughter, drunken *Lt. Wayne Edwards, 44, of Elidriving and other charges in zabethtown, and Detective Tommy
December 1989 and is serving a Stiles, 41, of Rineyville. They
received the Trooper's Medal for
16-year prison_ sentence.
The Armstrong; received state rescuing a couple from a flooded
police citations /for meritorious cave in Otter Creek Park in Meade
achievement. Other award winners County.
*Wayne Blackburn, 27, of Morganwere:
*Trooper Joseph Schenkenfelder, field, who received the- Commis31, of London, who was injured in sioner's -Award -for--Lifesaving
a crash while chasing a car thief. Acts. Blackburn, a dispatcher at the
He was given the Guthrie Crowe Henderson state police post, used
Medal, named for the state police's mouth-to-mouth resuscitation to
save a four-month-old girl.
first commissioner.
'Trooper Mark Cool, 35, of Lan- 'Sue Stillwell, a -General -Telecaster, who received the KSP Med- phone supervisor, and Debbie
al for Bravery. He Wounded a man Dixon, an operator, who received
who was aiming _a handgunitlan- meritorious-achievement citations
-Tor their handling of a calkrs suicaster police officers.
cide threat.
*Edward L. /Jones, a Muldraugh
patrolman, who thwarted an
attempted armed robbery of' a
restaurant while offAluty.

All In Stock Vinyl Flooring, Residential &
Commercial Carpet
$1.00 off sq. yd.
'
All In Stock Wallpaper
206/. off
- COngoleum "Room Tin Bloom Sale"2Whioff (selectee patterns)
Save 25% On Mannington (selected patterns)

ME SMITH
CARPET
Mon.-Fri.

Hwy. 641 North, Murray

8-5, Sat. 8-4

753-6660
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Public hearing
to discuss rehab

The Commission for Health Economics Control in Kentucky has
scheduled a public hearing on a
23-county health care proposal.
According to the- proposal, Pinnacle Rehabilitation, Murray,
would establish a rehabilitation
agency to include outreach services
to patients in nursing homes and
hospitals and to patients of home
health -agencies and other health
care providers in Allen, Barren,
Butter, Calloway,"Clark, Crittenden, Daviess, Fayette, Green, Hardin, Henderson, Hopkins, Jessamine,
Larue, Lincoln, Madison, McLean,
Metcalfe, Russell, Simpson, Union,
Warren and Webster counties. The
project involves a $160,000 capital
expenditure.The hearing is scheduled to
begin at 9 a.m. May 22 in the conference room -of the - First City
Complex, 102 Athletic Drive,
Frankfort.
The hearing will be conducted
by the commission, which will
annouifee- its decision June 14.

_

HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE or financial needs. A triendor relaNEXT YEAR OF YOUR -LIFE: A tive offers assistance. Welcome it!
mysterious-newcomer will add glamVIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): A
our to your life. New career and fi- long-soughtcareergoalcomesto pass,
nancial gains are in the picture. be- thanks to the help of an influential
ginning in October. Choose your person. Put your worries behind you.
confidants with greater care! A tired Let go ofthe past and look ahead with
romance gradually fades away. Al- confidence.
though yotk family resppnsibilities
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Plans
grow. you are untroubled. Children and relationships will flourish beauwill bring special pride and pleasure tifully notv. A job opportunity and
in early 1992. Try to take a long- - the prOmise of prestige spark your
overdue vacation then.
interest. Weigh the pros and cons
CELEBRITIES BORN ON carefully. A newcomer's arrival is
THIS DATE: tennis stars Gabriela prophetic.
Sabatini and Yannick Noah, singer
SCORPIO(Oct.23-Nov.21):The
Janet Jackson, baseball's Billy Mar- morning is highlighted by unusual
tin.
events and forward-looking people.
ARIES (March 21-April 19): You feel a strong need for privacy
Complications' could arise on the and introspection this afternoon.
home front. Someone asks a special Catch up on paperwork and adminisSavor you_ cannotgranL Stick to your trative chores.
guns;amatterof principle isinsiolved. _ SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22--Dec.-Offer to help out in other ways.
21 ): Familimembers can influence a
TAURUS '(April 204S4ay 20Y: -business or educalionatchoite.PartShow your vulnerability to a child nerships are emphasized today. The
and a new understanding will de- support you give will be reciprocated
velop. Stay away from a lingering threefold! Romance is fine.
love who will not make a commitCAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan. 19):
ment. A successful reunion pleases An excellent day to approach higheryou enormously.
ups about an innovative pet project.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20j: A Other people are anxious to hear what
romantic relationship would benefit you have to say. Greater emotional
from greater give-and-take.Get ready and financial rewards lie ahead.
to compromise with your mate. AthAQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
letic.activities help disperse nervous A financial change could catch you
energy. Cut unnecessary spending.
off-guard unless you plan ahead.
CANCER (June 21-July 22): Build savings. A willingness to acHome improvement projects may be cept high-tech equipment and fresh
high on your list of priorities. Try not ideas will put your career bark on the
to tackle too many things at once, fast track.
hOwever.Alate-aftemoon phone call
PISCES (Feb. 1-9-Mareh 20):- .
brings you new hope about a finan- Keep your relationships low-key.
cial matter.
Anxiety and guilt can affeci your
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Resolve health. Put the past behind you. If
to put some distance between your- you issue ultimatums, romance will
selfand problemsfrom the past.Give fly out the window. Wear your heart
greater thought to your future career on your Sleeve!

Going Out Of

Business Sale
After 15 years of serving Paducah's fine jewelry
needs, Hillmark Jewelers, known for unique,
high-fashion, quality jewelry at great value is...

CLOSING THE DOORS!

_... TODAY'S CHILDREN are intelligent, sensitive and very loyal. Their
generosity to their pals is remarkable.. These- YOungsters form opinions
quickly and seldom change their minds.Their determination to do what they
think is best often wearsdown their parents and teachers.Teach these children
right from wrong by .setting a good example. They will not make a major
decision without first mulling over the alternatives. Thrifty by nature, they
usually have plenty of funds.
I You can now get J pentkdited daily horoscope from kale Di xon based on your on birth date. It costs

t, Even this
te," said
wdhury, a
t from the

only K.5 cents per minute C.

I -900-9148-771SK_

Ilo order a re.'sect and updated copy of franc xon be.t-selling hook. Yesterday.Today and Forever
Hos. Astrislogy Can Help You Find Your Place in God's Plan." send 511.95 plus Si postage and handling to
Ilium. Andrews and McMeel.P.O. By.419150 Kansas City. Mo 64141. Make check,payable lo Andreas
211,1 McMeel -t

are dying,"
w they are
diseases."
ds of survim diarrhea
epidemic of
by contact

Fine Diamonds • Emeralds • Rubies • Sapphires • Pearls
14 Kt. and 18 Kt. Gold Jewelry • Watches • Giftware
"Where the price and service,
makes the pill easier to swallow."

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
.ted
e the
vent
with
,ulated
years

Christie Jenkins and Crystal Richards of Heath High School accept a
gift certificate from Eddie Hunt for winning first place in the Murray
State Univeristy Journalism Hiph School Workshop Advertising competition. Dennison-Hunt Sporting Goods sponsored the competition
this year.

Don't Miss This Opportunity To Buy Fine
Jewelry at Going Out Of Business Prices

SELLING TO THE BARE WALLS

Glendale at WhItnell
753-4175
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30

-111W
They come from homofowns lust like
yours Men and women dedicating
themselves to serving you and the
nation in the U.S Navy So wherevl
they are, they're out there for you
Remember

Corner of 3rd and Broadway Street
Paducah, KY • 502-442-9333
kionrias - Saturday 9.00 - 5:00• Instant Credit Available•All Major Credit Cards • layaways
*Discounts are oft regular or suggested'prices vitsch May be ollema paces that may or may not have resulted in sales

pigs,

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

NOW OPEN
24 HOURS
MON.-FRI.
7-12 SAT.
& SUN.

„Aow 4vailabk At }our
Sispermarket

Nv.\\
um,rn
STAMPS
CATAU
•Serrazirdir fturr*sr Oar 4.VP's

Prices Good
We Accept
WIC Vouchers
and Food Stamps
Now Open 24 Hours
Mon.-Fri.
7-12 Sat. & Sun.

Showboat 15 oz.

Rosedale 29 oz.

Pork & Beans

Peaches

3/1.00

89°

Creamettes 7 oz. Elbo MaciSpaghetti

Pasta
Sloppy 18 oz.

Peanut
'less 12 Pk.

Soft Drinks
Arch Way

Cookies
New Triples 18.75 OZ

Cereal

Bakery
753-0265

20 oz. Fudge or 14 oz. Double Stuff

'Ore° Cookies

9'
Keebler 10 oz. Box

Honey Maid 16 oz.

Graham Crackers

6 Pk. Mart,-3 Mai-Wert Tivb, 5filekers,1atky Way

Mr. Salty 12 qz

Pretzels

Light Balance 8.25 oz.

Smuckers 32 oz

Grape Jelly

From now on, your groceries will be
Wiggly Food Stores. Each qualified
company through participating i
Ownership Plan). As owners, well gi
desire_ Our attitude is positive a

!Ma

handled
employe
our I
re you th
rout the

owels

1.89 Plates
120z. or Cups
2.29 O'Boisies
1.99 Snacks
1.39 Candy Bars
1.19 Lunch Bucket

Corn Oil

OUR EMPLOYEES ARE

Thru

Viva

Solo Party

Mazola 48 oz.

4/1.00
1.99
1.99
1.49
2.99

641 South-Murray
753-9616

WI

Hyde Park or Piggly Wii

1.09
79°
1.99
1.99
1.49

gly 4

Black Pepper.
Northern 140 ct.

Napkins
Purina Mainstay 20 lbs.

Dog Food
Always 24 ct.

Maxi Pads
Luvs Boys 8. Girls

Diapers...

Value Priced Groceries
PRIDE

Catsup

1.1

itaiian Pastry Sausage7Harturger, Pepperoni 17 oz

Tony's Pizza
Van Camp 8 oz.

Chili or Beanee Weanie
Hunts 8 oz.

Tomato Sauce ••
Velveeta 12 oz.

Shells & Cheese

Pride of Illinois Whole Kernel or Cream 17 oz.

-2,1111

Heinz 32 oz.

Corn

;
"%le kerrW4 ;

u.4,S0

/1.001.59

Sweet Sue Chunk Breast 5 oz.

2.19

Chicken

Ragu Traditional 30 oz.

2/L00

Spaghetti Sauce

3/1.00
1.49

Corn Muffin Mix

Jiffy 8.5 oz.
Hyde Park or Piggly Wiggly 12 oz.

Cheese Singles

Deli 11 Inch Single Topping
Pond Raised

Pizzas

1.59
4/1.00
1.19

Whole Catfistr
Noon Hour Brand 4 oz.

2/5.00

Shrimp Cockt
Delicious

Orange Roug

Fresh •

Frozen

Dairy
Pillsbury 4 Pk.

Biscuits

ggc

Turner Quality Check 1/2 Gal.

Jumbo Sweet Onions

Ice Cream

Vidalias

1.99

59°

•••

•

hy

Lb.
Lar

Prairie Farms 16 oz.

Cottage Cheese

99°

•

Hyde Park or Piggly Wiggty Shredded Cheddar or Mozzerelo I oz.

1.29

Cheese
Parkay Squeeze 1 Lb.

Margarine
Kraft 3 Lb. Bowl

Touch of Butter
1
1
1

1.29
2.69

Krinkle Cut Golden 2 Lbs.

1.59

Ore Ida Fries .
Treesweet 12

oz.79'
Lemonade

Peaches

North SW 6 Pk.

1.11 Juicy

1.19
69°

Ice Cream Sandwich
Hyde Park or Piggly Wiggly 7.8 oz.

Pizza

Sugar Free 8 Cit

2.9

Delicious Apples
First Of The Season

Offer Good Only at Murray Piggly Wiggly thru May 21

Fruit Drinks
Yellow Squash

Lb.

99°

lb.1.19

5/1.00
lb. 99'

A

C;

Gar

Gar

Br

Fres

Ci
maw

Wheaties

Countr Time
s

Washington State Ex-Fancy Red or Golden

Buy 1 Get 1

FREE

Offer Good Only at Murray Piggly Wiggly thru May 21

Offer

oodal'irily

at1111
I

• In, I

1

.4 •
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TV SAVER

T

Hyde Park or Piggly Wiggly 12 oz

Orange
Juice

Prairie Farms or Ky. Maid Gallon
MILK

Boneless
WITH LE

I..

FTY SAVER CARD

5-6 Lbs. Sliced Free

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

Pork Loin Halves

VIDEO SPECIAL:
Mon.-Thurs.:
Rent Two Videos,
Get The Third

LOYEES ARE
ur groceries will bp
res. Each qualified
h participating i
. As owners, we'll gi
ude is positive a

If for any reason you are not totally pleased with your
shopping experience at Piggly Wiggly let us know!

Thru May 21

Prices Good

PROUD TO SERVE YOU
handled by a stockholder of Piggly
employee now owns a part of the
our ES.O.P. (Employee Stock
re you the personal service that you
out the future of our company.

t

We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities And To
Correct All Printing
Errors Made

Call Our Hot Line: 1-800-464-7166
resh Meats

Charmin 4 Pk.
Eckrich Original or Polish

Bath Tissu
Park or Piggly VIig

lgly 4 oz.

99c
79C
4.99
2.29
7.99

ck Pepper.
ern 140 ct.

skins
Mainstay 20 lbs.

Food
s 24 ct.

xi Pads
Boys & Girls

pers

round Beef
"Grill Ready" Ground Beet

Patties

lb.

1.49

Gol-Pak Chicken

Nuggets or Patties lb. 1.99

Smoked Sausage

Ohse Hickory Smoked

Pork Chops

Lean & Tender

Sliced Bacon

Pork Steak

Field Finest

Small & Lean

Breakfast Bacon

Spare Ribs

Williams

Lean & Meaty Pork

Pork Sausage

Cube Steak

lb. 1.69
4 1.99
it 2.89
lb.

Sausage or Steak & Biscuits

Williams Biscuits

Fresh Meats
U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless

Catfish Steaks

Jumbo Fran

1.19
• Raised

_lb 2.29
1.99
Fillets 5.99

hole Catfis4
Hour Brand 4 oz;

•

rimp Cockti
icibus
range Roug

Fresh F

11
hy

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless Shoulder Cut

Crystal Lake Skinless & Boneless

Swiss Steak

Fryer Breast

Ohse 12_9z. pkg.

Chicken Patties, Sticks,

lb

Wieners

Nuggets

Mr. Fritter Pkg.

Maple Leaf

Breaded Patties

Leg Quarters

2.79
pkg. 1.69
lb. 496

lb.

,roduce
•

et Onions

Medium Slicers

Wilson's Sliced or Shaved

lias

Tomatoes

Deli Ham

99C.

Large Snow-White Head

99°
1.19
/1.00
lb 99'
Lb

Ib

Cauliflower
Garden Fresh Tender Bunch

0

Green Onions

1.49
3/89c

"American Favorite" Sliced or Shaved

Roast Beef

lb.

Wilson Mesquite Lite

Chicken Breast

lb.

Hoffman's Super Sharp

Cheese

lb.

3.99
3.99
3.99

2 Layer

8 Inch

Lemon Meringue Pie
8 Count Golden

Hamburger Buns
"Ready When You Are" 8 Piece

Deli Fried Chicken
Deli Fresh "Your Choice"

Cole Slaw-Potato Salad-Baked Beans

24 Count Regular

Bisquick

ye 1.00

at Murray Piggly Wiggly thru May 21 1

Nestea Bags

49'

2.99
99'
4.99
99',
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Three golfers struck by lightning on Louisville course
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) — A
thunderstorm that produced lightning that killed one golfer and seriously injured two others caught the
players unaware, a part-owner of
the course they were playing said.
Clark Fenimore said about 150

golfers played the Quail Chase
course Tuesday afternoon and the
club had been monitoring conditions on the WCather Channel.
It was just a hazy afternoon
and all of a sudden bang," he said.
David Haney, 37, of Middle-

town, was holding an umbrella
when he and two others were
struck on Quail Chase golf course.
said Budde 'Egner, deputy coroner
for the county.
Haney was pronounced dead at
7:38 p.m. at Baptist Hospital East,

Egner said.
Forrest G. Hoskins, 27, of
LaGrange, and Gregory Griffin, 34,
of Louisville, were in stable condition at Baptist East, hospital
spokeswoman Marilyn Clark said.
A fourth golfer in the party was not

injured.
The men went under a tree for
shelter and put up umbrellas when
a storm hit about 6 p.m., according
to Mike Riordan, director of
Emergency Medical Services for
Jefferson County.

Egner said an autopsy would be
performed today.
The golfers were playing the
third hole of the west course at the
240-acre club in Jefferson County
when the lightning struck.

1

Thurman's

-SALE
ED
NTINU
DISCO
LE
&
R SAMP
FLOOThe
Largest. Selection of Furniture In Our
42 Year History
/SALE (41 SALE\ We have just returned
$79995
from the High Point Furniture Market. We have
$15000
discovered we have a lot
of discontinued merchandise and floor sam125°8
ples. We must make room
for new merchandise
which will be arriving
'175°°
shortly. Listed are just a
few examples of the outstanding buys you will
$75000
find.
3 Pc. Oak Bedroom, Triple Dresser,
Headboard
Now
Reg.
3 Pc. Dinette, Drop Leaf Table, 2-Chairs
Wtrite Frame, Red Vinyl Seat Covers
00
Now $1 50
Reg. $329.95

$1,119.95Chest,
c hrror
Hut,

1 Wing Chair, Chippendale Style,
Red Tone On Tone Cover
Now
Reg. $399.95
Sofa & Love Seat, Transitional Style,.
Blue. Burgundy & Mauve Cover
Now $69995
Reg. $1,449.95 ,
2 Splid Oak Claw Foot Oval
End Tables By Eller
Now
Reg. $329.95 Ea

Side Board With Beveled Mirror,
Lighted Glass, Glass Door Base,
2-Drawers, Cherry
Now $500
'
Reg. $1,300.00
Curio Cabinet, Black Lacquer,
Glass Doors & Shelves With Light
Now $30000
Reg: $799.95
Butler Cocktail Table
Washed Pine Finish By Southern
Now
Reg. $449.95

Rattan Sofa By Sitting Pretty
Teale & Clay Floral Cover
Now $450w
Reg. $899.95
1 King Size Set of Jamison Bedding
Medium Firm - Floor Sample
Now $350
'
Reg. $699.95
Wall Bed, 2 Pier Cabinets With
Light Bridge With Mirrors, Chest,
Dresser With Mirror, Washed Finish
Now
Reg. $1.799.95

All Keller Solid Oak

Dining Rooms

Famous Meadowcraft

Patio Furniture

2515'
From Jamison®

Lee's Carpet
Many Rolls In Stock
Good Color Selection - All Qualities

$995
per sq. yd.

Starting at

SALE\

Lazy Boy Incliner Sectional Sofa
Beige, Bisie & Mauve Cover
Now
Reg. $2,528.00
Queen Size Sleeper By Jamison
Innerspring Mattress, Burgundy,
Blue & Green Stripe Cover
Reg. $799.95
Camel Back Sofa, Country Style
fled, Blue & Green Plaid Cover
With Arm Pillows
Reg. $899.95
Vanity 6 Drawers, Tri Vue Mirror
& Stool, Frultwood Finish
Reg. $799.95

1,250°'
oo

Now $350

Now $350°°

Now $300°°

Sofa Traditional Style By Hickory Hill
Burgundy, Blue & Green Tapestry
Look Cover
Now
Reg. $999.95
Sofa & Love Seat, Traditional Style
Attached Back, Blue, Beige
& Burgundy Cover
Now
Reg. $1,699.95

$400°°
$80000

Queen Size Sleep Sofa With Matching
Love Seat, By Jamison, Transitional
Style, Navy Blue Stripe Cover
Now
Reg. $1,599.95.
4 Pc. Solid Oak Bedroom By Cochrane
Triple Dresser, Tri Vue Mirror
Chest, Poster Bed, Nite Stand
Now
Reg. $3,758.00

$750°°

$1,995°°

Queen Ann Style Sofa By Fairfield,
Jewel Tone Jacquard Type, Cover
Now
Reg. $1,199.95
5 Pc. Rattan Game Set, Glass Top
Table, 4 Arm Chairs With Casters
Now
Reg. $1,499.95
Sectional Sofa, Blue, Beige & Mauve
Heavyweight Cover, Loose Pillow Back
Now
Reg. $1,139.95

fa
ch
St
Tt
Sc
tic
de
ral

CI

'5000°
$750°°
$700°°

Recliners
Over 150 Chairs In Stock
Many Colors & Styles
All Greatly Reduced

$29995
Starting At

T1

th

th
t)

Bedding

All Bedroom & Occasional
Furniture Such As End Tables,
Entertainment Centers,
I
Bookcases, Curios
I Greatly Reduced
NO INTEREST FOR 6 MONTHS

$99
49

11

Lazy Boy & Lane

Save

Table, Chairs, Chinas
1 /ea
v Off

SALE

gi

ci

tii

Twin Each Piece

Full Each Piece

Sold in Sots Only

FREE Estimates

NO PAYMENT

WITH APPROVED _CREDIT - MINIMUM $400.00 - ALL ITEMS SUBJECT TO PRIOR SALE

th
ju
•

•

rman's

......

4kr

FURNITURE
101 N. 3rd

FREE DELIVERY
,

la

la

01

th
in

pl

208 Main
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When the familiar name of Melvin Henley, former Murray mayor
and chairman of the Department of
Chemistry at Murray State University, showed up on a graduation list
Saturday, it was an anniversary of
sorts.
He was in the programj
t the
68th annual Murray State commencement as having co pleted
the master of business administration degree — 30 years after earning his undergraduate degree with
three majors in 1961.
Henley, a native of the Wiswell
area southwest of Murray, had

ould be
ing the
• at the
County

majors in physics, mathematics and
chemistry his first time around as a
student. He went on to the University of Mississippi for the Ph.D. in
1964 with a major in chemistry and
minor in physics.
Upon completing the doctorate,
he joined the chemistry faculty at
Murray State. He was named interim chairman of the department in
1988 and became chairman a year
later.
.
After serving 1972-78 on the
city council, Henley was elected
mayor in 1978 and served in that
office until 1981. While heading

WEDNESDAY, MAY 15, 1991

city government, he took a' different academic direction.
Henley began taking business
courses to help him in working
with budgets and the fiscal affairs
of the city. After leaving the mayor's office, he continued to work
toward the M.B.A. degree as a
part-time student and reached his
objective Saturday.
His civic and city government
contributions earned -Henley the

PAGE 911

Chamber of Commerce Citizen of
the Year award in 1981. Earlier his
spring, he was honored as Boss of
the Year by the local_ _chapter -al
Professional Secretarie,
International.
He is now serving as chairmai
of the board of the Murray Callo
way County Hospital and a mem
ber of the board of trustees of Mid
Continent Bible College _ii
Mayfield.
By GARY LARSON

DR. GOTT
by Peter Gott. M.D.

Dr. Joe Chaney (left), assistant professor in the department of political science, criminal justice and legal studies and the adviser to the
Student Law Association at Murray State University, is pictured with
three of the eight MSU students who have been accepted into law
school. Shown are (from left) Billie Jo Pohl of West Frankfort, Ill.,
Southern Illinois; Mary Kay Wright of Paducah, University of Kentucky; and Randy Perkins of Mayfield, University of Louisville. Other
MSU students who have been accepted-into law school include Aaron
Sullivan, Kathy Hibbs, Lee Yuill, Dana Cox and Scott Lipke.

Murray State faculty, students
installed in journalism society
Forty-three students and six
faculty members were installed as
charter members of the Murray
State University chapter of Kappa
Tau Alpha, the national journalism
scholarship society at the recent
honors banquet hosted by the.
department of journalism and
radio-television.
Faculty members are Sheila
Clough Crifasi, John Dillon, Dr.
Gary Drum, Dr. Roger Haney, Dr.
Ann Landini and Dr. WilliamthRay
Mofield.
Three -faculty members were
members of Kappa Tau Alpha prior
to coming to Murray State, including chapter adviser Dr. Bob
McGaughey, Dr. Bob Lochte and
Dr. Gratz Myers.
The 43 student members are: Pillar Arrocha, Jill Askins, Mark
Bates, Angela Bird, Timothy

Bodies found
in car spotted
by fisherman

In

GRANTS LICK, Ky. (AP) —
The father of a missing northern
Kentucky teen-ager says the car
that was recovered from a Campbell County lake on Tuesday was
the one his son was driving when
he left home on an errand Dec. 17.
Inside the car,- vThich was spotted
by a fisherman at the A.J. Jolly
Park, authorities found the decomposed bodies of a boy and two
girls.
Police sent the bodies to the
Hamilton County morgue in Cincinnati for autopsies and identification. But Rick Rosenhagen said he
believed one body was that of his
missing son, Jeromy.
"They're pretty sure it's him,"
Rosenhagen said.
Rosenhagen said his 16-year-old
son, who had had his driver's
license only a short time, left home
planning to pick up two female
middle school friends, Crystal Holt,
a seventh grader, and Lynn Helphenstine, who was in eighth
grade.
The three were not seen again.
"It was his first solo drive,"
Rosenhagen said. "There was a big
thunderstorm that day. I figure he
just lost control."
Authorities said roads around the
lake,near a county.golf course,are
windy and that the car apparently
went over an embankment into the
lake. The ignition switch was in the
on position, police said, indicating
that the car probably was driven
into the lake.
The was no indication of foul
play, authorities said.
Parents of the three missing
teen-agers have been asked to
supply dental records for comparison with the bodies found in the
Car.

Black, Chris Bowling, Isis Chaverri, Marie Crim, Stacey Crook;
Luz Mariana Delgadillo, Corine
Diderik, Maronda Dockery, George
Durbin, Robert Ervin. Lisa Farris.
Mary Elizabeth Figg, Cheryl Gentry, Mary Graham;
Kimberly. Hancock, Alyssa
Harvey, Joe Hedges, Elizabeth
Hobby, Kelly Hults, Kristi Isbell,
Kendra Johnson, Tormya Kennedy,
Kenneth Knight;
Leigh Landini, Amy Lear, Keyla
Martin, Marilynn McCallon, Jennifer Newton, Lisa Hussbaum, Kelly Owen, Andy Piepenbrok, Marty
Scarbrough; Carmen Stearns;
Naretha Timberlake, Cherie
Walker, Larissa Wardeiner,
Michelle Weedman, Allen Williams and Michael Winn.
Maronda Dockery, a senior with
a perfect 4.00 grade point average,
was named the honor scholar by
the society.

• DEAR DR.GOTT:"had TURP sur- Report "The Prostate Gland." Other
gery in 1987 and understand that scar readers who would like a copy should
tissue builds up after surgery. Could send $1.25 plus a long, self-addressed,
this buildup cause the prostate to en- stamped envelope to PO. Box 91369,
large, necessitating frequent urina- Cleveland, OH 44101-3369 Be sure to
mention the title.
-lion around the clock?
DEAR DR. GOTT: Is there any
DEAR READER: During transuretheral resection of the prostate medication
that
Will
control
gland, excess tissue is removed with hyperhydrosis?
DEAR READER: Hyperhydrosis,
an instrument that is passed from the
penis into the tube leading from the excessive perspiration, usually afbladder. Once excess prostatic tissue fects just the palms and the soles. It is
has been cut away, urine is free to not a health hazard but can be a devflow from the bladder, without ob- astating embarrassmen The
cause is
t.
struction. A TURP usually relieves unknown, and
the condition may be
symptoms (dribbling, urgency and worsened by stress.
urinary frequency)'for years.
The local application of an antiperThe prostpte _gland, continues to spirant solution can
help control bygrow, however, and may enlarge perhydrosis.
20 percent aluminum
again to cause blockage. In this in- chloride hexahydrate
in alcohol used
stance, another TURP may be neces- on
affected areas at bedtime, after
sary. As with any surgery. scar tissue which
the areas are covered with thin,
can form at the operative site, leading polyethylene
film. In the morning,the
to urinary symptoms sometime later. solution
is washed off with soap and
However, in my experience, urinary
water. Two applications usually profrequency months or years after sur- tect for about one 'week.
gery usually indicates regrowth of the
0 1991 NEWSPAPER 1.:NTWRISE ASSN
prostate gland or the presence of urinary infection — not scar tissue.
I suggest you return to your uroloBLONDIE
gist and describe your symptoms. After appropriate examination and testing, such as a urine culture and
cystoscopy (during which the specialist examines your lower urinary tract
with a lighted tube), the doctor can
advise you what, if any,further treatment would be appropriate.
To give you more information. I am
sending you a free copy of my Health

1 Joint
4 Mine vein
8 Inclined
roadway
12 Bother
13 Emerald isle
14 Lamb's pen
name
15 Indian
• weight
16 Insipid:
vapid
18 Courtyard
20 Apportion
21 Printer's
measure
22 Distant
23 Hebrew
month
27 Tavern
29 Hindu
cymbals
30 Stage
whisper
31 Alternative
word
32 Stewart of

music
33 Opp. of WSW
34 That thing
35 Directed at
target
37 Obtain
38 Consumed
39 Strike
40 Crony:
n colloq.
41 Near
42 So be it!
44 Chemical
compound
47 Casualties
51 Period of
time
52 Indigent
53 Harvest
54 Pose for
portrait
55 Vast ages
56 Remain
57 Golfer's
need

1 Kind of lock

HOW ASou'r my
SELECTION'.

CATHY
,
\\
ROBERTSON
SMITH,
KATIE

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

"Look at us, Hank.... I tell you, there was a time:
when we did more than just watch the henhouse."

WHEN ME YOU &ow* TO GOLF? rIRVING, I'VE
YOU WORK LATE EVERY NIGHT
BEGGED `IOU TO
QUIT WORKING
NOT ANY
LATE AND ON
THE WEEKENDS
YOU SPEND THE WEEKALL YEAR!
END AT THE OFFICE.

AND YOu
WERE

,r YOU WERE SUPPOSED TO1

RIGHT!

WHAT ABOUT ME?!

7 9011 stiout,c 6')tf, ICC'I

SPEND THE TIME WITH

I FEEL

! /441
Mk!! ME!

GREAT!

FIONE‘ITIV

'

4"

RELAX

NOT ANWAOREr

Answer to Previous Puzzle

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
DAC)14euJANNA KNOW.
- • • • EkACTLy 1101.01S FIONA .t
ReLfTliaT)-TbOS? i li
--;
11Hi NI< SHE'S A
,
SECOND CcOSIN
'Al
ONCE
4'
y REMOJED

I

2 Mental image
3 Baggage
carrier
4 Mother of
Apollo
5 Anglo-Saxon
money
6 Woeful;
dreadful

7 Go in
8 Let go
9 Ginger —
10 Wrong:
prefix
11 Dance step
17 Latin
conjunction
19 At home
22 Novelty
24 UK Princess
25 Mine
entrance
26 Nerve
network
27 Neck pieces
28 Seed
container
29 Bushy clump
30 Pismire
32 Mends
33 Moray
36 Mother
37 Large sea
bird
38 Bear witness
to
...AO Noblemen
4t "Twins"
star. inits.
43 Phys.
44 Catch sight
of
..45 Lake Indian
• 46 Evaluate
47 Simian
48 DOve cry
49 Study
50 Chinese
oda

'Extension #702

)V

GARFIELD

THAI'S GOTTA
BE THE
FAIT EST
ORANGE
I EVER
SAW!

PEANUTS
LET'S SAY I. NEVER
SEALLY READ'THE
MOTHERS KAR AZOV °

AN LETS SAY INSTEAD OF
WRITING A REPORT, I GAVETHE TEACHER SOME SPRING
FLOUJERS...00 YOU THINK
THAT WOULD FOOL HER?

ABSOLUTELY, SIR
TEACNER5 ARE VERY
NAIVE..THE FLOWERS
TRICK FOOL5 THEM
EVERY TIME...

I HATE TALKING
TO YOU,MARCIE!

•

_

-

•
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CLASSIFIEDS
1r=
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-PETITION •

•••••
••-:
-••t•-••-•

_ _

Conies now George Holland and petitions this
Low uhAthe lx_ajlowed to close an abandoned road
running through Petitioner's property, and said road
‘eing further described as follows:

•

.•
7

•
•••••s

-s

•-•s,

ore-

-A tract of land as surveyed by Allgood Surveying
'Services of Murray, Kentucky. January. 1991.
located approxunately 4.3 miles Southwest of the
intersection of Twelfth and Main Streets in the
c'ity ot Murray, Calloway County. Kentucky,
-.nosy-ft-es Rosedale Courton the PlatofLynnwood
IL•ights Subdivision. Plat Book 3, Page 66 and
being more particularly described as follows,
Beginning at the Southwest comer of the herein
deSCTihed tract of land,said point being an ex isung
iron pin 50_00 feet West of the ceterline of
Rosedale Court. 25 00 feet North of the centerline
Brookhas en Dnve and South 7O(35'23'East 46 82 feet from the Southwest corner of Lot 7 of

ssresssorsesse,..-4:-

/the said subdivision:
4503- East-- 3-1 00 feet across the
'
:hence. North 79chord ot a cursed right-of v.ay and with the
- t ieorge Holland Property. Deed Book 174. CaQ
Lot 7 01 said Suhdisision,
11.e:„.:. North 40- 14 44 East 90 23 feet with the
-ode it s4 Id Property and Lot to an existing iron pin
at the _Northeast cornet of the said Lot 7 and
Holland Property:
therice__North:84' 3843- East - 42.40 feet across the
,- .hord of a - curved right-of-way and with the
:George Holland South Property Line. Deed Book
1 7'4. Card 1487. Lot 8 of said Subdivision to an
es I sting iron pm at the Southeast corner of the said

OFFICE SPACE
FOR WIT
to
Close
Court
Square on 5th St.
$160 00 per month
Call Ted Delaney
753-1916 for more
information

FOR SALE
3 bedroom
house in
country. 2.2
acres.'28.500.
Call (618)
548-2846

MATHIS
TRANSMISSION
624 N. 4th
Murray. Ky.
753-6374
AS SEEN ON T V

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR -TRAILERS
irf RiENCE

NE 5 DEP

E
ALLIANC
inuaza TR••••G

CENT/

1..11dinalk T•

- 5 2117- East -4240 feet across the
thence. South 5
chord of a cursed right of way, and with the
'George Holland Pit/petty, Deed Borisk 156. Card
2844, LOt 9 of the said subdis'skin to a point,

•

thence. South 39 3843- West 90(X) feet with the
West side of the George Holland •Property and
ots' 4 and 10 of the said Subdivision,
thence, South 0°_26'23- West - 31.00 feet, across the
chord of a cursed right-of-way and with the said
lot TO to a point,
tlen,:e. North 50- 1824- Wist 100 60 feet across
the chord of a curved rig .1 of way of Rosedale
Court and along Brookhaven Drive to the point of
beginning.
t)FED BOOK REFERENCE. DEED BOOK PLAT
BOOK 3. PAGE 66
THIS PROPERTY IS SUBJECT TO ALL PREVI
AND
OUSLY CONVEYED EASEMENTS
RIGHT OF-WAYS.
A public hearing will be held on the closing of this
road on May 28, 1991 at 1 pm. in the office of
JudgeiExecutive George H. Vv'ealcs in the-Calloway
County Courthouse. This May 13. 1991

anr.

1-800- 334-1203
GLASS work glass repair
and replacement For auto
nomes business Plus me
ror double beveled and
plain edge Glass top table
repair IV & G Complete
Glass Co Dixieland Ctr
7530580
LIVE Catfish reg 85c per
pound now 65c per lb
Sizes 1 50lbs Quality as
sured Fred & Tony Gardner 753-5693
For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1991 Beretta V6. eci..up;e0
*122262 $25535mo'
Call Gene at 753-2617
Lease

George H. Weaks, Judge/Executive
CaIlow ay County. Murray. Kentucky

-

-s Tax T
& locense
48 Uo C,osed End Lease

PUBLIC NOTICE
On May 3, 1991.
Murray Broadcasting
Company. Inc. filed
an application with
the Federal CommuCommisnications
sion requesting au
thority to modify its
license for W46BE.
Murray, , Kentucky.
The requested •fastli-ties would- operate
with an output power
of 112 kW from a
tower on the northeast
corner of the city on
North Fourth Scree:.
Murray, Kentuck.

NOTICE TO BID
The Calloway County Fiscal Court will receive
sealed bids on May 28. 1991 in the Calloway
County Courthouse. Murray, Kentucky for Class
I, Bituminous Asphalt Material per ton in place
and Bituminous Material for tack. Equipment for
June :..1-991 through September 1.1991. Bids will
receised no later than 1:00 p.m. on -May 28,
1991 in the office-of Judge/Executive George H_
'sVeaks in the Calloway County Courthouse. This
• material -must meet -the latest Kentucky- Highway
The Calloway County
Bureau speciacations
-ti:c.‘al--Court reserves the, right toi•accEpt or reject
any ar4.1 all _bids
George H Weaks, Judge/Executise
Calloway County, - Murray. Kentucky

PRACTICE Piano for sale
$100 Good condition most
sell 753-6298

'EARN EXTRA INCOME•
Earn $200 $500 weekly
mailing 1991 Travel brochures For more informa
tion send a stamped
addressed envelope to A 1
Box
P 0
Travel
430780-B1 South Miami
FL 33143
EXPERIENCED morning
cook wanted for Majestic
Royale Holiday Inn Mur
ray Job pays $4 50 or
more depending onexpen
ence Apply in person

•

ss -"l*e
-i

;••.-

•••41, •.

4 ••:•••r.

11,"

•

•
*

,.;

Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

•,

BANK Repos down pay
merits starting as low as
$29900, 2 & 3 bedrooms
doublewide repos alsct
available BEST HOME
CENTER Hwy 45 South
TN
Jackson.
901 422 2825

WOOD for sale 753 9745

BALDWIN grand piano,
6 3" ebony Restored to like
new condition $8300
437-4432
USED stereo system
$100 753-7020
2an

NEW doublewides 3 bed
rooms, $14,999 00
$17221 per month, $1,296
down. 12 25% APR Free
deliverf and set up BEST
HOME CENTER, Hwy 45
South, Jackson, TN
901 422 2825
USED homes ready to liye
in 2 or 3 bedrooms sin
glewides and doublewides
free delivery and set up
Starting at $4.143 00
BEST HOME CENTER
Hwy 45 South Jackson TN
901 422 2825

lalscaPansous

YOUR Choice NEW 2 or 3
AGREE Carports 12x21 bedroom, $10,999 00.
Reg $1295 on sale for $127 22 per month,
$756 20x21 reg $1795 on $885 00 down, 12 25%
sale for $1156 Call May APR 180 mos Free deliv•
ery and set up BEST
field 247-7831
HOME CENTER, Hwy 45
FA BRIC•Fahric•FabrIc
South, Jackson, TN
Spnng fancies arriving daily. 901-422-2825
Bridal too!! Country Re
mnants Hwy 68/641 Dralfcrivttle, Ky. nest to Bonanza
!Marshall County, 1(m 5pm
Mon-Sat.

LANDSCAPE Lava Rock
1;u h bag only $150 ea
Black rock 50Ib bag $1 50
ea We also have sanitized
play sand 50Ib bag only
$2 19 and Lawn Lime 40Ib
bag only $2 39 ea Coast to
Coast Hardware 753-8604
PANAMA City Beach, Fl
Condo/pool rental and
sales Reasonable rates
90 4 - 2 35 7942 G M
Properties
PATIO stones 2-x8-x16"
gray or red 69c ea Also
2"x 12'square or hexagonal
patio stones gray or red just
$1 69ea We have red
octagon -square paving
stones for 55c ea and 18'
square brickfaced patio
stones $3 69 Coast to
Coast Hardware 753 8604

machine

PINE Bark Mulch or Nug
gets 2cu ft bag only $2 59
ea Top soil 40Ib bag lust
$1 79ea Potting soil 40Ib
bag only $1 99 ea Also
1gal size Shrubs or
Azalea's are lust $299 ea
Coast to Coast Hardware
753 8604

CHRISTOPHER S COINS
is expanding, We now offer
stamps and stamp supplies
along with silver dollars
proof sets. U S and foreign
coins and coin supplies
Coins and stamps are great
hobbies, they also make
wonderful gifts and invest160
ments Visit us today at the
Home
Ox Yoke Antique Store
Furnishings
(Hazel), Treasure House
BR furniture 6 drawer and Book Rack (Murray),
dresser with mirror. 4 the Mercantile (Aurora) and
drawer chest of drawers in the Book Shelf (Paris) We
very good condition, $250, buy coins and stamps and
apricot gray/white twin appraise estates
comforter and bed ruffle 502-753-4161
with 2 apricot balloon valpickup or we
TOPSOIL
ances $40 DP weight deliver 753 0277 or
bench and weights $150
759-1090 Welch Sand and
759-1293 afloat 5pm
Gravel Hwy 641N Almo.
Ky

YAMAHA 250 Tn-Z $900,
custom made 3-PW golf
clubs w•bag $115, couch
coffee table, two end tables
$150 antique Singer Sew
ing Machine $75 Call Ray
Ann 753 5902 492 8320

TOP Soil good rich dirt
Ideal for yards and plant
beds 759=1828 753-2446
Bogard Trucking & Exca
vating Inc
WAREHOUSE or work
shop Available immedi
753-8809 or
ately
753 2031
WOODEN storage build
ings 8x16' starts at $1095
10x16' $142450, 12x24
$2395 Other sizes avail
able Aaee Portable Build
wigs 502 247 7831

GLEANER K combine with
corn grain head crop
sprayer, 4-bottom plow, log
splitter, cult' mulcher
759-4947 after 5pm

SMITH & Wesson 38 pistol
Bearcat scanner red light
489 2476
GOLF clubs (miens and womons) Mans Palmer Axiom irons (sw 3 iron) 1yr
old. also women's Powerbat countess irons (PW 3
won) For more information
call Tim at 753 8355 during
day or 753-5904 at night

'
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2BR 1250 in New Con
cord $125/mo 436-2427
2BR 753 9866
DOUBLEWIDE 2br gas
heat Days 527-1987.
nights 354 6335
.
SHADY Oaks - 2'or 3br,
electric or gas Walking dis
lance to college 753 5209

240
Heating
And Cooling
AIR conditioner repair, tree
estimates 436 2904

300
24t1 PERRY travel trailer
Business
self contained skirted, in
Rentals
sulated, underpinned Ex
cellent condition, u.ick pa 1012 SPACES available
tic, privacy fence See at $50mo
downtown
Grogans Trailer Court.94E Hazel,Ky Days 492-8175,
nights 1-901.2475518

SUNTAN booth 753 3488

•"; • •4 **'.7.

.11

1991 1450 2br 1 bath
Total electric, W/D hookup
underpinned Located Rivi
- era Cts- - Lot 7 389-0t41

210

1983 282MF tractor
945hrs Excellent condi753 5463 or
tion
753-0144

••••••..
4
.
"
-4.`‘
'•
•„7,;.

1986 CLAYTON 14x70
3br. 2 bath All electric
Stella Mobile Home Court
759 4934

••

2 ROW tobacco setter
759-1330

el..•
•\" 2,4'7

4
:7

breather
759 4490

14x70 3br, 14 bath mobile
'home Refrigerator, stove
am conditioner. W/D boo
kr*, underpinned on rented
lot Asking $10.200
759 1552

Jimmy Sullivan PGA Pro
Lynn Sullivan PGA Pro
Veivet Jones
753-1152
MURRAY KY

%
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GYMNASTICS instructor
Must have experience
—
753-6705

My gifts, and well wishing family and
friends. I say thank you again. This poem
says it all.
God sends us many treasures for which we
cannot pay-The music of the songbirds, sunsets at the
close of the day.
A childs delighted laughter, the cool and
refreshing rain.
The seedtime then the harvesi of life, and
sustaining grain
And he sends another treasure that is just as
priceless too
He sends us friends and loved ones...
and one of them is you..
"Mondena Wilcox

a. • • . •

•

RECEPTIONIST/
Secretary wanted Good
phone skills typing know
ledge of computer Full time
inquiries only Must be
friendly and willing to work
Mail resume to PO Box
818 Murray. Ky 42071

Thank You

(502) 753-1916

•

Lessons Sy
Appointment

ray, Ky 42071

lt Al %10

MURRAY
LEDGER & TIMES

t

Softball &
Baseball
Batting Cages

JOHN Deere and Ariens
riding mowers Both 8hp
PROFESSIONAL office excellent cond 1709
needs receptionist' Calloway
secretary/bookkeeper
ORDER the spa designed
Good pay and benefits Re- for you Murray Hot Tubs
Mur453
Box
sume to PO
115 S 13th St

Happy 32nd Anniversary
to our parents,
Rob & Linda McCallon

the

•

Lighted
Driving Range
Miniature Golf

753-1713

Call and place your ad today!

.; •

Golf Carts

Ward Elkins

POSITIONS available at
Shoney's Inn Must apply in
person Shoney s Inn
641N Murray. Ky

Cene•r

Par 3 Golf Course

Contact Video Elite
618-520388

Clean out your closets and basement with a
classified ad. It's a great way to get rid of items
you no longer use and make extra money.

.•

Pons

Your Ad
Could Be
Here

Make a
clean
sweep
I with
classified

"4'7

sjr j Goa
P

Burley
Tobacco
Base
Call:
497-8566
alter 5 p.m.

CRUISE ships now hiring
both skilled and unskilled
Excellent pay and travel
For more information call
1-6157795505 Ext
H 200

14x70 2br 2 full baths par
belly furnished Owner
wants offer 498 8911
•venings after 5pm
492 8297

suilli.an

VCR Service

"

smmimmmil

WANTED
TO BUY

Call 753-1916

* SPECIAL *
Fluid & Filter
Change '24.95

Lit

GET PAID for taking easy EXPERIENCED body man
snapshots, No experience 40hrs week 435 4443
$900 00 per 100 Call
1 9 0 0 2 3 0 36 3 6
l$0 99/min) or Write
PAASE 187J, 161 S Lin
colnway, N Aurora IL JUST cat 753 4590 if you
need help with elderly or
60542
sick Experience refer
WANTED
HELP
Anytime for
ences
REGISTERED NURSES information
Looking for a change and a
challenge? The Purchase WILL help new mother with
District Health Department newborn light housekeep
has a vacant Home Health ing etc Call Meg an expo(
Nursing position to provide ienced grandmother
patient care primarily in 753 9630
Marshan and Calloway
NEED lady to share house
Counties Possible classifi- for room and board Must
cations are Nurse II IV, like dogs 753 71-29
based on education and
experience Salary range is WILL babysa days in my
References
5905r or $71250 bi
home
weekly to $10 99 hr or 759 4490
$824 25 biweekly Excel
do house cleaning or
lent fringe benefits and WILL
elderly Call after
with
sit
10% salary increase in the
7prn. 753 1016
first year Compensated
MEDICARE
on call and overtime Full
ioo
SUPPLEMENT
time applicants are sought.
Business
INSURANCE
but consideration will be
OPPortunifY
given to part time and alterNo age limit
nate work schedules Appi PHARMACEUTICAL
to apply.
.cants must be graduates of DISTRIBUTION. Nation.
Our most popular
a school of nursing accre- ally Advertised Brand
plan pays up to
dited by the National Name Product. No Selling 100% of Medicare
League for Nursing and be Establish %ending Route.
Approved charges
eligible for Kentucky licen
Minimum Investment
pay
policies
(many
sure Transcripts and com- $7,000. Call last Pharmaccut
only 20%) We even
pleted applications re- ical 1-800-327-8122.
pay on office calls
quired Resumes cannot
and other out of hossubstitute for applications
Local sandwich lr.yo.
Applicaooris may be sec
pital exponsek.,orgurt busIness. 'Exc.
Health
area
any
at
toed
information
free
business opportunity.
Center For more informaCall:
tion contact Jeanetta
Jerry McConnell
Berry Home Health CoorInsurance
dinator,at 502 444 9625,
753-4199
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
"fres local
EMPLOYER
claim service"
KUWAIT SAUDI WORKERS NEEDED $35 00 & up
per hour Tax free Both
skilled & unskilled for info
ANTIQUES by the piece o
Call 615-7795505 Ext
collections Call 753 9433
K-275
after 5pm
LEAD guitar needed for CASH for mobile home
country rock band
tires $7512 each We will
759 9932
remove 527 2932
13 IMMEDIATE OPEN
OLD log tobacco barn in fair
02s
INGS NEED a job? A condition 489 2953
GED? Hope for the future?
PNIOADIS
You may qualify if •You do SMALL farm with 3br house
MRS THERESA psychic not have your GED or high in Calloway or Graves
reader and adviser can school diploma You are county 435 4147
between the ages of 16 & USED and antique furni
help through all problems
Call for appointment 21 We are an E 0 E This ture glass tools quilts
project is funded by the 901 642-6290
502 554 7904
Western Kentucky Private
USED and junked air condi
Industry Council JTPA
0513
Call JTPA Out Of School tioners Will pick up
Lost
9 3 7 8
7 5 3
436 2904
And Found
8a m -11 30a m
USED chain link fencing
LOST 35mm camera be
tween MHS parking lot and NURSE'S Aide PAN work Need about 50 yards Call
as needed We are looking Ann at 435 4425
18th street Reward
for a caring person who
753-1387 after 5pm
enjoys working with the el
der!), Experience preferred but will train Apply
in person Fern Terrace
FREEZER, baby bed with
Lodge of Murray 1505 Ste
mattress, dining table with
ACORNS to Oaks Pre
drum View Drive
6 chairs, lounge chair
school inc seeks an
TIME position with 753 1631
energetic loving teacher PART
Office ex
with experience working doctor's office
Mini- GE home stereo loaded
necessary
patience
Inter
with young children
week
per
16hrs
$400 tow bar $200 electric
of
mum
ested applicants send re
welder $150 759 1518 or
atmosphere
working
Good
surne to P0 Box 5058
Box
753-7492
PO
to
resume
Send
Mayfield KY 42066 by May
1040C Murray. Ky 42071
HOSPITAL bed walker
20 1991 E 0 E

Moble
Homes For Rent

Mobk
Homes For Sale

Sports
Equipment

Hi
Waritsd

Notice

IN THE CALLOWAY COUNTY FISCAL COURT
In the matter of petition of George Holland for
discontinuance of a road under KRS 178.070 in
Callov.ay County. Kentucky

270

200

060

PRIVATE Investigator
B A Confidential Investgabons. Southside Shiping Center. Suite #102,
Murray, 7532641
SHARP copiers Author
Lied dealer for sales ser
vice supplies parts and
rental units Local corn
pany Call 1 800 248 4319

120
Apartments
For Rent
1BR apt two blocks from
MSU $150 month deposit 753-9577 after 5pm
2BR apartment in Northwood $265/mo 753 3964
1 or 2 bedroom apartment.
753-4109
2BR duplex Carport, outside storage, economical
heat pump system Deposit
No pets
required
753-7947 or 753-3778
2BR energy efficient duplex New paint extra
clean Central H/A. appliances Available now
Coleman RE 753-9898
2BR furnished close to
$300/mo
campus
$300/dep 753-0919
A BRAND new brick duplex 2br, ac, gas heat, all
appliances No pets
753-7688 or 759-4703
nights

DON'T YOU THINK IT'S TIME YOU
EARNED AS MUCH AS YOU'RE WORTH?

Wet then do Kt You can es a isornereeme song insurance and other
financial eerwca products ion The Prudential You'll be eroding ler one or
me lop besi companies lose tor • Yoci gel solid tra.rano state ol the
an salmon a comprenenswe compensation package arid ocoortursty
for unlimited earrings grow&
For more nlorrrialion call me today Pci Martin 3553 Park Ptaza Pd
PaduCaln Ky 42C01 1 800 264-0950
'Tha CO bad Cempanss Ix 5d Fa M D Mdkavy and TM Phis; Lid Group
rxximee oy John Wild I Son• Inc Nov Vat I•e•

Be a part of The Rock.'
An sesul cepalrety seldom

ThePrudential
C‘NC The Pruden*/ insurance Company d Amami

QUALITY ASSURANCE SUPERVISOR
Opporturuty exists for individual qualified in the Quahty Assurance
Area, to be part of our World Class Manufacturing Facility
Seeking individual with experience in the area at gaging and
inspecting products at various stages of production process Individual
must be able to work all three shifts and have expcnence with
geomanc dimensions, and developing reliable standards Expenenee
in press torn-rig ar welding desirable
Competitive salary and benefits If qualified said resume to

DANA CORPORATION
301 Bill Bryan Blvd.
Hopkinsville, Ky. 42240
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/iiN

The U.S. Department of Agriculture, AgriL. ultural Stabilization and Conservation Ser\ ice:s Calloway County Office in Murray,
Kentucky, is seeking a new office location
ithin the boundaries of Murray City Limits
and Hwy. 121 on the North; Murray City Limits
on the East; Murray City Limits and Wiswell
Road on the South;and Murray City Limits and
Johnny Robertson Road on the West. This
of lice requires 3565 square feet of net usable,
high quality office space on the first floor. This
space will also house Soil Conservation Service.
Anyone interested should call David E.
Riley, Jr., at 753-0322 or 753-1781 for a ccpy
of the solicitation.

NURSING HOME COSTS:
WHO PAYS?
"YOU"

pay for most nursing home cost.

• Medicare pays less than 2%
'MediGare supplement policies pay even
less
An estimated one in four Americans over
65 will spend time in a nursing home.

• In our area, costs average over $18,000
per year.
• Medicaid, the government program for
the "poor" only provides help after you
literally impoverish yourself.
If you are concerned, give us a call for a
free copy of "The Consumer Guide To
Long Term Care Insurance."

McConnell
Insurance Agency
Hopkinsville Fed. Savings.Building

753-4199

^
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CLASSIFIEDS
430

490

flint
ew Con
362427

2br gas
27-1987,
2 or 3br,
alking dis753.5209

evert, free

available
wntown
492 8175,
7 5518

locks horn
depofter 5pm

FURNISHED apartments AVAILABLE May 4b 2 bath
efficiency 182 bedroom brick central H/A, apand sleeping rooms Also pliances $500/mo, deporenting for May Zimmer sit Coleman RE 753-9898
man Apts S 16th St
370
753-6609
livestock
NEW duplex 2br 2 baths
& SuppNes
Garage with auto opener,
appliances plus microwave 14M0 old saddle colt stud
489-2476
furnished $450/mo 1yr
lease Northwood Dr No
BULLS AND HEIFERS
pets 753-2905
PERFORMANCE TESTED
NICE 1,2,3br apartment Simmental, Gelbvieh, and
Furnished, near campus
Maine-Anjou crossbred
Also 1-3br house 1 4br service age Bulls and Heifhouse W/D hook up Day ers Only the very top per9-5 753-6111, night formers offered for sale All
animals health tested and
753-0606
guaranteed to breed Smith
NICE 2br duplex, carport,
Broadbent Farms. Cadiz,
appl . gas heat, deck, KY
42211
DAY
lease No pets $425/mo
(502)235-5182 NIGHT
710 Sycamore 753-7457
(502)235-5170
NICE 3br stove and re
CIRCLE Y saddle, like new
Ingerator furnished Gen
$350 759-9958
Val heat/air Half of the
. utilities $450/mo, deposit
)811
No pets 105 N 16th
Pets
753-1953 days. 753 0870
& Supplies
nights
4 FEMALE AKC DachsNOW renting extra large hund puppies Red color
2br Water furnished $125 Ready First shots
wormed
$315/mo 753-3530 after and
1-901-973-3204
3Prn

apartment

ONE bedroom apartment
Low utilities $165 No pets
References required
753-3949

AKC registered Dachshund
2 year old male AKC registered Bassett Hound 3 year
old female 489-2476

port, outeconomical
Deposit
o pets
3778

TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1, 2 & 3 bedrooms Apply Hilldale Apts
Hardin, Ky or call
502-437-4113 EHO

AKC standard Poodle puppies, 7wks 4924629 • -

in North753.3984

340
tecient duint. extra
aplable now
53-9898
, dose to
300/mo
0919
beck duas heat, all
No pets
759 4703

OU
OATH?
nee and °tog
ry lorone ol
stale ol the
opportunity
Plaza Rd
p Li I Grote

Houses
For Rant

HAVE an obedient, sate
dog for show or home
Classes or professionally
trained Serving Murray for
over 12yrs 436-2858.
PEG'S Dog Grooming.
753-2915

2BR bas heat appliances
furnished $275/mo plus
deposit 753 9826

Used
Care

Your Ad
Could Be
Here

1929 FORD Model 'A two
door sedan Recent motor
overhaul new upholstery
paint and tires Titled col
lector's item First $5,750
Call 753 5154 after
cn

Entertainment Centers
Starting at 839.99
2 Racks of Clothes..... Less than $10.00 each
Jogging Suits ........
$35.99
Men's Get Used
By Elie
Large Selection 25% Off
VCR Repair Available
Can't find quite what you're looking for in furniture —Stop
and check out our cataloges and check out the great low
prices.

Marshall County Outlet
Benton, KY 42025

VISOR
ty Assurance
Facility
of gaging and
Indrridual
xperierice *nth
Experience

Murray-Calloway County Hospital a leader in
providing quality heahhcare in I4'estem
Kentucky and Northwest Tennessee, announces
the follouurugfob openings
CLINICAL MANAGER:Seeking a dynamic nursing manager for our Critical Care, Piogressive
Care. and Second Floor nursing units Baccalaureate prepared registered nurse with 3-5 years
critical care experience and a minimum of 2 years
management experience required Excellent salary and benefits package

For details contact:
Lyn Ryan, R.N.
Nurse Recruiter
(502) 762-1319
Lnual Opportunity
Ernplityer

MURRAY
CALLOVAY
COUNTY
HOSPrrAL

803 Poplar Street • Murray, Kentucky 42071

David E.
for a ccpy

)STS:
me cost.

pay even
cans over
ng home.
r $18,000
..ram for
after you

call for a
ulde To

nCY
ulldIng

1975 GRAN Torino AC
pb/ps intermittent wiper
59,500 original miles
$1200 436 2639

KOPPERUD REALTY of
fors a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
753-1222, toll free
1-800-251 -HOME. Ext.
7111_

1978 FORD Mustang, 1969
Volkswagon 1972 Ford
Pickup, 1981 Monte Carlo
(body only) 1979 Pontiac
Firebird
Daytime
759 1331 ask for Steve
after 5pm' 436 5363

SMALL acreage for sale in
Kirksey area Financing
available 489-2161 after
7pm

1979 PINTO wagon 1
owner, no rust, air, stereo,
good motor, new tires
435 4579

440

Lots
For Sai•

1982 OLDS Tornado
753-6308

COLES Campground road,
1 acre $10,000 5 acre
$5500, Water & Gas Restricted.753-5315

1984 CHEV Cavalier wagon. Tilt, cruise, many extras Nice, 66,000 miles
Can be seen at Garrison
Motors 641N.

LOT 1 mile south of Ken
lake State Park Water and
sewer on lot 753-5541

1984 CHRYSLER Laser,
41xxx loaded 1988 Buick
LeSabre, 41xxx, loaded
753-1078

LOT on KY lake 1 mile
south of Kenlake State
Park in Andersoe Shores.
Easy
terms.
1-800-624-3844 or
474-8826

1984 MUSTANG GT 5
speed, fully loaded, new
tires, sharp inside and out
Runs great $4350.
436-5845

Howse
For Sale

1985 CHEVY Z28 navy/
gold P/W, P/L, tilt, cruise,
auto, A/C Tuned port injected 759-9965 after
3 30pm

HOMESELLERS
REALTY

1985 OLDSMOBILE Calais Blue 2 door loaded,
61,000 miles $3750 Call
759-4808 after 6pm

I.

ydar owa property a
ve tkoaaaads. Check %lib
us %hen selling or buying real
state
llomeSellers 753
375 W. PAUL DAILEY
PRINCIPAL BROKER

7

ACRE

1985 PONTIAC 6000 STE
489-2204
1987 98 OLDS Extra
sharp all extras 46,000
miles Please call 753-4575
after 6pm

FARM
MURRAY

u-niwm of
,rain bins, tool shed, great
farm
492-8222
3/4 BEDROOM 2/
1
2 bath
brick on 3 acres near
Coldwatei /Farmington Diningroom, plenty ofclosets
cabinets, double garage
753-2223.
38R, 21
/
2 BT home 3 mi
west of Murray in Oaks
Estates Large lut & family
room with fireplace Dining
room, playroom, utility, and
garage Central H/AC,
paved drive, city water, cablevision All appliances included Perfect for young
family or retired couple'
Call 753-8151 for
appointment

1987 MAZDA RX7 GXL
blue 62,000 miles, automatic, cruise, AM/FM cassette
with equalizer, sunroof,
power windows Would
consider trade. 753-2068
1987 OLDS 98 Regency 4
door, fully equipped Extra
nice Local car 47,000
miles Call 753-4575 after
6pm
1987 THUNDERBIRD
loaded, including air, antilock. brakes, leather seats,
5 speed, factory graphic
equalizer. 759-4697

OYOTAS COST LESS
IN MURRAY

3BR brick 5 miles southeast 1360sq tt , 1 bath 1
acre wooded lot, new well
and septic Mid $40s
436-2742

d resume to

ture, Agriation Ser, Murray,
c location
ity Limits
ity Limits
d Wiswell
Limits and
est. This
net usable,
floor. This
ation Ser-

BOB HALEY, Real Estate
Sales and Appraisals
Roberts Realty 753-1651
or 489-2266

Murray-Calloway County Hospital, a leader in
providing quality healthcare in Western
Kentucky and Northwest Tennessee announces
the following job openings
REGISTERED NURSE POSITONS AVAILABLE IN THE FOLLOWING AREAS:
ORTHOPEDICS:
3-11 part & full time, 11-7 full time
MEDICAL/SURGICAL:
311 part & full time, 11 7 full time
EMERGENCY ROOM:
311 charge nurse
OBSTETRICS:
11-7 lull time
INTENSIVE CARE:
11-7 full time
GERIATRICS:
73 & 3 11 as needed
12 hour shifts available
For details contact:
MURRAY
I.yn Ryan. H N
Nurse Recruiter
CALLO
WW
(582)T62•1319
I goal I Ippo.ettni.1
rmployer

COUNTY
1-13SITTAL

e03 Poplar Street • Murray. Kentucky 42071

CARS
93 Toyota
.......2,987
'89 Pontiac Grand Am...A,487
89 Pont. Grand Prix LE .1,987
'19 Toyota
.......'1,917
'89 Toyota Ceilici
13,987
115,987
19 Cressida
Toyota Corolla DX,„........7,987

CONDOMINIUM ground
floor unit with garage Low
utilities, wheel chair accessable For sale or lease
753-3293
HILLTOP Home Must Sell
On Hale Rd Reduced
$23,000 negotiable
436-2010
LOVELY home on Hwy 641
south Situated on 2 acres
2br. deck, new roof (1991)
492-8574 after 5pm
MARTIN Heights. Brick,
3br, 2 bath, 2 car garage,
patio, landscaped, used
little. 753-4065, 762-1123
OPEN DAILY new 3br 2
bath house in Martin
Heights Excellent floor
plan, large rooms and
closets Call 753-3903
PRICE reduced' Three
bedroom, 1-1
/
2 bath, brick,
excellent condition on quiet
street in city Central gas
heat, living room dining
room, kitchen/utility room,
large sunroom, paved
driveway, carport, detached garage or workshop, fenced backyard
Lots of extras Call
753-1893, Chuck Foster
170
Motorcycles
1978 750 SPECIAL
Yamaha full tarring trunk
and bags 23,800 actual
miles 492-8425
1982 YAMAHA 650 Maxima shaft drive 1 owner
Excellent condition
436-5462 after 4pm
1987 BANSHEE 4- wheeler
$1900 759-1142

Maida 626

'88 Toyota Cressida.....
11 Toyota Cary .......
'87 Dodge Shadow......,....1,987
'87 Mustang Cony, 1,487
Hond Accord al '1,487
'86 Toy. Camary LE ....._AN
'86 Toy. Colla
5,487
'85 ford
85 Mem Colony Park
85 Bud Park
84 Toy, Tercel
'84 Toyota Ccolla.„.......„ °3287
'13 Lincoln
'83 &lid(
'81 Chevy
TRUCKS
'89 Toyota landcruiser.„16.987
89 Toyota Excab 4x4 13,417
'89 Chevy ......
88 Pod F•350 yan.......„...18,187
'18 _Toyota 4 Runner ......11,487
'88 Plymouth Voyager MAI
'17 Toyota 1
'6,917
114 Toyota

480

Auto
Senslees

B

NEW and used tires Key
Auto Parts Hwy 1215
753-5500

-1 Greg Bratishae,
Tom Thurman
Cniis Bearden. Bus. Mgr
*ad CriefT•an Gen. Mgr.

TOYOTA

Auto

Parts
82 91 CAMARO or 228
Daytona style hood $300
437 4076

••••••••••
elliMMOINNIMINUMISMINIMMieraiMIMOSINIMM•10•111.1.A1.•

C30

Used
Cars

1968 FORD.factory AC no
rust $600 OBO 436 2135

kow

STRAWBERRIES Walace's U-Pick Open Mon,
Wed, Fri 4-7pm, TUBS,
Thurs, Sat 7am-7pm. Sunday 1pm-5pm Price 60C
3BR 1305 Vine, 2br 1405 quart u-pick $1 25 quart
Vine Lease/deposit re ordered N 16th & Poor
weed No pets 753-0932 Farm Rd
Murray
753-0195
or 753-5898

321 N Main

Call 753-1916

753-0375
19111 N. 12111

2BR stove/refrigerator.
1mi past Graves Co line
Hwy 121N Deposit and
references required No
pets $275 489-2440

.90

Real
Estate

Houses
For Reed

ANTENNA repair and in
stallanon Replace or install
channel master antennas
rotors and amplifiers Ran
dell Beasley Buchanan
Tn 901 642-4077

30 yrs. of professional
service. Repair on factory, car stereo, & •
home units.
222 S. 12th St.
753-5865

ANY remodeling, building
'painting & roofing Free es
timates References
435-4632

1988 GRAN Am 4 door,
62xxx miles Excellent condition New Michelin tires
$6,500 753-2512
1989 FORD Escort 4 door
AM/FM stereo Air/heat,
cruise Extra dean 45,000
miles Owner must sell
$4900 753-6633
84 SILVER Thunderbird
V8, $1500 firm 436-2428
CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Hciulevard
Music Murray's Alpine Car
Audio Specialist, Dixieland
Caner, I block from MSU
dorms.
GREAT graduation gift
1990 Mazda MX6 Low
miles Lots of extras
437-3042
PUNCH 45 $225 15th Anniversary Special! Sunset
Blvd. Music Murray's
Rockford-Fosgate authorized
dealer. Dixieland Center
Chestnut Si 753-0113.
TOYOTA Cressida 1985
Maroon, 4-door, many extras including sunroof and
leather interior 67xxx
miles $6300 753-5788 after 5pm
495

Vans
1973 DODGE maxi van
with AC 489-2476
1986 FORD Aerostar High
miles, excellent condition
Must see 753-9577 after
5pm

1979 CHEVY pickup 6 cylinder, SWB, one owner,
new shocks, brakes, paint,
etc 20mpg $2500
753-6779 7am-5pm,
753-7975 after 5pm, or
759-9404
FOR sale or trade - 1985
Chevy 1 ton dump truck
Low miles, excellent condition 1 owner Call after
6pm 753-1221

510
Campers
1974 24FT Holiday, extra
nice $3000 753-7708 or
759-4533,
28h TERRY Taurus travel
trailer Excellent condition
A/C, front awning, microwave, extras 436-2959
c20
Boats
& Motors
1965 RUNABOUT in good
condition with 75hp Evinrude OB in excellent condition $1000 Call James at
435-4425
1985 CREST 40h pontoon
houseboat, sleeps 6,
generator, gas furnace, gas
cook stove A/C, gas/
electric, retro ator (2) 34
gallon gas ta ks 100hp
Johnson Commercial
Good Condition Fully
equiped 763-2085
1989 FUN & Sun cruiser,
90HP V-4 Johnson, seats
8, AM-FM stereo, live well
753-8636
28ft MUSCLE boat 40hp
Mariner, 3 gas tanks, brailles, plus 200 new braille
hooks Life jackets, CB, radio, tape player, depth finder, enclosed cabin $3500
firm 436-2497

530
Services
Offered

World of
Sound

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers Most parts
in stock, on my truck All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works 753-2455
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30+ years experience Bobby Hopper,
436 5848
BACKHOE Service- ROY
HILL Junior Thorn, operator 30 years experience
Septic system drive-ways,
hauling, foundations, etc
759 4664
BLOCK, brick, concrete finishing Basements footings, garages,.. drives
walks 30yrs expenence
13yrs in Murray area
753-5476 Charles Barnett
BOGARD Paving Paving
and sealing driveways and
parking lots Over 20yrs
experience. Free estimates 753-9552 or
437-4391
BREAKING and disking
gardens. Yard landscaping
and bushhogging
436-5430
CARPET and vinyl repairs
and installation Professional service Glen Bobber
759-1247, leave message
CHIM Calm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior citizen discounts. We sell chimney caps and screens.
435-4191.
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete service on all central
cooling, all makes and
models Call Gary at
759-4754
DAVID Palmer Steer
Loader Service 20yrs experience Can accommodate jobs in tight places
50 2 - 4 8 9 - 2 1 8 1
or
502-753-4181
DAVIDSON Roofing New
roofs and repairs Tear offs
and re roofs Written guar
antee Local references
753-5812
LICENSED for electric,
gas, refrigeration Installation and repair Free estimates 753-7203
FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs
FULL time yard mowing
Dependable Free esti
mates 436-2528
GENER4I1_ Repair plumbing, roofing tree work
436-2642

GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and corn
mercial continuous gutters
installed for your specific-a
lions Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate

V

PAINTING Interior and Ex
tenor Free estimates
Small repairs Reasonable
rates 753 6844
PLUMBING
Free esti
mates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 753-4200

S.

•

WILL mow yards Any size
753-7694

WILL do yard work and odd
lobs of any kind Nolob too
small 759-4401

YARD work mowing trim
ming odd lobs of any kind
Free estimates 753-8463

Offered

C UST CAI KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
'Drop by & see our showroom
409-SUNBURY MURRAY (Behind Burny Bread:
753-5940

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding
painting, plumbing, con
crete Free estimates Call
474 2307

•

01111191110""

ROGER Hudson rock haul
ing gravel sand dirt, drive
way rock 753 4545
753-6763 759-1823
SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753 2674
HISTORIC HOME
Tum-of-the century brick 4 bedroom-only 2 miles fron,
town. Mid
40's. MI_S 4 3177

SHEETROCK finishing
textured ceilings Larry
Chnsman 492-8742

Kopperud Realty

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including
60ft aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower corn
petitive cost Free esti
mates without obligation
Day or nite, 753-5484

711 Main St.

753-1222
•

11,1jj-11 17, Di-4-ii 1. 1 i 111
Service on all brands: window air conditioners
refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers
microwaves - dishwashers -gas & electric ranges

T C Dinh Repair and Maintenance Plumbing and
Electrical
Cleanieg
Sewer 1210/1212 Main
Street 753-6111 office,
753 0606 after 5pm

-Factory 'Authorized Repairs For

,Tappan•Kelvinator•Emerson•Brown
*All Repairs Are Guaranteed

TT

4

753-5341 or 753-1270

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaning
servicing $15: most repairs
$35 all brands 3rd Street,
Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5.
Mon -Fri : 9-2pm Sat
753-0530

WINI11141ilifitifill, Inc.

Smith
Masonry

WILL do painting and sid
mg 759-1961

Block, brick, stone, complete foundation, concrete work, sidewalks & patios covered with
brick.
15 yrs. exp. Free Estimates.
Call 527-8275 or 489-2149
For A Job Done Right Because We
Guarantee Our Work.

WILLIAMS Concrete Finishing Service Low prices
Free estimates 354-9397
WILL mow yards Reasonable rates Free estimates
No job to large or to small
474-2300
WILL mow yards Also light
hauling 435-4169

,

,
OPEN SUNDAY MAY
19TH
1:00 till 5:00 p.m.
(This is the only Sunday we will be open)

* ANNIVERSARY SALE *
"Register for FREE Prizes"
Drawing June 3rd at 9 a.m.
2 Ea. 6x9 Oriental Area Rugs 2 ea. Reg. Area Rugs
Plus Many More Runners & 2 ea CHILDS GAME RUGS

0,1
1.%
-Tz .--7
-1..0%/j
letIW 1
czt 41 J. vi• —44,
%
Quality
1st
Vsx sq 9--'
Sr9
06>
MONSANTO
Collk stl.
4,5)
oti
14
STAIN BLOCKER TRACK
LESS
,iiklet
*
"41(01(‘

In Stock For $888 PSY

SUPER HEAVY PLUSH
60-70 oz. Carpet
100% Nylon
ONLY S1095 PSY
Stain Resistant

500 AREA
RUGS On
SALE AND

SCULPTURED
CARPET
ist Quality

In Stock

BOAT/AUTO
CARPET

From $995 to

$1 79 PSY

Stain Resitant
From $499 PSY

VYrVs'
s4;4,•(
;

$99500

484b

:A A
REMNANTS: Commercial Tweed (Flaws) .996 PSY
1st. Quality Comm. Tweeds $288 PSY, Take roll bal
1st Quality Comm. Plush 8388 PSY, Take roll bal
1st Quality Residential At HALF PRICE

SEE WHAT YOU BUY. SELECT FROM
OVER 1,700 ROLLS IN STOCK.
ALL ADVERTISED ITEMS IN
STOCK

COMPARE EQUALS AND WE
WILL SAVE YOU MONEY

NI,
r

•
•qt

‘1,

.).....,...,
•‘• 4
N. t
iiiN
lit 1
:C4 i4 '•4
:....v.:,44,0,...., .,

N't

••;:e•
t..•

t,

WE SELL FIRST QUALITY- Along-with a price to fit
your budget.
CLOSED MON 5/27
OPEN TILL
5 P.M. MON-SAT.
TOLL FREE
1-800-264-4941

ItIlrw-r

lir

U
S

A

HWY. 641
ONLY 8 MI.
SOUTH OF
MURRAY, KY
LOCAL CALLS
901-498-8161

GIVE US A TRY...YOu WILL BE PLEASANTLY SURPRISED.
4

owa

DON'T FORGET: UU

S.

••

WILL do plumbing All guar
anteed 435 4169

QUALITY lawn mowing
with references 437 3046

HAULING, yard work, tree
removal, mowing Free es
timates 759-1683

PEARSON 26ft at Kenlake
State Park Marina Shp
goes with sale 5 sets of KITCHEN CABINET RE
sails, new head, galley, al- MODELING with wood
cohol stove, cooler, custom grain formica, all colors
cushions inside and &it, Free estimates Wulff's Reradio, 4 cylinder Honda covery, Murray 436-5560
10HP outboard
2 Landscaping, mowing and
weekends of sailing les- trim, tree removal
and haulsons if desired $8900 with ing, major or minor
cleanew bottom paint or $7900 nups, dozing
and grading
with bottom as is Call Kim 492 8254
Milan 502-527-1220 Of Jim
A LICENSED electrical
Milan 502-821-5762
contractor JAMES C GAL
LIMORE ELECTRIC Corn
S30
mercial and residential fast
Servkes
courteous and efficient ser
Offered
vice 759-1835
A1A T ENTERPRISE Excavating Dozer, backhoe, MITCHELL Paving Seal
trucks Levies, roads, drive- coating and hauling Over
ways, parking lots, septic 30yrs experience Free es
timates 753-1537 or
tanks, foundations base
753-1221
ments gravel dirt ponds
753-?577
MOODY S mower repair
Al TREE Service Stump Pickup and delivery All
removal and spraying Free work guaranteed
estimates 753-0906 after 753-5668
5pm, 759-9816, 753-0495
MR Chimney Chimney
ALPHA Builders Carpen- cleaner 492 8561
try, remodeling porches,
MURRAY Fence Co Chain
roofing, concrete, drivelink fence, dog kennels, reways, painting maintesidential, commercial Free
nance. etc Free estimates
estimates
753-9785 or
489 2303

Leda*

PROFESSIONAL Painters
Inc Coolray and Larry
Adams 20yrs experience
Also remodeling and decor
ating 753-3315

HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling painting, wallpaper, carpentry,
floor covering No job too
small 436-2052

INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate

Services
Offered

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436 5255

G W CONSTRUCTION
Gerald Walters roofing
painting, vinyl siding all
kinds of remodeling Phone
489-2267

753 3254

•
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Tweed Carpet With
Flaws You Take Roll

COMIllatelit

PSY
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THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

-

Choice

T-BONE
TEAK
STRAWBERRIES
Charmin 4 Roll Pkg.

BATH TISSUE
U.S.D.A. Choice Boneless

Chuck Roast

Lb.

Oscar Mayer Meat 16 oz.

Wieners

$1.99
$1.99

RIBEYE
STEAK

49
Lb.

44-*:;•••

10-12 Lb. Avg.

Boneless Fryer

Breast Fillets

New Crop Fresh Cling

PEACHES

$2.49
$1.49
$1.69

Egg Rolls
Wieners

Lb.

Georgia

Lb.

Cluing: Shrimp, Pork, Veg., Chicken 12 oz.

$4.89
Lb. $2.99

Ribeye Steaks

Cauliflower

9
Jim Adams Meat 12 oz.

Any Size Pkg.

Large Head Dole

SIRLOIN
STEAK

12-14 Lbs Avg
-1 01.

Jim Adams 16 z.

Bologna

Lb.
Dole Bunch

IMPERIAL

ORANGE JUICE

CHARCOAL

12 Ox. Can

10 Lb. Bag

Vlassic Fresh Kosher 24 oz.

Dill
Spears

$1.99

Why Pay More 32 Oz.

Ketchup

-

_

CHEESE SINGLES
90°

Adams Frozen

Why Pay Mara 15 11s. Cal

Countess 4 Cake Pk.
Strawberry

fig

40-

99' Shortcakes

89'

Broccoli

-WISCONSIN
AMERICAN SINGLES

ngsford

79'
$1.59

Strawberry Glaze

,U.S.D.A. Choice Whole Top

• \

Whole

Sliced Free

16 oz.

Limit
2

Pork 9
Beans

Imperial

MARGARINE
Lb. Quarters

ICA All flavors 7 Oz. Bag

Potato

3j8r chip*

99'

,411
a

•

CPO?

401,

IER

'ER

44444.••••••••••••
•
•4
••

444444.4.•....•••••ase

aimu.
witt%at

\,:

"•%;

11411111111101101

•. • •
• I •_
•

RlEs Whole Wheat
Country Rearth

BD

Bar-B-0 or Ranch 13V2 oz. Bag

ICA Snow Kreem 42 Oz. Can

KEEBLER RIPPLINS

SHORTENING

79°

May

EFFECTIVE DATES
15-21, 1991

HommrowN

Pet Non-Dairy 8 oz.

WHIPPED TOPPING

COKE12PRODUCTS

69c

$329

UD

•
•

•

We reserve the right to
limit quantities and correct
printing errors.

